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Chapter 1

Introduction

Free variables in semantic tableaux are rigid variables, that is, they serve as placeholders
for terms. If equations occur in a tableau, a so-called simultaneous rigid E-unification
problem must be solved. Rigid E-unification is different from regular E-unification; in
a regular E-unification problem, the variables occurring in the equality theory E are
considered to be universally quantified. Semantic tableaux and problems concerning
equations in tableaux are discussed in section 1.1. In the remaining sections we briefly
introduce the approaches towards solving such problems, and the application of rigid
E-unification in logic programming languages. Finally, an overview of this thesis is
given.

1.1 Semantic Tableaux

The proof inethod of semantic tableaux ( [11, 27, 56]), or tableau method for short, is
a proof calculus for first-order logic of which the rules closely reflect the semantics of
connectives and quantifiers. The so-called 7-rule deals with universal quantification, and
states that a premiss of the form b'xF[x] may be instantiated with any (variable-free)
term t, in order to obtain the premiss F[t]. However, it is unclear what term t will be
useful in a proof. Several authors have proposed to introduce a variable as a placeholder
instead and determine a substitution replacing placeholders by suitable terms at a later
stage ( [14, 22, 36, 46]). Tableau methods in which this idea is exploited are called free-
variable tableau methods, because the premiss t1xF[x] may now be used to obtain F[y],
in which the variable y occurs free.

If no equations occur in the tableau, then Robinson's syntactic unification procedure
([51]), popularized by its success in resolutíon-based theorem provers, is a suitable one

to determine such a substitution.
The more general problem that is to be solved if equations are present boils down to

the following: given finite sets of equations El, ..., E„ and terms sl, t~, .. ., s,,, t,,, find
a substitutíon Q such that E;a ~ s;v - t;~ for i- 1, ..., n. This has been named the
problem of simultaneous rigid E-unification recently.

It is equivalent to the problem of finding a substitution that yields a closed tableau.
If n- 1, the problem is simply called a rigid E-unification problem, which is equivalent
to the problem of obtaining a closed branch in a tableau.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In these equational problems the variables that happen to remain in E;v must be
treated as constants; they are not universally quantified, as they are in many similar E-
unification problems. It must be kept in mind that all free variables are just placeholders
for terms, they are thetefore also called rigid variables.

1.2 An Algebraic Approach

Early approaches towards equational reasoning in tableaux can all be recognized as
variations on the theme of `replacing equals by equals' ([14, 35, 48], but also the more
recent [22] ). Although this captures the nature of equality, it leads to quite inefficient
proof inethods.

In 1986, Reeves ([50]) came up with a different approach, that we shall describe
algebraicaIly in chapter 8. Although Reeves' method is described for traditional tableaux,
it can easily be generalized to deal with variables as well. However, it is only a semi-
decision procedure for simultaneous rigid E-unification.

We felt the need for a more formal description of Reeves' rules, in order to implement
them in Prolog. The idea behind these rules can be elegantly represented in a relational
algebra. This turned out to have many advantages. The algebraic description not only
served its purpose as a guideline in the implementation, the algebraic translation of the
rules could also be recognized as a fixpoint definition of a set ofequational proofs, which
provided for an almost trivial completeness proof for the method. Finally, the algebraic
description was mathematically precise, concise and natural.

Pleased with these results, we decided to study algebra in more detail. This has
eventually lead to the unconventional treatment of logic in this thesis. Syntax and
semantics of terms, atomic formulas and equations are defined in two corresponding
algebras, enabling us to analyze several equational reasoning methods formally.

1.3 Decidability of Rigid E-Unification

Readers with a background in equational reasoning may notice that no attention is paid
to term rewrite systems in this thesis. This omission is motivated below.

Roughly speaking, rewriting theory is aimed at solving problems of the following

form: Given a set E of equations and terms s and t, find a substitution Q such that
E~ s~ - to, where the variables in E are considered to be universally quantified. Such
problems are called ( regular) E-unification problems. As we have seen in section 1.1,

the rigid E-unification problem is, given E, s and t, to find a substitution ~ such that
Ev ~ so - tQ, where the variables in EQ, sQ and tQ are treated as constants. Hence,

the regular problem and the rigid problem diffet in the treatment of variables.

Recently, the rigid E-unification problem has been shown to be decidable in [6, 26, 29]
and in our own [39], which is the core of chapter 9. Although the discussions in [6, 26, 29]

are inspired by techniques from rewriting theory, it turns out that the main result in

this area, decidability of rigid E-unification, can be proved without reference to such
techniques. This results in the considerably simpler and more straightforward prooí of
the decidability theorem that can be found in chapter 9.
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1.4 Logic Programming

Our interest in logic programming is twofold: Interpreters of logic programming lan-
guages are restricted theorem provers; on the other hand, automated theorem provers
can relatively easily be implemented in a logic programming language such as Prolog.
We shall discuss logic programming from both perspectives: In the chapters 10 and 11 we
consider tableau-based interpreters for logic programming; an implementation in Prolog
of a tableau-based automated theorem prover is described in chapter 12.

As far as equational reasoning is concerned, the main characteristic of logic program-
ming languages is the presence of so-called constructors: function symbols that enable
the manipulation of constructions such as lists, records, etc. This means that we are
now facing the problem of (simultaneous) rigid E-unification in languages with such
constructors.

Again, the algebraic approach is useful in a formal discussion on syntax and semantics
of such languages, and in the analysis of reduction procedures in programming languages.
Further, some decidability theorems on rigid E-unification in languages with constructors
are presented.

1.5 This Thesis

The chapters 2 through 7 can all be seen as discussing preliminaries. However, as it is
one of our main objectives to set up a thorough theoretical foundation for equational
reasoning, these chapters form a major part of this thesis.

First-order logic, substitutions and semantic tableaux are treated more or less con-
ventionally in the chapters 2, 6 and 7, respectively. In the chapters 3, 4 and 5 we take a
more unusual point of view. The material covered here enables us to present a uniform
framework, based on relational algebra, in which syntax and semantics of terms, atomic
formulas and equations are defined in a clear and elegant way.

In chapter 3, lattices and algebras are introduced axiomaticaIly. All material in this
chapter is standard. Readers with some background in relational algebra can probably
skip this chapter (except for notational convention 3.26), certainly if they are willing to
take the fixpoint theorems in subsequent chapters for granted.

In chapter 4, attention is confined to instances of the axioms for algebras, in particular
to relational algebra. Based on the relational algebra, a so-called proof algebra is defined.
The elements of this algebra are sets of proofs, where proofs are term-like expressions.
The definition of these expressions is inspired by the way in which proofs concerning
binary relations are often denoted in mathematical texts.

Both the relational algebra and the proof algebra are extended with some special-
purpose mappings, in order to deal with the structure of terms. Syntax and semantics
of terms and atomic formulas are presented in the resulting framework in section 4.3,
while equational reasoning is treated in much more detail in chapter 5. In this chapter,
sets of equational proofs are defined as elements of the proof algebra. It is shown by
an algebraic argument that congruence closure, a method for equational reasoning with
variable-free equations, is a decision procedure.
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In the chapters S through 11, equational reasoning in tableaux and logic programming
languages is discussed.

In chapter 8, tableau rules for dealing with equations based on `replacing equals by
equals' and the rules by Reeves are discussed. These rules are recognized as being based
on fixpoint definitions of a set of equational proofs. After so much work has been spent
on the algebraic background, these methods are easily shown to be sound and complete.

In chapter 9, rigid E-unifiability is shown to be decidable. The decision procedure
that is used is an extension of congruence closure, capable of dealing with rigid variables.

As we have suggested in section 1.4, equational reasoning in logic programming lan-
guages is more or less identified with equational reasoning in logic languages with con-
structors. This is discussed in chapter 10. The algebraic framework turns out to be
useful in formulating syntax and semantics of constructors and in an elegant description
of reduction in programming languages. In section 10.4 we present a decision proce-
dure solving a restricted simultaneous rigid E-unification problem in languages with
constructors.

The incorporation of the ideas of chapter 10 in actual logic programming languages is
discussed in chapter 11. In the first two sections it is shown how the proof formats of our
equational proofs and Prolog proofs can be integrated in order to describe the proofs of
languages that we call Prolog-with-equality and Prolog-with-reduction. The last section
of this chapter is more tentative. Here, logic programming languages with tableau-based
interpreters are discussed, and the role of the equational reasoning mechanisms in such
languages.

Finally, an implementation of a tableau-based theorem prover in Prolog is presented
in chapter 12. It gives a tableau proof as output (if there is one), in which closure of
each branch is motivated by an equational proof in the format defined in chapter 5. The

algebraic description of Reeves' method serves as a guideline in implementing it.



Chapter 2

First-Order Logic

In this chapter we briefly discuss the usual syntax and semantics of first-order logic with
function symbols and equality.

2.1 Syntax

The alphabet of the language contains, among other symbols, those in the following sets

~~, a set of function symbols;

~ II, a set of predicate symbols.

Function symbols and predicate symbols will all be called operation symbols. Each
operation symbol is associated with its arity, which is a natural number. Further, the
alphabet contains arbitrarily many variables, together forming the set Var.

Definition 2.1 Terms are built from variables and function symbols. The set Term of
all terms is the smallest set satisfying

~ Var C Term;

~ if f is an n-ary function symbol and ti, ..., t„ are terms, then f (tl, ..., t„) is also
a term. f is called the outermost function symbol of f(tl, ..., t„), tl, ..., t„ are its
arguments.

Nullary function symbols are called constants. If c is a constant, then the expression c()
is a term, that we shall identify with c. Variables will be treated as constants in many
respects. Even though variables are not supposed to be part of ~, we shall consider
them as nullary operation symbols. We define the set E - Var U ~ of operation symbols,
such that every term t can be written as t- f ( tl, ..., t„) for some f E E, even if t is a
variable. ~

Definition 2.2 A term s is a subterm of a term t iff it follows from the following rules.

~ Each term is a subterm of itself.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. FIRST-ORDER LOGIC

~ For every term u, a subterm of an argument of u is a subterm of u.

Hence, the set of subterms of t contains t itself, its arguments, the arguments of its
arguments, etc.. Every subterm of t, except for t itself, is a proper subterm of t. ~

Definition 2.3 Atomic formulas are predicate symbols with terms as arguments. If p
is an n-ary predicate symbol and tl, ..., t„ are terms, then p(t1, ..., t„) is an atomic
formula. ~

Equality is denoted by the binary infix symbol - in the language.

Definition 2.4 An equation is an expression of the form s- t, where s and t are terms.

We shall not consider - a predicate symbol, as it will be convenient to distinguish
equations from atomic formulas.

Finally, formulas are defined as usual in first-order logic.

Definition 2.5 The set of formulas is the smallest set satisfying

~ equations and atomic formulas are formulas;

~ if A and B are formulas and x is a variable, then

~A, A H B, A-i B, A v B, A n B, dx[A], 3x(A]

are so-called compound formulas.

In order to avoid ambiguity, parentheses must be used. The symbols ~, H, ~, V, n are

called connectives, t1 and ~ are quantifiers. We shall use the convention that n binds

stronger than V binds stronger than ~ binds stronger than H. ~ binds stronger than
all of these. Further, the binary connectives are supposed to be right-binding, meaning

that for any binary connective o, the expression Ao B o C is read as Ao (B o C). 0

Definition 2.6 F' is a subformula of the formula F iff this follows from the following
statements.

~ Each formula is a subformula of itself.

~ Each subformula of F is a subformula of ~F, b'x[F], 3x[F].

~ If o is a binary connective, then each subformula of F and each subformula of G

is a subformula of F o G.

Definition 2.7 Each occurrence of a variable x in a subformula of the form dx[F'] or

~x[F'] of a formula F is called a bound occurnence of x in F. Other occurrences of x in

F are free occurrences. ~

Definition 2.8 A closed formula is a formula in which no variable occurs free. 0
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2.2 Semantics

Terms are supposed to refer to objects in a`universe of discourse', which may be any
nonempty-set U. Atomic formulas express relations between such objects. An interpre-
tation I with universe U maps every n-ary function symbol f to a function f~: U" ~ U,
it maps every variable x to an object x~ E U and it maps every n-ary predicate symbol
p to a relation p~ C Un. The interpretation of variables, function symbols and predicate
symbols induces an interpretation for every term and every formula. 'The interpretation
of a term t by I is again denoted t~. Every term can be written in the form f(tl, ..., tn),
of which the interpretation is defined recursively by

(f(tl~...,tn))t :- ff(ti,...,tn~.

The interpretation of an atomic formula a, which is a truth value, is denoted a~. The
interpretation of an atomic formula p(tl, . .. , tn) is given by

(P(tl,...,tn))~ iff ~(ti~...,tn).

An interpretation I with universe U induces a truth value for every formula F. Instead
of `F is true with respect to I' we shall write I~ F. If F is not true, then it is false,
which is denoted by I(~ F. We already saw that for each atomic formula y(tl, ..., tn),
I~ p(tl, ..., tn) iff pI ( ti, ..., t,~,). For the interpretation of equations we define

I ~s-t iff s~-t~.

To define the meaning of quantified formulas, we need to be able to express that the
interpretation of bound occurrences of a variable has nothing to do with the interpreta-
tion of the free occurrences of that variable. Thereíore, for every variable x and every
u E U we define the interpretation I`{x -~ u} as the interpretation that is identical to I,
except that it maps x to u. Hence, it maps every other variable y to y~, every function
symbol f to f I and every predicate symbol p to p~.

Definition 2.9 The truth value of compound formulas is defined as follows.

I ~ ~F iff I ~ F
I~F~--~G iff I~Fandl~G,orl~Fandl~G
I ~F--~G iff I ~Forl ~G
I~FVG iff I ~-Forl~G
I~FnG iff I~Fandl~G
I~ tíx[F] iff I`{x -~ u} ~ F for all u E U
I~~x[F] iff I`{x --~ u} ~ F for at least one u E U

O

As all formulas are either true or false with respect to an interpretation I, we immediately
find the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.10 It is stated when compound formulas are false.
I[~~F iff I~-F
I ~F~--~G iff I [-Fandl ~G,orl ~Fandl ~G
I ~F-~G iff I ~-Fandl~G
I~FVG iff I~Fandl~G
I~FnG iff I~ForI~G
I[~ `dx[F] iff I`{x ~ u} ~ F for at least one u E U
I[~ ~x[F] iff I`{x ~ u} ~ F for all u E U

0

Notational convention 2.11 The notation of sets of formulas need not be very con-
scientious, as it will always be clear from the context what is meant. If F is a formula
and I' is a set of formulas, then we shall loosely write I', F instead of I' U{F}, etc.. ~

Definition 2.12 Let I be an interpretation. I is a model for a formula F iff I~ F.
I is a model for a set I' of formulas iff I is a model for every formula in I'. I is a
countermode! for a formula F iff I ~ F. I is a countermodel for a set r of formulas iff I
is a countermodel for every formula in I'. If I' and ~ are sets of formulas, then we write
I' ~ 0 to express that no model for I' is a countermodel for 0.

Note that in these definitions variables are treated as constants wherever they occur
free. ~

Informally, I' ~ ~ iff the truth of all formulas in I' implies the truth of at least one
formula in 0. For instance, if FI, FZ, G~, Gz are formulas, then Fl, FZ ~ Gl, Ga iff
F,nFz~G,vGz.

Definition 2.13 An element u of the universe of an interpretation I is named by a term
tifft~-u. ~

The union of a set E of equations and a set A of atomic formulas has a so-called least
model, meaning that all elements of its universe are named by a term, and only the
equations and atomic formulas that logically follow from E U A are true.

Definition 2.14 Let E be a set of equations, let A be a set of atomic formulas. Define
the binary relation RE on terms, written infix, by sREt iff E ~ 3- t. One easily finds
that RE is an equivalence relation. The equivalence class of a term t with respect to RE
is denoted [t]E. Define the interpretation ME,A with the set of these equivalence classes
as its universe as follows.

~ For a function symbol or variable f, define fMB~" by

fMs'"([tl]Ei...,[tn]E) - [f(tli...,tn)]E'

This is an unambiguous definition. It is obvious that [s;]E -[t;]E for i- 1, ..., n

implies [f(31f..~t3n)]E - [f(tle-.~etn)]E.

~ For a predicate symbol p, define pMD~" by pMg."([tl]E,..., [tn]E) is true iff there is
an atomic formulap(sl,...,sn) E A such that [s;]E -[t;]E for i- 1,...,n.
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ME,A is called the least model of E U A. The interpretation of function symbols depends
on E only. If the interpretation of predicate symbols is irrelevant, then the least model
of E will also be denoted as ME. ~

Theorem 2.15 Let E, A, ME,A be as in definition 2.14. If a is an equation or an atomic
formula, then E, A ~- a iff ME,A ~- a.

Proof ME,A ~- a implies E, A ~- a due to definition 2.14. On the other hand, ME,A is a
model of E, A; so, if a is false in ME,A, then it is not true in all models of E, A, in other
words, ME,A ~ a implies E, A~ a. ~
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Chapter 3

Lattices and Algebras

In this chapter lattices and algebras are introduced in an axiomatic way. In chapter 4
some algebras satisfying the axioms are discussed.

All material in this chapter can also be obtained elsewhere. For instance, [40] contains
a quick, and for the present purposes sufficient, introduction to lattices and fixpoints.
Our axiomatic presentation of algebra has been influenced by [1], particularly in the
attention that is paid to Galois connections. A discussion on axioms of algebra can also
be found in the classic book [16]. Finally, we mention [63], which actually gave us the
idea of choosing an algebraic approach.

3.1 Complete Lattices

Definition 3.1 A partial order on a set .A is a reflexive and transitive binary relation
C on A, such that for all X,Y E A, X C Y and Y C X imply X- Y. The pair (A, C)
is called a poset or partially ordered set. 0

If it is clear from the context which partial order C is meant, X C Y may be informally
expressed as `X is smaller than Y' or as `Y is greater than X'. -

Definition 3.2 Let (A,C) be a poset, X a subset of A.
A lower óound of X is an element of A smaller than all elements of X. The greatest

lower bound of X, denoted f1X, is a lower bound of X greater than all lower bounds of
X.

An upper bound of X is an element of A greater than all elements of X. The least
upper óound of X, denoted UX, is an upper bound of X smaller than all upper bounds
of X. o

As is suggested by the definition, X can have at most one greatest lower bound: if L
and L' are greatest lower bounds of X, then L- L' follows from L' C L and L C L'.
The same holds for least upper bounds. - -

Notational convention 3.3 X U Y denotes U{X, Y}. As (X U Y) U Z- X U(Y U Z)
parentheses may be omitted. 0

11
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Definition 3.4 Let (A, C) be a poset. A is a complete lattice iff every subset X of A
has a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound in ,.Q. ~

A poset A is not empty, as it contains at least UA and nA.

Definition 3.5 T- UA is the greatest element of A, 1- nA is the smallest one. ~

Note that every element of A is both an upper bound and a lower bound for the empty
set. Therefore, U0 - n.,4 - 1 and n0 - U.Q - T.

Example 3.6 The most important example of a complete lattice in the realm of logic,
and indeed in this thesis, is the powerset. If S is any set, then the powerset ~S of S
is the set of all subsets of S, partially ordered by set inclusion, hence we already chose
the suggestive notation C for partial orders. As is also suggested by our notation, the
greatest lower bound nX of a subset X is the intersection of all sets in X, while its least
upper bound UX is the union of these sets. In particular

nPS-1-0, UPS-T -S.

3.2 Monotonicity and Continuity

In the following sections, let A and B be complete lattices, with partial orders CA and
CB, respectively. We shall denote both CA and CB as C whenever it is clear from the
context what is meant. -

Notational convention 3.7 If F is a mapping and X is a subset of its domain, then
F(X) denotes the set {F(X) ~ X E X}. ~

Definition 3.8 A mapping F: A-a B is monotonic iff X C Y implies F(X ) C F(Y)

for a11 X, Y E A. - ~

Theorem 3.9 Let F: A-~ B be monotonic. For every subset X of A,

F(nX) c nF(X), uF(X) c F(uX).

Proof nX C X C UX for all X E X. Hence, F(nX) C F(X) C F(UX) as F

is monotonic. Apparently, F(nX) is a lower bound of F(X) and F(UX) is an upper

bound of F(X ). ~

Definition 3.10 A set X is directed iff every finite subset of X has an upper bound in

X. Note that every directed set is non-empty, since in particular the empty set has an

upper bound in it. ~

Definition 3.11 A mapping F: A--~ 8 is continuous iff for every directed subset X of

A, F(UX) - UF(X). o
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Definition 3.12 A mapping F : A -~ B is (universally) U-junctive iff F(UX) - UF(X)
for all subsets X of A. It is (universally) fl-junctive iff F(f1X) - f1F(X) for all subsets
X of A. o

Theorem 3.13 The properties of fl-junctivity, U-junctivity, continuity and monotonic-
ity are related as follows.

(1) Every U-junctive mapping is continuous.

(2) Every continuous mapping is monotonic.

(3) Every fl-junctive mapping is monotonic.

Proof ( 1) is trivial. To prove (2) and (3), let F : A~ g be a mapping. Consider
X,Y E A such that X C Y, i.e., X- X n Y and Y- X U Y. The set {X,Y}
is directed, because Y is an upper bound for all its finite subsets. Therefore, if F is
continuous, then F(Y) - F(X U Y) - F(X ) U F(Y), which implies F(X ) C F(Y). If F
is f1-junctive, then F(X )f1 F(Y) - F(X f1 Y) - F(X ), which also implies F(X ) C F(Y).

O

3.3 Fixpoints

Definition 3.14 X E.A is a fixpoint of a mapping F:.A ~ A iff X- F(X). The
least fixpoint of a mapping F: A-~ A is a fixpoint of F smaller than all fixpoints of
F. Likewise, the greatest fixpoint of F is a fixpoint of F greater than all fixpoints of F.
The least fixpoint of F is denoted by pF, the greatest fixpoint by vF. It is clear that a
mapping can have at most one least and one greatest fixpoint. U

Theorem 3.15 (Tarski) Every monotonic mapping F : A-~ A has a least fixpoint,
given by p.F - fl{X ~ X E A, F(X ) C X}.

Proof Define X -{X ~ X E A, F(X) C X}. For all X E X we have F(X ) C X and
f1X C X. Monotonicity of F yields F(f1X) C F(X) C X. So, F(f1X) is a lower bound
of X and therefore F(f1X) C f1X, which is equivalent to f1X E X. Monotonicity of F
yields F(F(flX)) C F(nX), hence F(f1X) E X and therefore f1X C F(f1X).

All this implies f1X - F((1X). As X contains all fixpoints of F, f1X - pF. ~

A useful consequence of theorem 3.15 is the following theorem.

Theorem 3.16 If F: A-~ A is monotonic, then for all X E A, F(X ) C X~ ftF C X.
a

Many of the definitions mentioned above have a sense of duality due to the íact that the
relation ~, defined by X~ Y iff Y C X, is a partial order iff C is a partial order. The
reader can easily verify that - -

~(greatest) lower bounds in (A, C) are (least) upper bounds in (A, ~) and vice versa;
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~(A, C) is a complete lattice iff (A, ~) is a complete lattice;

~ monotonicity with respect to ~ is equivalent to monotonicity with respect to C.

~(least) fixpoints with respect to ~ are ( greatest) fixpoints with respect to C.

~ etc.

This means that we can formulate theorems 3.15 and 3.16 for greatest fixpoints without
further proof.

Theorem 3.17 Every monotonic mapping F : A-~ A has a greatest fixpoint
vF - U{X ~ X E A, X C F(X)}. o

Theorem 3.18 If F : A- ~ A is monotonic, then for all X E A, X C F(X )~ X C vF.
O

Theorem 3.19 If F, G: A-~ A are monotonic mappings and F(X ) C G(X ) for all
X E A, then p.F C pG. -

Proof F(pG) C G(~G) - pG implies pF C p,G (theorem 3.16). a

Theorem 3.20 Let T: A x A-~ A be monotonic in both arguments.

~(X ~--~ T(X, X)) - p.(Y ~--~ p(Z ~--, T(Y, Z)))

Proof Let A- p(X ~--~ T(X,X)), define F : A-~ A by F(Y) - p(Z H T(Y, Z)). We
must prove A - p,F.

}~F - F(p.F) - p,(Z ~--. T(~F, Z)) - T(pF, pF). Hence, pF is a fixpoint of
X ~--~ T(X, X), of which A is the least fixpoint. This yields A C~CF.

A- T(A,A), so A is a fixpoint of Z~--~ T(A,Z). F(A) is by definition the least
fixpoint of that mapping, so F(A) C A. This implies p.F C A(theorem 3.16). ~

Notational convention 3.21 For F: A~ A and X E A, let FN(X) -{F"(X ) ~ n E
IN} and F'(X )- UFN(X ). 0

Theorem 3.22 If F: A-- ~ A is monotonic, then FN(1) is directed.

Proof Every element of FN(1) is an upper bound for the empty set. With 1 C F(1)
and monotonicity of F we obtain 1 C F(1) C FZ(1) C F3(1) C---. Hence, every
non-empty finite subset of FN(1) can be written as {F`1(1),...,F'~(1)} such that
F'~ (1) C-.- C F'~(1) which makes F'~(1) an upper bound for it. ~

Theorem 3.23 If F:,A ~ .A is continuous, then ~F - F'(1).

Proof Let F: A~ A be continuous. Then F is monotonic (theorem 3.13), so FN(1)
is directed (theorem 3.22).

F(U{F"(1) ~ n E IN})

- {F is continuous}
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U{F"fl(1) ~ n E IN}

- {remark below}
U{F"(1) ~ n E IN}

Remark: It is easily seen that {F"}'(1) ~ n E IN} and {F"(1) ~ n E IN} have the same
upper bounds.

So, F'(1) is a fixpoint of F. It is also the least fixpoint, because pF is an upper
bound for FN(1): With the obvious fact 1 C pF and monotonicity of F we find
F"(1)CF"(pF)-pFforallnEIN. 0

In the following theorem this result is generalized.

Theorem 3.24 If F: A-~ A is continuous and X C p,F, then pF - F'(X ).

Proof With 1 C X C pF and monotonicity of F it follows that F"(L) C F"(X) C
F"(fcF) - ~F. Hence, we find F'(1) C F'(X) C p.F. As F'(1) - pF according to
theorem 3.23, it follows that p.F - F'(X). - ~

Theorem 3.25 Let F: A--~ A, G: B -~ B and H: A-~ B be continuous mappings
such that H c F- G o H and H(~) C pG. Then H(pF) - pC.

Proof By induction it is shown that H o F" - G" o H for all n E IN, since
HoFo-H-GooH,andHoF"-G"oHimplies

HoFn}1-HoFoF"-GoHoF"-GoG"oH-G"t'oH.

This implies H(F'(1)) - G'(H(1)), as is shown below.

H(U{F"(1) ~ n E IN})
- {H is continuous, {F"(1) ~ n E IN} is directed (theorem 3.22)}

U{H(F"(1)) ~ n E IN}

- {HoF"-G"oHforalln}
U{G"(H(1)) ~ n E IN}

The theorem follows with pF - F'(1) and, since H(1) C pG, ~G - G'(H(1)) (theo-
rem 3.24). - ~

Notational convention 3.26 Throughout this thesis we define relations or sets by
equations like X:- F(X):- in fixpoint definitions, meaning that X is by definition
equal to N,F. o

3.4 Adjoints

Definition 3.27 A pair of functions (F : A~ B, G: B-~ A) is a Calais connection iff
forallXEAandYEB

F(X) C Y a X C G(Y).

F is called the lower adjoint of G, which is the upper adjoint of F. ~
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Theorem 3.28 A function can have at most one upper adjoint and at most one lower
adjoint.

Proof Let both G: B-~ A and H: B-~ A be upper adjoints of F: A-a B. Then
G(Y) C G(Y) iff G(Y) C H(Y) as both are equivalent to F(G(Y)) C Y. Hence,
G(Y) C H(Y). Similarly, H(Y) C G(Y). For lower adjoints the proof is analogous. 0

Theorem 3.29 Let (F :.A -~ B,G : B-~ A) be a Galois connection. For all X E A
and Y E B,

F(G(Y)) C Y and X C G(F(X)).

Proof Follows from definition 3.27 with X- G(Y), Y- F(X), respectively. ~

Lemma 3.30 Lower and upper adjoints are monotonic.

Proof Let (F : A-~ B, G: B -~ A) be a Galois connection. We prove that F
is monotonic. Let Xl, Xa E.A be such that Xl C Xa. According to theorem 3.29,
X2 C G(F(XZ)). Hence, it follows that Xl C G(F(Xa)), which is equivalent to F(Xl) C

F(Xz). For upper adjoints a similar proof holds. ~

Theorem 3.31 Every lower adjoint is U-junctive, every upper adjoint is fl-junctive.

Proof Let (F : A-~ B, G: 8--~ A) be a Galois connection. For every subset X of A,

F(UX) C UF(X)
a

UX c G(UF(X))

b

X C G(UF(X)) for all X E X

F(X)CUF(X)forallXEX

UF(X) C UF(X).

The last statement is true, hence, so is the first. UF(X) C F(UX) has already been

shown in theorem 3.9, which applies since F is monotonic ( lemma 3.30).
For upper adjoints, the proof is analogous. ~

The converse of theorem 3.31 is also true, as is shown in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.32 Every U-junctive function is a lower adjoint, every (1-junctive function

is an upper adjoint.

Proof Let F: A~ B be U-junctive. We prove that G : B~ A given by

G(Y) - U{X ~ X E A, F(X ) C Y} is an upper adjoint of F. Choose arbitrary A E A

and B E B. We prove F(A) C B iff A C G(B) by mutual implication

F(A) C B

a

~

~
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A E{X I X E A, F(X ) C B}

A c U{X ~ X E A, F(X) c B} - G(B)

~ {F is monotonic ( theorem 3.13)}

F(A) C F(U{X ~ X E A,F(X) C B})

4~ {F is U-junctive}

F(A) C U{F(X) ~ X E A,F(X) c B}

~ {see remark below}
F(A) C B

Remark: B is an upper bound of {F(X ) ~ X E A, F(X ) C B}. Hence,
U{F(X) ~ X E A,F(X) C B} C B. The proof for lower adjoints is analogous. ~

Theorem 3.33 Let F: A-~ A and G : B --~ B be monotonic. Let H: A-a Ci be

U-junctive. Further, let H o F- G o H. Then pG - H(~F). (Cf. theorem 3.'l5.)

Proof H(pF) is a fixpoint of G, since G(H(pF)) - H(F(pF)) - H(pF). Hence,
pG C H(pF).

The converse is proved using that H is U-junctive, so it has an upper adjoint K.

H(p,F) C pG
ta

p,F c K(pG)
~ {theorem 3.16}

F(K(pG)) C K(p.G)

b

H(F(K(pG))) C pG
q {HoF-GoH}

G(H(K(p,G))) c pG
~ {remark below}

true

Remark: H(K(pG)) C pG follows from theorem 3.29. Monotonicity of G implies

G(H(K(p,G))) C G(pG) - pG.

3.5 Algebra

Definition 3.34 An algebra is a tuple (A, C, o, Id, ~) in which

.(A, C) is a complete lattice;

. o: A x A-~ A is a so-called composition operator, it is written infix, the mappings

X~--~ A o X and X H X o A are denoted as (Ao) and (oA), respectively;
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.IdEA;

.":A-~ A is a so-called converse operator, it is written postfix.

The following axioms must be satisfied.

1. Id is the unit of composition;

2. composition is associative;

3. for all X in A both (Xo) and (oX) are U-junctive;

4. `" is its own lower and upper adjoint, hence, it is both fl-junctive and U-junctive;

5. (X o Y)` - Y` o X"

It follows with theorem 3.13 that o is monotonic in both arguments, and " is monotonic.
This will be used without further reference.

In the remainder of this section, let (A, C, o, Id,' ), or A for short, be an algebra.
First some theorems on ' are discussed.

Theorem 3.35 ' is its own inverse.

Proof Since ' is its own lower and upper adjoint, we find that the following three
statements are equivalent for all X E A.

X`"- C X X` C X~ X C X`v

The middle statement is obviously true. Hence, so are the others, which together are
equivalent to X`" `- X. ~

Theorem 3.36 ` is monotonic.

Proof Let X,Y E A be such that X C Y. This is equivalent to X`"' C Y(theo-
rem 3.35) which is equivalent to X' C Y', because ' is its own upper adjoint. ~

Theorem 3.37 Id` - Id

Proof Id' - Id' o Id - Id" o Id` `-(Id' o Id)` - Id" - Id. We used axioms 1
and 5 and theorem 3.35. ~

Example 3.38 The most important example of an algebra is the algebrn of binary
relations or relational algebra. on a set S. We present its main definitions to give the
intuition behind the axioms; in the next chapter it will be discussed in more detail. Let
S be a set. A(binary) relation on S is a subset of S x S. Hence, the set of relations is the
powerset of S x S and therefore a complete lattice partially ordered by set inclusion. For
a relation R we write xRy instead of (x, y) E R. For relations Rl, RZ we write xR1yRaz
instead of `xRly and yRZZ'.
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The operators o and y are defined by

x(R1 o RZ)z iff xR1yR2z for some y E S,

x(RV )y iff yRx.

The relation Id -{(x, x) ~ x E S} is the unit element of o. It is easily seen that the
relational algebra satisfies the axioms.

In a relational algebra important properties can be expressed in an elegant shorthand
way. For instance,

~ R is reflexive iff Id C R;

~ R is transitive iff R o R C R;

~ R is symmetric iff R' C R.

The reflexive transítive closure R' of a relation R is therefore the smallest relation X
such that Id U R U X o X C X. Although the '-operator is not defined in this way, it
will be shown in theorem 3.43 that it is indeed the described closure operator. ~

Notational convention 3.39 Natural powers of an element X of an algebra A are
defined by Xo - Id and X"t' - X o X". Let X~ -{X" ~ n E IN} and let X' - UXIN,
which defines the operator ': A-~ A. ~

Definition 3.40 We define the binary operators ~ and `. The mappings X F-. X~A and
X~--~ A`X are denoted by ( ~A) and (` A), respectively. ( ~A) and (`A) are by definition
the upper adjoints of (oA) and ( Ao), respectively. Recall that ( Ao) and (oA) are required
to be U-junctive, and therefore they are lower adjoints ( theorem 3.32). The following
properties define ~ and `.

XoACY t~ XCY~A,
AoXCY q XCA`Y

for all A, X, Y E A.

Theorem 3.41 For all X,Y E A, (X~Y) o Y C X and three more `cancellation' prop-
erties follow from theorem 3.29 and definition 3.40. ~

In theorem 3.43 a number of equations concerning the ' operator are listed. All equations
can be proved by induction, but we shall give a few proofs using theorems 3.20 and 3.33
and definition 3.40 to illustrate their power.

Lemma 3.42 A' -{~(X H Id U A o X)

Proof Let F be the mapping given by F(X) - Id U A o X. ~F is an upper bound of
AN, because Ao - Id C Id U A o pF - ~cF, and A" C pF implies A"t' C!d U A o A" C
Id U A o p,F -{iF. Hence, A' C~cF. On the other hand, it is easily shown that A' is a
fixpoint of F, which implies pF C A'. ~
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Theorem 3.43 The following equations hold for arbitrary A, B E A.

(1) ~(X~--~IdUAUXoX) - A'
(2) ~(X ~--~ B U A o X) - A' o B
(3) ~(X ~--~ B U X o A) - B o A'
(4) p(X ~--~ BUX oAoX) - (BoA)'oB
(5) (BoA)'oB - Bo(AoB)'
(6) (A U B)' -(B' o A)' o B'
(7)

(A-). - (A.)~

Proof All equations can be proved by induction, but some examples of more elegant
proofs are given.

(Proof of (1)) Define the mappings F and G by

F(X) - IdUAoX,

G(X) - IduAUXoX.

In lemma 3.42 it is shown that A' -~F, and we must prove ~F -~G.
Using that Id, A and ~Go~G are all smaller than ~G, we find F(~,G) - IdUAo~G C

Id U N.G o p.G C ~cG. Hence, ~F C ~G ( theorem 3.16). -
Next we prove the converse. As a lemma we prove ~cF o~.F C~,F.

~Fop.FC pF

t~ {definition 3.40}
pF C ~F~~F

G {theorem 3.16, definition of F}

ld U A o(p.F~~F) C N,F~pF

q {definition 3.40}

~F U A o(N,F~~.F) o~F C~F

G {({cF~~F) o p,F C lcF (theorem 3.41)}
~FUAoN,FC~F

q {definition of F}

tnte

Now one easily shows G(~CF) C ~F which implies pG C~,F ( theorem 3.16).

(Proof of ( 2)) Define the mappings F and G by

F(X)- Id U A o X,
G(X) - BuAoX.

In lemma 3.42 it is shown that A' - ~cF, and we must prove y.F o B- ~G. This follows
with theorem 3.33, because F(X)oB - BUAoX oB - G(X oB) and ( oB) is U-junctive.
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(Proof of ( 6)) Define the mapping T: A x A--~ A by T(X,Y) -!d U A o X U B o Y.
So, T(X, X)- Id U (A U B) o X and p.(X H T(X, X)) -(A U B)' (( 2) of this theorem).
According to theorem 3.20 this equals

p(X ~--~{i(Y H IdUAoX UBoY))
- {(2)}

p(Xr--~B'o(IdUAoX))

p(XHB'UB'oAoX)
- {(2)}

(B'oA)'oB'.

(Proof of (7)) Define the mappings F and G by

F(X) - Id U A o X,
G(X )- Id u X o A` .

In lemma 3.42 it is shown that A' - p.F. Likewise, it follows that (A' )' - pG. We must
prove pF` - pG. This follows with theorem 3.33, because F(X )" -!d` U(A o X)` -
Id U X` o A' - G(X' ) and ` is U-junctive. ~

The equations (1) -(4) of theorem 3.43 involve fixpoint definitions in terms of `constants'
A and B. With theorem 3.20 this can be generalized for the case that these constants
are replaced by functional expressions.

Theorem 3.44 For monotonic functions A, B: A-~ A the following equations hold.

(1) p(X ~--~ Id U A(X) U X o X) - p,(X ~--~ A(X)')
(2) ~t(X ~--i B(X) U A(X) o X) - p.(X '--~ A(X)' o B(X))
(3) p.(X ~--~ B(X) U X o A(X)) - p(X H B(X) o A(X)')
(4) W(X ~--i B(X) U X o A(X) o X) -~(X H(B(X) o A(X))' o B(X))

Proof As an example we prove (2).

p(X ~--~ B(X) U A(X) o X)

- {theorem 3.20}
~(X ~--~ p,(Y ~--~ B(X) U A(X) o Y))

- {theorem 3.43}

p(X H A(X)' o B(X))

0
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Chapter 4

Relations and Expressions

In example 3.38 we have already mentioned that relational algebras are the most impor-
tant models of the axioms for algebras.

In this chapter a uniform notation is defined that will be used for terms, relations
involving terms, atomic formulas, equatíons and relational proofs. Relational proofs are
term-like expressions that provide for a compact notation of relations between terms,
like the compact notation xR1yR2z that we allow as an abbreviation of `xRly and yR2z'
in the meta-language. For instance, in this system terms and equations are a special
kind of relational proofs. Finally, sets of proofs are used to define binary relations.

We will mainly be interested in equational proofs in this thesis. In chapter 5, the set
of equational proofs is defined formally as a set of relational proofs. A main motivation
for this definition is that several different ways of dealing with equality, for instance
in automated theorem provers and programming languages, can easily be described as
methods of constructing equational proofs. The set of equational proofs that can be
constructed from a set E of equations is shown to correspond to the relation RE defined
in definition 2.14.

Certain elements of the presentation can also be found in other texts. For instance,
the relation that we denote by Sub(GE~) plays a role in texts on rewrite systems,
where it is usually denoted by -~E, and where it is usually defined informally. However,
the mapping Sub, as we define it, allows us to define this relation but also the set of
contexts and the set of equational proofs (as a set of term-like expressions) within a single
framework. Likewise, mappings associated with sets of operation symbols are sometimes
used to define so-called free algebras by fixpoint definitions ( in fact, a free algebra is a
set of terms with a trivial interpretation; see e.g. [65]); in this chapter a more general
use of such mappings is proposed.

Notational convention 4.1 Most complete lattices relevant in this thesis are power-
sets, ordered by set inclusion. We shall denote the powerset of a set S by PS, hence,

PS -{X ~ X C S}.

We shall make the following notational conventions:

~ Calligraphic letters like A, B, X denote subsets of PS.

23
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~ Uppercase letters denote elements of PS, that is, subsets of S.

~ Lowercase letters denote elements of S.

As has been remarked in example 3.6 the symbols C, (1 and U have their set theoretic
meanings in this context. - O

4.1 Relational Algebra

We shall discuss relational algebra, thereby slightly generalizing some definitions that
have already been discussed briefly in example 3.38.

Definition 4.2 If A and B are sets, then any subset R of A x B is a relation on A x B.
If A- B, then we call R a binary relation on A.

As is usual we write aRb instead of (a, b) E R. If Rl C A x B and Rz C B x C, then
we allow ourselves to abbreviate `both aRlb and bRzc' to aR1bRac. ~

The set of relations on A x B is therefore the powerset P(A x B), which is a complete
lattice partially ordered by set inclusion.

As algebraic operators we discuss the composition of relations and the converse. In
the sections 4.2 and 4.6 some additional special-purpose operators concerning operation
symbols will be defined.

Definition 4.3 If RI C A x B and Rz C B x C, then Rl o RZ C A x C is defined by
a(Rl o RZ)c iff for some b E B aR1bRzc. O

Occasionally we shall identify a subset P of a set A with a unary relation, or a
property, on A. We then allow ourselves to write Pa instead of a E P. The composition
of a property with a relation yields a property.

Definition 4.4 If P C A and R C A x B, then P o R C B is defined by (P o R)b iff for
some a E A PaRb, which abbreviates Pa and aRb. - ~

A function F: A-~ B is identified with the relation {(F(a),a) ~ a E A} C B x A. A
and B are interchanged to make composition of functions coincide with composition of
relations.

The union of two functions Fl : A1 -~ BI and Fa : AZ ~ BZ is understood as the
union of the relations they are identified with. If A1 and Az are disjoint, then Fl U Fz is
again a function.

Definition 4.5 For every set A, we define the identity relation IdA on A x A by
IdA -{(x, x) ~ x E A}. o

Definition 4.6 Let R be a relation on A x B. Its converse relation, denoted R`" , on
BxAisdefinedbyyR'xiffxRyforall(x,y)EAxB. 0

The following theorem pinpoints the properties of composition of relations that we shall
use as axioms in our calculations. It slightly generalizes the axioms of algebras in general,
because relations are not restricted to be all binary relations on a set S.
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Theorem 4.7 o is associative and distributes over U. That is, for all relations
R C A x B, S C B x C, T C C x D and all sets X of relations on B x C

Ro(SoT) - (RoS)oT,
R o(UX) - U{R o X ~ X E X},
(UX)oT - U{X oT ~ X E X}.

For every relation R on A x B we find IdA o R - R- R o IdB. ` is its own lower and
upper adjoint.

Proof Straightforward. ~

4.2 Sets of Operation Symbols as Mappings

Let ~Y be a set of operation symbols (for instance, function symbols or predicate symbols).

~Y„ denotes the subset of n-ary operation symbols in ~Y. With lY we associate a mapping
from sets to sets and a mapping from relations to relations. Both mappings are again
called ~Y.

In section 4.3 it will be shown how terms and atomic formulas can be defined in terms
of the mappings E and II operating on sets of expressions, while their interpretations

can be defined in terms of the mappings E and II operating on relations.

Definition 4.8 If E is a set of expressions, then iY(E) is the set that contains every

expression with an outermost operation symbol from ~Y and arguments from E, i.e., of

the form f (el, ..., e„), for f E ~„ and el, ..., e„ E E.

If f E ~Yo, then we identify f() and f. In this sense we do not distinguish between
~Yo, ~Yo(E) and ~Y(0). ~

If E is not a set of expressions, but oí other entities, then ~Y(E) is still defined.
f (el, ..., e„) should then be understood as the n-tuple (el, ..., e„) labeled with f.

Theorem 4.9 iY is continuous and consequently, monotonic.

Proof Let X be a directed set of sets oí expressions. We must prove ~Y(UX) - U~Y(X).
Assume that f(xl, ..., x„) E~(UX ). Then there are elements Xl, ..., X„ of X such
that x; E X; for i- 1, ..., n. As X is directed, it contains an upper bound X of

X1i ..., X,,. Hence, xI, ..., x„ E X and f(xl, ..., x„) E~Y(X) C U~Y(X). We conclude

~Y(UX) C U~Y(X); the converse follows from theorem 3.9. ~

~Y is also associated with a mapping on relations, and hence on functions.

Definition 4.10 If R C A x B, then ~Y(R) C iY(A) x~Y(B) contains all tuples of the

form ( f ( al, . . . , a„), f (61, . . . , b„) ) where al Rbl and . . . and a„Rb,,.

If R is a function, then ~Y(R) is a function. iY(R)(f(al,...,a„)) -

Ï(R(a, ), . . ., R(al)).
0
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It will always be clear from the context whether tY is used as a mapping on sets or on
relations. With little adaptation of the proof, theorem 4.9 can be seen to hold for iY as
a mapping on relations.

Theorem 4.11 Let iY be a set of operation symbols, interpreted as a mapping from
relations to relations. For all relations R on A x B and R on B x C

~Y(R)' - ~Y(R' ), ~Y(R) o ~Y(S) - ~Y(R o S).

For the identity relation IdA on a set A we find ~Y(IdA) - Id~.lAl.

Proof Straightforward.

4.3 Terms, Atomic Formulas and Interpretations
Reconsidered

Using the expressive power of relational algebra extended with the mappings associated
with sets of operation symbols, we can give beautiful shorthand definitions of terms,
atomic formulas and their interpretations.

Definition 4.12 If E is a set of expressions, then T,~(E) denotes the smallest set of
expressions that satisfies T~,(E) - E U~Y(T,y(E)). We write T~, instead of T~(0). Note
that T~. - ~,~,~Y. o

The definition of the set Term, in chapter 1, can now be restated as

Term :- Var U ~( Term),

or, equivalently, as
Term :- E(Term)

that is, Term - T~( Var) - TE. The set of variable-free terms is T~. The set of atomic
formulas is H(Term).

Hence, using ~, E and H as mappings of sets of expressions to sets of expressions, we
can give short definitions of terms and atomic formulas. Using ~, E and H as mappings
of relations to relations we can define interpretations.

In chapter 2 the interpretation oí any expression e, whether it was a function symbol,
a term or a formula, was denoted eI. Here we shall distinguish more carefully the
different roles an interpretation plays. If I is an interpretation with universe U, then we
distinguish the following functions that fully determine I.

~ I ~,,. : Var -~ U maps variables in U. The correspondence with the notation of
chapter 2 is simply I y„(x) - x~.

~ I~ :~(U) -i U assigns, albeit not directly, a function f r to every func-
tion symbol f. If f is an n-ary function symbol and ul, ..., u„ E U, then
It( f(ul, ..., u„))- f~(ul, ..., u„). A nullary function is identified with the single
element in its range.
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~ As Var is treated as a set of nullary operation symbols, we can consider I va, as a
function írom Var(U) to U. The functions Iv,, and I~ can then be united to yield
a function ivar U I~ - IE : E(U) -~ U.

~ We shall not assign relations to predicate symbols by an actual function, but by the
set In C II(U). I~ is such that p~(ul,...,u„) is equivalent to p(ul,...,u„) E In.

Iv,r and I~ together induce an interpretation for every term. The function
IT~,,,, : Term ~ U doing this should satisfy IT~,,,,(t) - tr, and hence is given by

t. IT~..n(x) - x - Iva.(x),

~ ITerm(J (tli...,t,~)) - ft(tl~...,tn) - I~(~(ITerm(tl),... ilTcrmltn)))'

The elegant definition of IT~,.m that can be distilled from this is

IT~r,.~ :- Ivar U I~ o~(IT~„n) - Is o E(IT~rm).

Finally, let the set IAtom be the set of all atomic formulas that are true in I. Hence,
p(tl, ..., t„) E IAto„~ iff pl(t„..., tn). This can be further elaborated. p(tl, ..., t„) E
IAtom iff there are ul, ..., u„ E U such that p(ul ,..., u„) E In and u; - t!, which in
our relational notation reads u;IT~,,,,t;, for i - 1, ..., n. Now u;IT~,.,,,t; for i i 1, . .., n is
equivalent to p(ul, ..., u„)H(IT~,,,,)p(tl, ... , t„). Thus, exploiting the notation of defini-
tion 4.4 we find

IAtom .- III 0 H(ITerm).

This notation will be standard in the remainder of this thesis.

Definition 4.13 A binary relation R on terms is compatible iff E(R) C R, that is, iff
sl Rtl and . . . and s„Rt„ implies f (sl, . . . , s„) R f ( tl, . . . , t„) . - ~

It is not difficult to verify that compatibility implies reflexivity. This is proved formally
in theorem 4.30.

Definition 4.14 A congruence relation is a compatible equivalence relation on terms.
O

For instance, the relation RE that is used in definition 2.14 is the least congruence
relation such that (s - t) E E implies sREt.

Note that E is used to express compatibility, just as Id, ' and o were used to express
reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity, respectively, in example 3.38.

4.4 Relational Proofs

If Rl, RZ are relations and the facts aRlb and cRZ6 are given, then, in our metalan-
guage, the reader should be willing to accept the expression aR16RZ' c as a proof for
a(Rl o Rz' )c.

In the way this proof was constructed from the `primitive proofs' aR16 and cRzó
we immediately recognize the algebraic operations that were defined for relatíons: the
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proof cRZb is reversed to obtain 6R2`c and the proofs aRlb and bR2`c are composed,
concatenated, to finally yield the proof. Obviously, the proof aR16R2`c carries more
information than the tuple (a, c).

Is there a similar proof for c(Rl o RZ`)`a? Well, we might of course start from
scratch rewriting (Rl o RZ` )` to RZ` ` o Rl` - Ra o Rl` and construct the proof
cRZbRI`a for c(RZ o Rl` )a. On the other hand, the result cRz6R1`a can also be
obtained by reading the proof aR16Rz` c from right to left. Hence, one is tempted to
write cRZbR7`"a -(aR16Rz`c)`. Although we shall not do so in the metalanguage, we
shall define an algebra of sets of relational proofs that does allow for such operations on
sets of proofs rather than on relations.

The correspondence between algebraic operations on relations and operations on
proofs in the meta-language will be exploited in the definition of a set of term-like
expressions that will be called proofs. An algebra of sets of these proofs will be defined,
that we shall call the proof algebra, for short. In this algebra the o operator has the
effect of glueing proofs together; if there is a proof p for aRb and a proof q for bRc, then
p o q is constructed such that it is a proof for a(R o R)c. Likewise, ' reverses proofs; if p
is a proof for aRb, then p` is a proof for bRa. In chapter 5 it is shown how equational
provability can be characterized by a subset of these proofs, that we shall indeed call
equational proofs. Given a set E of equations, the set of equational proofs from E can be
constructed by reversing the equations from E, glueing them together, etc.. The set E
of function symbols and variables, interpreted as a mapping on sets of expressions, plays
a role in constructing proofs concerning congruence relations (definition 4.14). The set
of equational proofs is such that terms and equations are also equational proofs.

First of all, we need a set B of relation symbols representing binary relations. We
shall usually write the elements of B as, possibly indexed, arrows. They are considered as
binary operation symbols with the particular properties that they are written infix and
that no parentheses will be used to avoid ambiguity. For instance, if a, 6, c are constants
and -~ is a binary relation symbol in B, then both (a -~ b) -~ c and a~(6 -~ c) denote
the same expression a -~ b-~ c. Every element of B has a converse in B, that is, an
arrow representing the converse relation. -~ and ~- are each other's converse.

The equality symbol - is a prominent member of 8. Because of its particular seman-
tics we denote its converse by - too.

Except for composition and inversion of relations, we have also discussed sets of
operation symbols acting as operators on relations. The set E will also be used as

an operator on sets of proofs, even though the kind of proofs this yields is not very
common in mathematical literature. As a simple example, consider the primitive proof
a~ 6 representing that aR6 for some relation R. We take f(a --~ b) to be a proof for
f(a) E(R) f(b) if f E E.

For such proofs we define a particular format. From now on we shall assume that

only symbols from E and B, besides parentheses and commas, occur in proofs.

Definition 4.15 The set Proof of proofs is the smallest set satisfying:

~ E(Proof) C Proof;

~ if p, q E Proof, then p-~ q E Proof , for every relation symbol ~ in B.
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0

As proof constructors the relation symbols are associative. For instance, if a, b, c E Eo,
then both a-~1 (b --~z c) and (a -~1 b) ~z c denote the actual expression a-~1 6-~z c.

Taking for granted that relation symbols differ from other operation symbols this
way, we say that Proof - TE~B. This immediately makes clear that terms, i.e., elements
of TE, are proofs too. Further, we have assumed that - is a relation symbol in B, so
equations are also proofs.

A proof establishes that a certain relation holds between two terms. For instance, an
equation s- t establishes a relation between s and t. We shall call s the leítmost term
and t the rightmost term. This concept will be generalized to determine a leftmost term
and a rightmost term for every proof. For instance, a term considered as a proof will be
its own leftmost and rightmost term.

Definition 4.16 Define the functions lt : Proof -~ Term and rt : Proof -. Term. For
every proof p, lt(p) denotes the leftmost term of p, rt(p) is its rightmost term.

lt(f~Pi,...,Pn~) :- f(!t(P1),...,lt(P,.)~

It(Pi ~ Pz) :- li(Pi)

The rightmost term rt(p) of p is defined analogously.

rt(f(Pi,...,Pn)) -- .Í~rt(Pi),...,rt(Pn)~
rt(pi -~ pz) :- Tt(P2)

Theorem 4.17 For every proof p the following three statements are equivalent.

~ p is a term.

~ lt(p) - p

~ rt(P) - P

Proof Follows easily with induction on the size of p. ~

A proof p expresses that the tuple (It(p),rt(p)) is in a certain relation. If we have
proofs p and q that we interpret as proofs for !t(p)Rlrt(p) and lt(q)Rzrt(q) and further
rt(p) - lt(q), then we can make a proof for !t(p)(RI o Rz)rt(q) too by concatenation of
p and q, which is defined next.

Definition 4.18 Let -~ represent any binary relation symbol. Define the concatenation

p o q of proofs p and q by

f(Pi,...,P..~of(qi,...,4n) - - f((Pio4i),...,(Pno9n))

P o(9t -~ qz) -- (P o 4i) ~ 9z

(Pi ~ Pz) o q :- Pi ~(Pz o q)
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The concatenation of proofs of the form f(pl, ..., p,,,) and g(ql, ..., q„) is not defined, if
f~ g. Note that p o q is a proof, if defined.

This definition is unambiguous, even though (pl ~1 pz) o ( 4i ~z qz) is defined both
as pl -~1 (( pz o qi) --~z 9z) and as (pl ~1 (pz o 4i)) ~z qz, but these refer to the same
expression, if defined. 0

Example 4.19 The principle of concatenation of proofs is illustrated. Let

p - f (e - g(d - c)),
q - f(g(c} - a) - c.

Below we calculate p o q following definition 4.18.

Calculating rt(p), one finds

(f(e - g(d - c))) o(Í(9(c) - a) - c)
(f(e-g(d-c})of(9(c) -a))-c

f((e - g(d - c)) o (g(c} - a)} - c
f(e -(g(d - c} 0 9(c)) - a) - c

f(e-g((d-c)oc)-a)-c

f(e-g(d-(coc))-a)-c
f(e-g(d-c}-a}-c

rt(f(e - g(d - c)})
- f(rt(e - g(d - c)))

- f(Tt(9(d - c)))
- f(g(rt(d - c))}

- f(g(rt(c)))

- f(9(c)).

Similarly, one finds lt(q) - f(g(c)).
As a case in which concatenation is not defined, consider p - f(e - g(d - c)) and

q- f(g(d) - a) - c. Like above, the calculation will proceed until

f(e - g(d -( c o d)) - a) - c

is obtained. cod is obviously not defined, because the outermost function symbols c and
d do not match. 0

We list some properties of proof concatenation in the following theorems.

Theorem 4.20 For all proofs p, q, r

(1) p o q is defined iff rt(p) - lt(q),

(2) poq-piffq-rt(p),
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(3) P o q- q iff P- lt(q),

(4) Po(4oT)-(Po9)or.

Proof We shall prove (1). The other parts of the theorem can be proved by a similar
induction.

Let the size ~p~ of a proof be the number of variables, function symbols and relation
symbols in it. We prove the theorem by induction on ~p~ f ~q~. If p and q both are
constants or variables, then the theorem is obviously true.

If p- f(pl, ..., p,,,) and q- g(ql, ..., qn), then the concatenation of p o q is not

defined and rt(p) ~ lt(q).

If P- f(pl, ...,Pn) and q- f(ql, ..., qn), then p o q is defined iff p; o q; is defined for
i- 1, ..., n. Also, rt(p) - lt(q) iff Tt(p,) - lt(q,) for i- 1, ..., n. It is our induction
hypothesis that p; o q; is defined iff Tt(p;) - lt(q;), and it follows that p o q is defined iff

rt(p) - lt(q).
The other cases of the definitions for concatenation and leftmost and rightmost terms

are treated similarly. ~

We also define the converse of proofs.

Definition 4.21 The converse p' of a proof p is defined by

~ (P ~ 4)V - q- ~- p~,

~ f(L71e...f~n)~ - f(~1~,...,PnV).

Again, this definition is unambiguous, and we list some properties.

Theorem 4.22 For all proofs p and q
~ p~ ~ - P~

~ lt(p-) - rt(P)~

~(P o 4)~ - QV o Pv .

Proof Straightforward. ~

Example 4.23 Let the proofs p and q be as in example 4.19. The converse of the proof

p o q-(f(e - g(d - c) - a) - c) is calculated below, following definition 4.21.

( f(e - g(d - c) - a) - c)V

- c~ - f(e - 9(d - c) - a)..

- c- f((e-g(d-c)-a)-)

- c-f((g(d-c)-a)--eV)
- c- f(a` - g(d - c)- - e)

- c-f(a-g((d-c)")-e)
- c - f(a - 9((c~ - dV )) - e)
- c- f(a-g(c-d)-e)
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Similarly, one shows p` - f(g(c - d) - e) and q` - c- f(a - g(c)) with which it is
verified that (p o q)' - q- o p' . ~

4.5 An Algebra of Sets of Proofs

The operators on proofs that were defined in the previous section are used to define
operators on sets of proofs. This results in an algebra of sets of proofs, than we shall
nevertheless call a proof algebra for short.

Definition 4.24 Composition and converse of sets of proofs are defined as follows. If
P and Q are sets of proofs, then the sets of proofs P o Q and P` are defined by

P o Q -{p o q ~ p E P, q E Q, rt(p) - lt(q)},

Pv -{P~ I P E P}.

O

As proofs are expressions, the operator E is defined on sets of proofs.

Theorem 4.25 The set of terms is the unit element of o. So, for each set P of proofs,
P- Term o P- P o Term.

Proof We prove Term o P- P. For each proof p there is exactly one term t such that
t o p is defined, namely, t- lt(p). If t o p is defined, it equals p.

Term o P

{t o p ~ t E Ter7rt, p E P, rt(t) - lt(p)}

- {remark above}
{p~pEP}

Theorem 4.26 For sets P and Q of terms, P o Q- P(1 Q.

Proof It follows with theorems 4.17 and 4.20 that the composition s o t of terms
s and t is defined iff s- t. Moreover, in that case, s o t - s - t. Hence,
PoQ-{s-t~sEP,tEQ,s-t}-{t~tEP,tEQ}-Pf1Q. ~

Definition 4.27 Each set oí proofs P corresponds to a binary relation GP~ on terms,
given by

GP~ -{(lt(p),rt(p)) ~ p E P}.

If CP1 is a relation on A x B, then we shall call P a set of proofs on A x B as well. ~
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Hence, the proof algebra corresponds to the algebra of binary relations on terms through
the mapping X~--~ CX~. The mappings U, o, ` and E have all been defined in both
algebras. Again, the effect of these mappings in the proof algebra corresponds to the
effect in the relational algebra through the mapping X H CX~.

Theorem 4.28 The mapping X ~--~ GX~ is U-junctive, but not n-junctive.
For all sets of proofs P, Q

CPoQ1 - CP~oCQ),
~P`~ - ~P~",

cE(P)1 - E(cP~).

Finally, C Term~ - IdT~,.,,,. Hence, the units of o in both algebras correspond.

Proof Straightforward. We only point out that, if P- {a} and Q- {a - a},
then P n Q -~ and, hence, CP n Q~ - 0, while CP~ - CQ~ - {(a,a)}. So,
~P~ n ~Q~ - {(a,a)}. ~

All algebraic properties that we have shown to hold for relations also hold for sets
of proofs. We also define P' for every set of proofs P in complete analogy with the
notational convention 3.39.

Using theorem 4.28 we can prove that a function F : PProof - ~ PProof built from
the operations U, o, `, E, and a few others that we shall see in due course, corresponds
to the function G that prescribes the same operations on relations, in the sense that for
every set P of proofs GF(P)1 - G(GP)). As one might expect, the least fixpoints of
F and G also correspond, as is shown in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.29 Let Rel be the set of binary relations on terms, that is,
Rel - P(Term x Term). Let F: PProof -~ PProof and G: Rel -~ Rel be mono-
tonic, such that GF(P)~ - G(GP)) for every set of proofs P. Then ~G - cpF~.

Proof This follows with theorem 3.33, because the mapping X H CX1 is U-junctive.

The use of theorem 4.29 is illustrated in the theorem ending this section. It formalizes
the remark following definition 4.13.

Theorem 4.30 A compatible relation on terms is also reflexive.

Proof The theorem states that E(R) C R implies IdT~,,,, C R for relations R on terms,
but the implication is shown for arbitrary relations.

As a lemma, it is shown that ~E - IdT~,.,,,. According to definition 4.12, Term -
TE -~E, where E is operating on expressions. Interpreting E as a mapping on relations,
we find p,E - G Term1 with theorem 4.29 and G Term~ - IdT~,,,, with theorem 4.28.

Finally, it follows with theorem 3.16 that E(R) C R implies IdT~,.,,, - p.E C R. ~
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4.6 The Mappings Pi~k and sub

In order to reason about manipulation of subterms, we define the mappings Pick and
Su6. As an introduction we define Pick as a mapping from PProof to PProof.

Definition 4.31 Define the mapping Pick : PPProof~ PProof. If P is a set of proofs,
then Pick(P) is the set of proofs in E(Proof) of which one argument is in P, while the
others are terms. Hence, Pick(P) contains expressions of the form f(pl, ..., p„) for which
there is an i E{ 1, ..., n} such that

~ p; E P, and

~ for all j E { 1, . .., n} such that j~ i, p~ E Term.

It follows that Pick(P) does not contain constants, as constants do not have arguments
at all. O

If s and t are terms, then s E Pick({t}) is equivalent to `t is an argument of s'.
Pick is also defined as a mapping on relations of terms in such a way that

Pick(GP1) - GPick(P)~ for every set P of proofs.

Definition 4.32 Let Rel be the set of binary relations on terms. Define the mapping
Pick : Rel -~ Rel. If R is a relation in Rel, then f ( sl, ..., s„) Pick(R) f (tl, .. ., t„) is
true iff there is an i E{ 1, ..., n} such that

~ s;Rt;, and

a s~ - t~ for all j E{ 1, ..., n} such that j~ i.

If f ~ g, then f (91i ..., 9,R) Pick(R) g(tl, ... , t„) is false. ~

Lemma 4.33 For every set P of proofs, Pick(P) - U{Pick({p} ~ p E P}.

Proof q E Pick(P) iff q E E(Proof) and one argument p of q is in P while the other
arguments of q are terms. Hence, also q E Pick({p}). It follows that q E Pick(P) iff for
some p E P, q E Pick({p}). ~

Theorem 4.34 If X is a set of proofs or a relation, then Pick(X `)- Pick(X )` .
Moreover, Pick is U-junctive.

Proof Pick(X` )- Pick(X)" is straightforward. That Pick is U-junctive as a mapping
on sets of proofs follows with lemma 4.33. For Pick as a mapping on relations it can be
shown similarly. ~

Theorem 4.35 If X is a set of proofs or a relation, then Pick(X)' - E(X').

Proof We prove the theorem for a set X of proofs. Choose an element p E Pick(X)',
say p E Pick(X )m. Using the definition for proof concatenation we get

p - f(eii, . . . , ei,.) o . . . o Í ( eml f . . . , e,,,n )

- f((ell
O... O Cml)f . .., (Cln O... O Cmn))
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where all e;~ are either terms or elements of X, and all compositions are defined. Each
product e;l o.-. o e;,, is seen to be in ( Term U X)' -( Ternt' o X)' o Term,' (theorem 3.43
(6)), which equals X', because Terrrt is the unit of o and one finds Terrré - Term.
This argument holds even if ~n. - 0. In that case p E Pick(X)o - Term is a term and
Term - E(Term) - E(Xo) C E(X'). This proves Pick(X)' C E(X'). Proving the
converse is a little more elaborate, but not hard. - o

Definition 4.36 Define Sub both as a mapping Sub : PProof -a PProof and as a
mapping Sub : Rel --~ Rel. If X is a relation or a set of proofs, then Sub(X ) is defined
by Sub(X) :- X U Pick(Sub(X)). ~

In fact Sub(X )- Pick'(X ), although we shall not use this characterization. It follows
that Sub(CP1) - cSub(P)1 for every set of proofs P.

The name Sub refers to subterm. If Sub is used as a mapping of sets of proofs,
and s and t are terms, the reader can verify that s is a subterm of t iff t E Sub({s}),
since t E Sub({s}) iff t E{s}, i.e., t- s, or s is a subterm of an argument of t, i.e.,
t E Pick(Sub({s})) (cf. definition 2.2). This motivates the following definition.

Definitian 4.37 A context is a terrn-like construction with an `empty subterm'. This
empty subterm is symbolized as ~, and the set of contexts can be defined as Sub({~}).
Contexts are also denoted c[~]. In that case, c[e] is the expression obtained from c[o]
by replacing ~ by the expression e. ~

If Su6 is interpreted as a mapping on relations, then s Sub(R) t iff there is a context
c[o] and a tuple (u,v) E R such that s- c[u] and t- c[v]. Hence, t can be obtained
from s by substituting one occurrence of u by v, for some u, v with uRv.

4.7 All Mappings Are Continuous

Whenever we define a relation or set of proofs as the least fixpoint of some mapping in
this thesis, this mapping will be continuous. All such mappings are composed of any of
the operators U, o, `, ~Y (any set of operation symbols as a mapping) and Pick or their
values are defined by a fixpoint definition in terms of a continuous mapping ( such as the
mapping Sub in definition 4.36). The next theorem states that all such mappings are
indeed continuous.

Theorem 4.38 Mappings composed of the operators U, o, `" ,~ and Pick are contin-
uous. Mappings defined by a fixpoint definition in terms of a continuous mapping are
continuous. This is expressed more formally below.

~ If A is a relation or a set of proofs, then the constant mapping X f--~ A is continuous.

~ If .F is a set of continuous mappings, then the mapping X~--. U{F(X ) ~ F E.F} is
continuous.

~ If F and G are continuous mappings, then so are the mappings X~--~ F(X)',
X i--~ F(X ) o G(X ), X~--~ F(G(X )).
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~ A set of operation symbols as a mapping is continuous.

~ Pick is continuous.

~ If the mapping T: A x B ~ B is continuous in both arguments, then the mapping
X H p(Y H T(X,Y)) is continuous.

Proof Most of the proofs are straightforward. For sets of operation symbols the theorem
was proved in theorem 4.9. Pick is U-junctive ( theorem 4.34) and hence, continuous
(theorem 3.13). Below two more proofs are given as examples.

~ If F and G are continuous mappings, then the mapping X H F(X ) o G(X ) is also
continuous.

Let X be a directed set. It follows immediately that

F(UX) o G(UX) - U{F(Xl) o G(XZ) ~ X1fXz E X}

and we must show that this equals U{F(X) o G(X) ~ X E X}. The inclusion

U{F(X) o G(X) ~ X E X} C U{F(Xl) o G(XZ) ~ X1i X2 E X}

is obvious.

Next, consider the converse inclusion. X is directed, so for all Xl, Xz E X there
is an X E X such that Xl C X and XZ C X and hence, using monotonicity of F
and G, F(Xl) o G(XZ) C F(X) o G(X). This proves the converse inclusion.

~ Let T: Ax B ~ B be continuous in both arguments. Then the mapping F: A-~ B
given by F(X) - p(Y r--~ T(X,Y)) is also continuous.

Using the fixpoint construction of theorem 3.23 it follows that

F(X) - T(X,1) U T(X,T(X,1)) U T(X,T(X,T(X,1))) U....

Using the other parts of this theorem it follows that F is continuous.

In the rest of this thesis we shall use this theorem without further notice.



Chapter 5

Equational Proofs

Some characterizations of equational provability, of which informal discussions are quite
common, are presented in terms of the proof algebra defined in section 4.5. These
characterizations are very compact, yet intuitively clear, and they are subject to formal
manipulation. We can in fact easily establish equivalence of different characterizations
with the calculus that we have already derived.

At this stage we do not yet discuss the role of substitutions, in fact variables are
treated as if they were constants. As a starting point of the discussion we take the
well-known proof rule of `replacing equals by equals'. This can be formalized in terms of
our algebra quite easily, yielding a characterization of all equations that can be proved
with this rule. We go on, transforming this characterization into a less redundant one.
The latter description permits us to show that the method of proving equations known
as congruence closure is a decision procedure.

5.1 Equational Provability

The intuitive meaning of equality in this context is that we may `replace equals by equals'
in a term, without changing the interpretation of that term. That is, the original term
and the resulting term have the same interpretation.

A proof rule based on this intuition is the following: Start with a term s. Ií a subterm
of s is one hand of an equation in E, then we may replace it by the other hand of the
equation. Then we can proceed with the resulting term, and so on, until we obtain t. If
and only if we can obtain t this way, we say that we can prove s- t from E, and we
write E ~ s - t.

We shall formalize this in terms of proofs, and then show in theorem 5.9 that E~ s- t
iff E~ s- t. First we define the symmetric closure E of E, by

E :- E U E`
- {u-v~u-vEEorv-uEE}.

If u- v E E, we can use this to replace an occurrence of u by v in s to obtain t, that is,
of course, if s contains u as a subterm. This is precisely the case if for some context c[~],
s- c[u] and t- c[v]. As a formal proof of this we shall accept the expression c[u - v].
Apparently, !t(c[u - v]) - c[u] - s and rt(c[u - v]) - c[v] - t.

37
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For each context c[~] and each equation u- v E E, the expression c[u - v] is by
definition a one-step rewrite proof. The set of all one-step rewrite proofs is therefore
Sub(É).

In texts on rewriting theory ([10], [47]) one often writes -.E for the relation
GSub(E)~, ~E for GSub(E' )1 and ~E or -E for CSub(E)~.

Example 5.1 Let E-{a - 6}. The set Su6(E) contains all one-step rewrite proofs,
that is, proofs of the form c[a - b] and c[b - a].

The one-step rewrite relation Sub(GE~) - CSub(E)1 contains all tuples of which
one term can be obtained from the other by replacing one occurrence of a by b or vice
versa, which are those of form (c(a],c[b]) or (c[b],c[a]). ~

By definition, an equation s- t will be called provable from E iff t can be obtained
from s by zero or more times applying this one-step rewriting. More formally, s- t
is provable from E iff there are n equations ul - vl, ..., un - vn in E and n contexts
cl[0],...,c„[o] such that

9- Cl[ul]f Cl[vl] - C41u3]t ..., cn-llvn-1] - Cn[un]~ en[Vn] - t.

This means that the rightmost term of the one-step rewrite proof c;[u; - v;] is the
leftmost term of c;tl[u;}i - v;tl] for i- 1,...,n - 1; hence, we can `glue' the one-step
rewrite proofs together. As a proof for s- t we shall therefore accept

Cl[ul - v1]
~... o c[71,n - vn].

This proof is in Sub(E)'. The case that n - 0 has not been considered explicitly, but
obviously t can be obtained from s in zero rewrite steps iff s - t. In this case, we accept
the term t as a proof for s - t. The set of zero-step rewrite proofs therefore is Term,
which indeed equals Su6(E)o.

Hence, in particular every term t is a proof for the trivial equation t- t, other than in

Bachmair's approach ([4] ), where the empty sequence is a proof for every trivial equation.

Definition 5.2 The set PrE ofequational proofs given the set of equations E is Sub(E)'.
A proof in p E PrE with left term s and right term t will be called a proof for s - t. 0

Example 5.3 Let E-{a - b, c- d, f(a) - g(c), b- f(b), e- g(d)}. A proof in PrE

for f(e) - g(c) can be described as follows. (The example is also discussed in [50]. It is

originaIly due to [55].)
Given the equation e- g(d) in E, we may replace e by g(d) in f(e), which yields

f(g(d)). As a one-step rewrite proof of this we find f(e - g(d)). In the resulting term

f(g(d)) we may replace d by c which yields f(g(c)), because c- d is an equation in E.

For this replacement we find the one-step rewrite proof f(g(d - c)).
The two-step rewrite proof obtained so far is f(e - g(d)) o f(g(d - c)) which equals

f(e - g(d - c)).
Proceeding this way, we may obtain the proof

f(e - 9(d)) o f(9(d - c)) o Ï(9(c) - f(a)) o f(f(a - b)) o
o f(f(b) - 6) o f(6 - a) o f(a) - g(c)
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which equals

Definition 5.2 gives a simple and compact characterization of all proofs from E. Yet it
has a disadvantage, illustrated in the following example.

Example 5.4 Show that E ~- f(al, aZ) - f (bl, 62) if E -{a~ - 61i aZ - bz}. It must
be shown that f(al,aZ)GSub(E)'~f(bl,bZ). This is not hard:

Ï(di - bi,az) o Í(bi,az - bz) - Í(ai - bi,az - bz).

But we might as well have written

f (Qi, az - bz) o f(Qi - bi, 6z) - f(ai - bi, az - bz).

These two proofs are the same, of course, but the characterization by Sub(E)' allows for
two different constructions of the proof. o

In the example it is obvious that we can obtain f(bl, bz) from f(al, aZ) by replacing both
arguments by a new term ïn any order. This was also the idea behind theorem 4.35.
With this theorem our characterization of equational proofs can be rewritten. We use
the following lemma.

Lemma 5.5 (É U Pick(X))' -(E(X') o É)' o E(X').

Proof (É U Pick(X))' -(Pick(X)' o É)' o Pick(X)' -(E(X') o É)' o E(X') follows
with theorems 3.43 and 4.35, respectively. ~

With lemma 5.5 we find for Sub(E)'

Sub(É)' -(É U Pick(Sub(É)))' -(E(Sub(É)') o É)' o E(Sub(É)')

This yields a nice characterization of PrE - Su6(E)', since it is not just a fixpoint of
X~--~ (E(X) o E)' o E(X), but even the least fixpoint of that mapping. This is proved
in theorem 5.7, for which we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.6 Define the mapping G by

G(X )-(E(X ) o E)' o E(X ).

Then Term C ~G.

Proof With definition 4.12 we find that Term - TE - p.E. For all sets X of proofs
have E(X) C(E(X) o É)' o E(X) - G(X ). With theorem 3.19 we find p,E C~G.

Theorem 5.7 PrE -~(X ~--~ (E(X) o É)' o E(X)).

Proof Define the mappings F, G, H by

F(X) - É U Pick(X),
G(X) -(E(X) o É)' o E(X),
H(X) - X'.

f(e - 9(d - c) - Ï(d - b) - b- d) - 9(c).

we
0
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Then by definition Sub(E) - pF and PrE - Sub(E)' - H(pF), while we must prove
PrE - p.G. This follows from theorem 3.25, since HoF - GoH (lemma 5.5), F, G, H are
all continuous, and finally H(1) C p,G, because H(1) - 1' - Term and Term C p,G
(lemma 5.6). Note that indeed 1' - U{1" ~ n E IN} - Term, because lo equals the
unit element Term of o and 1" - 1 for n~ 0. ~

Theorem 5.8 Each of the mappings F; : PProof -~ PProof given by the following
equations has PrE as its least fixpoint.

Fl(P) -(E(P) o É)' o E(P)
FZ(P) - E(P) U E(P) o É o P
F3(P) - E(P) U P o É o E(P)

F4(P) - E(P)UPoÉoP
Fs(P) - TE(P o É o P)

Proof PrE -~Fl follows with theorem 5.7. pFl - pFz - p.F3 - pF4 is an immediate
consequence of the theorems 3.43 and 3.44. pF4 - ~Fs follows with definition 4.12 of
TE. o

Reconsidering example 5.4, we find that the construction of the proof f(al - bl, az - 6z)
as an element of p,(X H (E(X) o E)' o E(X)) is unambiguous. There is no need to
specify whether al - bi is proved earlier or later than aZ - ba.

The proof rule of `replacing equals by equals' is sound and complete: every equation
that logically follows from E, can be proved this way.

Theorem 5.9 ~Birkhoff] For all terms s and t, sGPrE~t is equivalent to E[- s- t.

Proof `Replacing equals by equals' is obviously a sound rule. Hence, sCPrE1t implies
E~s-t.

To prove the converse we define a model I for E, such that sI - tI iff sGPrE)t.
Hence, E[- s- t implies sM - tM for every model M of E, in particular for M- I,
which finally implies sCPrE~t.

In the remainder of this proof we discuss the definition of I. GPrE~ - GSub(E)'1 is

an equivalence relation. Denote the equivalence class of a term t by [t]. Let the universe
of I be the set {[t] ~ t E TE} of such equivalence classes. Define IE by

Is(f([tl],...,[t..])) :- [f(ti,...,t„~].

To show that IE is well-defined we prove

[31] - [tl] n . . . n [Sn] - ltn] ~ lf ( 91~ . . . r 9n~1 - LJ (tle . . . , t,~ll

which is equivalent to

s1CPrEit1l`...1`s„CPrEitn~ f(sl,...,s„)GPTE~f(t1,...,t„).

This easily follows from the fact that E(PrE) C PrE.

Finally, observe that the definition of IE implies that tI - [t] for all terms t and hence,

that sf - tl iff [s] - [t], which is equivalent to sGPrE~t. We conclude that in terms of

definition 2.14, GPrE) - RE, I- ME and [t] - [t]E for all terms t. o
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5.2 Congruence Closure

If E-{sl - tl, ..., s„ - t„} is a finite set of equations, then it is decidable whether or
not E ~- so - to for given terms so and to. More generally, we can calculate the restriction
of the relation RE on a set T of terms, that satisfies the following two requirements.

(1) The left and right hands of E are in T, that is, sl, tl, ..., s,,, t„ E T.

(2) If a term is in T, then so are all its arguments. This can be rendered as T C E(T).
Applying this requirement recursively, we find that all subterms of a term in T are
also in T.

Theorem 5.10 A set T of terms satisfies the requirements mentioned above iff

(1) ToEoT-E;

(2) T- T o E(T) and, equivalently, E(T) - E(T) o T.

Proof (Proof of (1)) If all hands of E are in T, then sCE1t implies that s, t E T. The
converse is also easily seen.

(Proof of (2)) The arguments of every term in T are in Tiff T C E(T); if there is a term
f(ul, ..., u,,,) E T that is not in E(T), then apparently ul, ..., u,,, are not all in T. The
theorem follows with theorem 4.26 using that T C E(T) iff T- T f1 E(T). ~

The restriction of RE to T is GT o PrE o T1. The definitions of PrE mentioned in
theorem 5.8 make clear how proofs in T o PrE o T are built from smaller proofs in this
very set.

It will be shown in theorem 5.11 that every proof in PrE on T x T can be considered
to be constructed from zero or more smaller proofs on T x T. As a consequence, in
order to check whether or not an equation on T x T is provable, we need not consider
provability of equations outside this set. As there are only finitely many equations on
T x T, we can determine all provable equations on T x T in finitely many steps.

Theorem 5.11 For every mapping F;, i- 1, ..., 5, given in theorem 5.8,

ToF;(X)oT - ToF;(ToXoT)oT.

Proof As an example, we prove this for the most complex of these mappings, which is
Fl.

ToF~(X)oT

To(E(X)oE)'oE(X)oT

- {theorem 5.10 (1)}

To(E(X)oToÉoT)'oE(X)oT

- {theorem 3.43 (5)}
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(ToE(X)oToE)'oToE(X)oT

- {theorem 5.10 (2)}

(ToE(T)oE(X)oE(T)oToÉ)'oToE(T)oE(X)oE(T)oT

(ToE(ToXoT)oToÉ)'oToE(ToXoT)oT

- {theorem 3.43 (5)}

T o(E(ToX oT)oT oÉoT)'oE(ToX oT)oT

- {theorem 5.10 (1)}
To(E(ToXoT)oÉ)'oE(ToXoT)oT

ToFI(ToXoT)oT

For the other functions similar, though simpler, proofs apply. ~

Theorem 5.12 Let ProofT - T o Proof o T be the set of relational proofs on T x T.
Define the restrictions of the functions F; as defined in theorem 5.8 to the set ProofT,
which are the functions FÍ : PProofT -~ PProofT given by

F;'(X) :- T o F;(X) o T.

Then, p.F,' - T o(~F;) o T.

Proof Let H: PProof -. PProofT be the mapping X H T o X oT. Theorem 5.11 can
now be read as H o F; - F;o H. Clearly, H is U-junctive. H(~.F;) - p.F' follows with
theorem 3.33. ~

Example 5.13 When the definition PrE - Sub(E)' is used, it is not so clear why
restricting attention to T suffices ([47]). Consider the problem of proving f(a} - f(c)
from E- {a - b, b - c}. Choose T- {a, b, c, f(a), f( c)}. Note that T satisfies the
requirements stated at the beginning of this section. One easily finds

f(a) GSub(É)) f(b) CSub(É)1 f(c).

The term f( b) is not in T. Considering the proof f(a - b- c) as an element of E(PrE)
one finds the subproof a- b- c in which all terms are in T. ~

Next we shall discuss a method of actually calculating the restriction of RE. In the
literature this and similar methods are called congruence closure methods ( see e.g. [25]).
We shall paraphrase the straightforward description by Shostak ( [55]) of this procedure.

The method will not only be used to decide whether or not E ~ so - to, but also to
find a description of the classes [t]E. We shall use this in this section too, thus proving
completeness of the method, and solving some technical problems that we shall use in
chapter 9.

The method consists of transforming partitions of T.

(0) Start with the trivial partition of T in which each class contains exactly one term.
Then apply steps ( 1) and ( 2) until this is no longer possible.
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(1) If s and t are in different classes of the given partition, while s- t is an equation
in E, then join the classes of s and t. Proceed with the resulting partition.

(2) If the terms f(sl,...,s„) and f(tl,...,t„) are in different classes of the given
partition, while the s; and t; are pairwise in the same equivalence class, then join
the classes of f (sl, ... , s„) and f(tl, ..., t„). Proceed with the resulting partition.

(3) If neither ( 1) nor ( 2) applies, then the present partition of T is the final partition
of T. It will be shown that, for s, t E T, E ~- s- t iff s and t are in the same
partition class. This means that the partition class of a term t E T is [tJE n T.

The method is obviously sound; terms that end up in the same partition class will
certainly be equivalent in every model of E. That it is also complete is proved next.

For each class C in the final partition of T, introduce a distinct parameter a~. The set
of parameters that is introduced this way is called par. Parameters are constants, but
they are not considered as elements of E. Using parameters we can give clear descriptions
of the equivalence classes with respect to RE and the interpretation ME as defined in
definition 2.14. We do not want to refer to parameters outside this section, so some
technical theorems that are most conveniently proved using parameters will be discussed
here for later use.

For each term t E T denote its partition class by [t~É. Construct the set R ofequations,
containing for each term t- f(tl, ..., t„~ ín T the equation

f (a[e~lg ~ . . . , a[~w~~B ) - a[i~g.

Step (2) makes sure that two different equations in R will have different left hands.
Based on R, define the interpretation I with the set TE(par) as its universe, in which
IE( f(ul, ..., u„) ) is defined as

~ the right hand of the equation in R of which f(ul ,..., u„) is the left hand, if there
is such an equation;

~ f(ul,...,u„) otherwise.

In terms of rewriting theory, I maps each term to its normal form with respect to R. It
is easily shown that I maps each term in T to the parameter denoting its partition class.
Hence, both hands of an equation in E will be mapped to the same parameter, which
makes I a model of E.

Further, soundness of Shostak's method yields that E ~- s- t implies I ~- s- t,
the converse is true since I is a model of E. This immediately yields the following two
theorems, that will from now on be used without further notice.

Theorem 5.14 For all terms s and t, E ~ s- t iff IT~,,,,(s) - IT~,,,,(t). O

Theorem 5.14 implies that I is isomorphic to the interpretation ME defined in defini-
tion 2.14 if the universe of I is restricted to those elements of TE(par) that are named
by a term in TE.
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Definition 5.15 Let [T]E be the set of equivalence classes of terms in T. Hence,
[T]E -{[t]E I t E T}. o

Theorem 5.16 A term t is in a class of [T]E iff IT~,.,,,(t) is a parameter. O

In step ( 3) it is indeed decided whether or not E~ so - to, because so and to are in the
same partition class iff IT~,.,,,(so) - IT~,.,,,(to) which is equivalent to E~ so - to.

Example 5.17 In this example we shall shortly write fc for f(c~. An abbreviation like
f3c must be read as f( f(f (c))). Decide whether E ~ fc - c if E- { fsc - c, fsc - c}.
Hence, so - fc, to - c and T -{c, f c, f~c, ..., f sc}.

Start with the trivíal partition in which every class contains one term. These classes
are

{C}, {fC}, {fzC}, {f3C}, {f4C}, {fSC}, {fC}, {f~C}, {f8C}.

Joining the classes of c and f sc, and the classes of c and f sc, which is the application of
rule (1) with respect to the equations in E, yields the classes

{C, fSC, f8C}, { fC}, {fZC}, {f3C}, {f4C}, {fBC}, { f~C}.

The terms f c and f sc are in different classes, while they have the same outermost function
symbol and their arguments c and f sc are in the same class. Hence, we join their classes
and we obtain

{C, fSC, f8C}, {fC, fBC}, {fzC}, {f3C}, {f4C}, { f~C}.

Proceeding this way, we get the following sequence of partitions. The terms that motivate
the union of two classes are underlined.

{C, fSC, f8C}, {fC, fBC}, {fZC}, {f3C}, {f4C}, { f7C}

{C, fSC, f8C}, {fC, f8C}, {f~C, fTC}, {f3C}, {f4C}

{C, f3C, fSC, f8C}, {fC, f4C, f8C}, {f2C,f7C}

{C, fZC, f3C, f 5C, f~C, f8C}, {fC, f4C, fsC}

{C,fC,f2C,f3C,f4C,f5C,f8C, f~C, feC}

Hence, we can prove every equation on T x T from E. In particular we have E ~ fc- c.

Following the history of this procedure we can also find proofs for all these equations.
A proof for fc - c in PrE is

f(~ - ff(fff(~ - fÏfffC)) - C- fffffc~ - c

which can be decomposed as

f(C - fSC~ ~ f8(C - fSC~ O f3(feC - C) O f3(C - fSC~ O f8C - C.

Introducing a parameter a for the single partition class T, the set R becomes
R-{c-a, fc-a}. ~
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In theorem 5.19, whích plays a role in the decidability theorem of chapter 9, the equations
in R are used to find a term to a given interpretation, rather than find the interpretation
of a term. The following notational convention is used in the theorem, and will also be
used in chapter 9.

Notational convention 5.18 For economy of words, an expression will be called
xl, ..., x,,,-free iff the variables xl, ..., x,,, do not occur in it. A set of exptessions is
xl, ..., x,,,-free iff all its elements are.

Theorem 5.19 Let E, T, R and I be as above. For every term in T, and every variable
x, it is decidable whether or not there is an x-free term u E[v]E. In fact, the theorem
can also be proved for terms v ~ T, but we only need its present form.

Proof It follows with theorem 5.14 that u E [v]E iff IT~,,,,(u) - al„1~, which is a param-
eter. For every parameter a, let T(a) denote the set of parameter-free terms u such that
ITern.(u) - a.

If we are looking for a term u in T(a), then we must find an equation f(al, ..., a„~ - a
in R and terms u; in T(a;) for i- 1,...,nf, so we find u - f(ul,...,u„}. In this
search, we should avoid constructing u; with a subterm in T(a), because we had rather
constructed u' instead of u in the first place. Proceeding, we should avoid constructing
proper subterms of u; in T(a) and T(a;), etc.. This limits the applicable equations from
R as we proceed, thus making the search space finite. If u is to be x-free, the equation
x- a~~lg must simply never be used. ~

Lemma 5.20 If IT~,.,,,(v) is not a parameter and v is a(proper) subterm of u, then
IT~,,,,(v) is a(proper) subterm of IT~,,,,(u).

Proof Call u a(proper) superterm of v iff v is a(proper) subterm of u. Repeat the
following argument zero or more times to see that IT~,m(v) is a(proper) subterm of
IT~,.,,,(u) for every (proper) superterm of v.

Consider u- f (ul, . .., u„), v- u;. Assume IT~,,,,(v) is not a parameter.
Then E(IT~,,,,)( f (ul, . .., u„~)- f(IT~,,,,(ul), ..., IT~,,,,(u„)) cannot be a left hand of
an equation in R, because all arguments of these left hands are parameters. So,

ITerm(f(uli...,71n~) - ~(jTer.n)(f(u1~...,1Ln~) - J(ITerm(~1)i...,ITermlun)). That ]s,
IT~,.,,,(v) is also an argument of IT~,.,,,(u). ~

Theorem 5.21 If [u]E is not a class in [T]E, then no proper subterm of u is in [u]E.

Proof Assume [u]E is not a class in [T]E. This is true iff IT~,,,,(u) is not a parameter. A
proper subterm v of u is in [u]E iff IT~,.,,,(v) - IT~,.,,,(u). With lemma 5.20, this implies
that IT~,,,,(u) is a proper subterm of itself, which is a contradiction. ~
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Chapter 6

Substitutions and Triangular Sets

6.1 Substitutions

Substitutions are defined in accordance with, for instance, [40].

Definition 6.1 A substitution v is a function mapping variables to terms. We require
that v(x) ~ x for only finitely many variables x. We identify ~ with the finite set
{xl~ul, ... , x,,,~u,,,}, where u; - v(x;) ~ x; for i - 1, ..., m and o-(y) - y for all
variables y ~ {xl, . . . , x,,,}.

Substitutions are extended to map expressions to expressions in a natural way: if e
is an expression, then o-(e) is the expression obtained by replacing every occurrence of
every variable x by Q(x). If F is a formula, we require that Q(F) is the formula obtained
by replacing every free occurrence of every variable x by v(x). If E is a set of expressions,
then v(E) -{a(e) ~ e E E}.

As is usual, we shall write eo instead of a(e). For substitutions o and B we define the
substitution aB by e(o-B) -(eo-)B for all expressions e. So, we may write eaB without
parentheses. 0

Definition 6.2 A substitution v is more genem! than a substitution B iff there is a
substitution ~ such that o-~ - B. 0

Definition 6.3 A substitution Q is idempotent iff vQ - Q. ~

Theorem 6.4 A substitution {xl~u~, ..., x,,,~u,,,} is idempotent iff the terms ul, .. ., u,,,
are xl, . . . , x,,,-free.

Proof Straightforward. Recall that we have required u; ~ x; for i- 1, ..., m. t]

6.2 Triangular Sets

In chapter 9 it turns out to be convenient to simulate the effect of a substitution by
adding so-called triangular sets of equations. A detailed definition of triangular sets in
this context can also be found in (26].
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Definition 6.5 A triangular list (of equations) is a finite sequence of equations, denoted
[ill - xl, tl2 - x2, ..., ilm - xm ], such that xl, ..., xm are distinct variables and u; is
xl, . . . , x;-fIee fOr t - 1, . . . , 7R.

A triangular list L- [ lll - xl, 1Ly - x2i ..., nm - xm ] defines the idempotent substi-
tution D'L - {xl,ul}{x2,u2} - - ~ {xm,um}.

A triangularset (of equations) is a set of equations of which the elements can be sorted
to form a triangulaz list of equations. The triangulaz set S represents the substitution v
iff there is a triangular list L such that S can be ordered to form L and ~- aL. It can
be shown that a triangulaz set represents only one substitution, but we shall not need
this theorem. ~

Theorem 6.6 A substitution defined by a triangular list is idempotent.

Proof Let L be the triangular list [ul - xl,...,um - xm], such that aL -
{xl~ul}-..{xm~um}. For i- 1,...,m, define v; - x;~L, so vL -{xlwl,...,xmwm}.
One finds that x;QL - x;{x;~u;} - . . {xm~um} - u;{x;},~u;~,} . . . {xm~u,,,} -

u;{x;}l~v;fl,...,xm~vm}. By induction one shows that this term is xl,...,xm-free for
i- 1, ..., ~n,. One finds that vm - um is xl, ..., xm-free, because L is a triangulaz list.
If v;~l, ..., vm are xl, ..., xm-free, then so is v; - u;{x;}l,v;}l, ..., xm,vm}, because u;

is required to be xl, ..., x;-free. ~

Theorem 6.7 Let x be a variable, u an x-free term, B the substitution B-{x~u}. Then,

for all sets E of equations and all terms s and t, EB ~ sB - tB iff E, u- x~ s- t.

Proof If E,u - x~ s- t, then EB,uB - xB ~ sB - t8. However, uB - xB is the trivial

equation u- u, so also EB ~ sB - tB.
Assume that EB ~- sB - tB which implies that certainly EB, u - x~ sB - tB. Use

the equation u- x to replace occurrences of u by x, with which we can eliminate the
effect of B; thus we find E, u- x ~- s - t. ~

Theorem 6.8 If the triangular set S represents a substitution Q, then for all sets of

equations E and all terms s and t

E,S~-s-t t~ Eo[-so-tQ.

Proof Assume that S can be ordered to form the triangular list

L - [ul - xl ~,,,, llm - xm]. L is triangular list, so the u; are xl-free. Hence,

u;{xl~ul} - u;. Further, x;{xl~ul} - x; for i- 2,...,m. Now, theorem 6.7 yields

that

Eiul-xlfu2-x2f...,1Lm-xm ~9-t

is equivalent to (u2, ... , um are xl-free)

E{xl,u1}i7L2 - x2f...,tLm - xm ~ 9{xl,u1} - t{xl,ul}.

If we continue this way, both turn out to be equivalent to Ea ~ sQ

Q - QL - lxl,ul}L22,~2}...{xm,um}.

ta, because
0
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6.3 Syntactic Unification

This chapter is concluded with a discussion of the well-known syntactic unification algo-
rithm.

Definition 6.9 A unifier for terms s and t is a substitution v such that sv - tv; in
this case we also call v a unifier of the equation s- t. A unifier of a set of equations is
a unifier for every equation in it. Terms, equations and sets of equations are unifiable iff
they have a unifier. o

Definition 6.10 (unification algorithm) We define the following algorithm to find a
triangular set representing a unifier for a set of equations. The steps consist in manip-
ulating a tuple (T, E) in which T is a triangular set representing part of the eventual
unifier, if any, while E is the set of equations still to be unified. To find a unifier for the
set of equations E, start with the tuple (~, E). Then apply the following steps. Assume
that the present tuple is (T, E).

(1) If E- 0, then T is the resulting triangular set.

(2) If E contains an equation of the form t - x or x - t, where x is a variable and t
is an x-free term, then let E' be the set of the other equations in E and proceed
with the tuple ({t - x} U T, E'). Checking whether t is an x-free term is known as
the occurs check.

(3) If E contains an equation of the form f (sl, ..., s„) - f(tl, ..., t„), then
let E' be the set of the other equations in E and proceed with the tuple
(T, E' U {sl - t1i ..., s„ - t„}). (This includes the case that for some variable
x the equation x- x occurs in E; it is then effectively deleted.)

(4) If E contains an equation of the form x- t and x occurs in t as a proper subterm,
then stop with failure.

(5) If E contains an equation of the form f (sl, ..., s,,,) - g(tl, ..., t„) and f ~ g, then
stop with failure.

Theorem 6.11 If a set of equations is unifiable, then the unification algorithm will find
an idempotent most general unifier ( imgu) for it. If it is not unifiable, then the algorithm
will stop with failure.

Proof The theorem is so well-known, that we only give an outline oí its proof here. More
accurate formulations can be found in textbooks on logic programming and equational
reasoning ( e.g. [40] and [58], respectively).

If the algorithm is applied, then the initial tuple ís transformed by rules (2) and (3)
until step ( 1), (4) or ( 5) applies.

If (T', E') is obtained from (T, E) by an application of step ( 2) or (3), then it is seen
that every unifier of T U E is a unifier of T' U E' and vice versa. Further, every triangular
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set apparently represents an imgu of itself. Hence, if (0, E) is transformed to (T, 0), such
that step (1) applies, then T indeed represents an imgu for E. If (0, E) is transformed
to a tuple to which ( 4) or (5) applies, then apparently there is no unifier for E at all.

It remains to be shown that transformation by steps ( 2) and ( 3) is noetherian. Step
(2) effectively eliminates a variable from the second member of the tuple, while none of
the other steps introduces new variables; so, step ( 2) can be applied only finitely many
times. It remains to be shown that rule (3) is noetherian, which is easily seen, as it
`breaks down' terms.

Finally, we remark that for every tuple at least one of the rules ( 1) -(5) is applicable.
~



Chapter 7

Semantic Tableaux

The method of semantic tableaux, or tableau method for short, is discussed ([11, 27,
56]). It is a proof inethod for first-order logic of which the rules very closely reflect
the interpretation of connectives and quantifiers. It is a refutation method. In order to
show that a formula G is a valid consequence of certain premisses, one expresses in a
tableau the assumption that G is false in some model of the premisses. Application of
the proof rules can be explained as an attempt to construct the definition of such an
interpretation. If all such attempts lead to contradictory definitions, this shows that the
initial assumption is false. So, G then logicaIly follows from the premisses.

We shall need syntactic criteria to decide when the assumptions expressed by a tableau
are necessarily false. By definition a tableau satisfying such criteria is closed. In this
chapter we shall define a semantic notion of closure in terms of the equations and atomic
formulas in the tableau. A completeness proof for the tableau method with the semantic
closure rule is presented. In subsequent chapters syntactic criteria will be defined and
related to this completeness proof.

The tableau rule dealing with universally quantified premisses is the ry-rule. In the
traditional formulation of the tableau method this reads as follows. If a universally
quantified premiss E1x[F] is given, then any variable-free term t may be used to create
the so-called ry-instance F{x~t} as a new premiss. However, it is difficult to predict what
term t will be useful in the remainder of the proof. It has therefore been proposed to
postpone the choice of such a term and introduce a variable as a placeholder ([14], [22],
[46]). This leads to the method of so-called free-variable tableaux that is discussed in
section 7.4. Equational reasoning in free-variable tableaux is one of the main topics of
this thesis.

7.1 Tableaux

Definition 7.1 If F is a closed formula (i.e., F does not contain free variables), then
tF and fF are signed formulas. A taóleau is a tree of which the nodes are labeled with
signed formulas. A óranchbranch of a tableau of a tableau is a path from the root to a
leaf. ~

Definition 7.2 An interpretation I satisfies the signed formula tF iff I~ F, it satisfies
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fF iff I~ F; it satisfies a branch iff it satisfies every signed formula along it; it satisfies a
tableau iff it satisfies at least one of its branches. A signed formula ( a branch, a tableau)
is satisfiaóle iff some interpretation satisfies it. ~

Informally, signed formulas, branches and tableaux express the assumption that they are
satisfiable. Hence, a branch expresses the assumption that some model of its t-signed
formulas is a countermodel of its f-signed formulas; a tableau expresses the assumption
that at least one of its branches is satísfiable.

Definition 7.3 If S is a set of signed formulas, then St (Sf) denotes the set of t-signed
(f-signed) formulas in S. That is, St -{F ~ tF E S} and Sf - {F ~ fF E S}. In St
and Sf the formulas are not signed. ~

Definition 7.4 If r is a set of formulas, then Eq(I') denotes the set of equations in I';

At(I') denotes the set of atomic formulas in I' which are not equations. ~

Apparently, if S is the set of signed formulas along a branch, then that branch expresses

the assumption S~ ~ Sf. The tableau method is a procedure that can be understood as

an attempt to construct an interpretation satisfying S. However, the tableau method is a

refutation method; hence, the procedure is aimed at showing that no such interpretation

exists.

7.2 Tableau-Extension Rules

Starting from an initial tableau, we can rewrite it according to tableau rules. These rules

involve attaching new signed formulas to a leaf of the tableau.

The signed compound formulas are categorized, following similarities in the definitions

of their truth values, as they are stated in definition 2.9 and theorem 2.10. Every category

is associated with a tableau-extension rule.
The a-formulas are those of the form t~F, f~F, fF -~ G, tF n G and fF V G. Each

a-formula a is associated with a set a' of signed formulas, as is indicated in the following

table.
a
t~F
f~F

fF-~G
tFnG
fFVG

a'
{fF}
{tF}

{tF,fG}
{tF, tG}
{fF, fG}

The a-rule states that a branch containing an a-formula a may be extended with the

signed formulas in a'. For instance, if fF -~ G occurs on a branch with root r and leaf

l, then the branch is extended wíth tF and fG, as is illustrated below.
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r

fF-~G

l
tF
fG

Remark: Often only signed formulas of the form fF -~ G, tF n G and fF V G are
called a-formulas. In that case, the signed formulas in a' are usually referred to as al
and az. For instance, if a- fF -~ G, then al - tF and a2 - fG. Signed formulas of
the form t-~F and f-~F are then called negation formulas or N-formulas.

The (j-formulas are those of the form tF -j G, fF n G, tF V G, tF H G and fF H G.
Every ~i-formula is associated with two sets ,Ql and ~32 of signed formulas. These are
given in the following table.

A
tF-~G
fFnG
tFV G
tFHG
fFHG

p~ az
{fF} {tG}
{fF} {fG}
{tF} {tG}

{tF,tG} {fF,fG}
{tF, fG} {fF, tG}

The ,0-rule allows extending an open branch on one side by the signed formulas in Ql,
and on another side by the signed formulas in ~32. Thus, this results in two new branches.
For instance, if fF ~--~ G occurs on a branch with root r and leaf l, then two extensions
of the branch are created, one by adding tF and fG, the other by adding fF and tG.
This is illustrated below.

r`
tF fF
fG tG

The ry-formulas are those of the form tdx[F] and f3x[F]. With a ry-formula ry and a term

t a signed formula ry(t) is associated, called a ry-instance of ry.

7 ry(t)
tF{x~t}
fF{x~t}

tb'x[F]
f~x[F]
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In these definitions t is an arbitrary variable-free term. Recall that substitutions are
required to replace free occurrences of variables only. The ry-rule allows adding ry(t) to a
branch in which ry occurs.

The b-formulas are those of the form fdx[F] and t~x[F]. A b-formula b and a constant
a are associated with a signed formula b(a).

b
fdx[F]
t3x[F]

The b-rule allows adding b(a) to a branch in which b occurs, provided that a is a con-
stant that does not occur in any signed formula along that branch. In order to be able
to introduce a fresh constant at any moment, we shall assume that ~o contains infinitely
many constants.

Notational convention 7.5 From now on, a, ~3, ry and b will represent arbitrary a-,
~i-, y- and b-formulas, respectively. ~

Theorem 7.6 For every interpretation I, I~ F{x~t} iff I`{x -~ tr} [- F.

Proof Straightforward. Recall that the substitution {x~t} will replace only the free
occurrences of x in F. ~

Theorem 7.7 Let I be an interpretation.

~ I satisfies cY iff it satisfies the signed formulas ín a';

~ I satisfies (3 iff it satisfies the signed formulas in QI or those in Q2i

~ I satisfies y iff it satisfies ry and ry(t).

Proof The theorem immediately follows from definition 2.9 and theorem 2.10. ~

Theorem 7.8 If the tableau T' results from applying an a-, ~i-, ry- or b-rule to the
tableau T, then T is satisfiable iff T' is satisfiable.

Proof With theorem 7.7 the theorem is easily shown for applications of the a, ,Q and ry
rule.

Let I be an interpretation with universe U. Let B be a branch in which b- t~x[F]
occurs. I satisfies b iff for some u E U, I`{x -~ u} ~- F. This is equivalent to

I`{a -~ u} [- F{x~a}, provided that a does not occur in F. Further, I satisfies B iff

I`{a ~ u} does, provided that a does not occur in any signed formula in B. A similar
argument holds for b- f~x[F].

Hence, if b E B, then B is satisfiable iff B, b(a) is satisfiable, provided that a does
not occur in any signed formula ín B. ~
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7.3 Semantic Closure

Several syntactic notions of closure of a branch will be discussed in the chapters 8 and 9.
In these definitions, a branch is closed if it is `obviously not satisfiable', for instance,
because an atomic formula appears both t-signed and f-signed in it or a signed equation
of the form ft - t appears in it. These notions can always be related to the semantic
notion of closure that is discussed next. In any definition of closure, a tableau is by
definition closed iff all its branches are closed.

Throughout this section, let S be a set of signed formulas and define

Et - E4(St), At - At(St),
Er - E4(Sr), Ar - At(Sr)-

Definition 7.9 S is closed semantically iff Et, At ~- Ef, Af. A tableau is closed seman-
tically iff all of its branches are. ~

We shall find that a set of signed formulas, considered as a one-branch tableau, is unsat-
isfiable iff it can be rewritten to a semantically closed tableau using the tableau rules.
Hence, unsatisfiability in general is `reduced to' unsatisfiability of signed atomic formulas
and equations.

Theorem 7.10 If S is not semantically closed, then the interpretation MEt,At (defini-
tion 2.14) is a countermodel for Ef and Af.

Proof Straightforward. ~

We formulate more specific conditions for semantic closure.

Theorem 7.11 S is closed semantically iff one of the following conditions holds.

~ For some equation s- t E Ep, Et ~ s- t.

~ For some atomic formulas p(sl, ..., s„) E At and p(tl, ..., t„) E Af, Et ~ sl - tl

and ... and Et ~ s„ - t,,.

Proof It is obvious that S is closed semantically if one of the conditions holds. Next we
prove the converse.

Consider the interpretation MEt,At (definition 2.14). If none of the conditions in the
theorem holds, then MEt,,tt is a countermodel for Ef, Af and therefore Et, At ~ Ef, Af,
i.e., S is not closed semantically. 0

Note that congruence closure (section 5.2) is a way to decide whether or not a tableau
is closed semantically. We restate theorem 7.11 in terms of equational proofs.

Theorem 7.12 S is closed semantically iff one of the following conditions holds.

~ For some equation s - t E Ef, sGPrEt1t.

~ For some atomic formulas a E At and 6 E Ar, aCII(PrEt)~6. ( This can also be
expressed as At o II(PrEt) o Ap ~ 0.)
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Proof This theorem follows from the theorems 7.11 and 5.9. ~

Definition 7.13 The tableau method is best known as a proof inethod for first-order
logic without equations. In that case a branch is defined to be closed iff an atomic
formula appears in it both t-signed and f-signed. A tableau is closed iff all its branches
are. As no equations are involved, this definition of closure is seen to coincide with
definition 7.9. 0

Clearly a semantícally closed tableau is unsatisfiable. In theorem 7.15 it is shown that
every unsatisfiable tableau can be extended to a semantically closed tableau. This com-
pleteness theorem can often also be used if syntactic notions of closure are at stake. The
following theorem is needed in its proof.

Theorem 7.14 Let S be a set of signed formulas. S is closed semantically iff some
finite subset of S is closed semantically.

Proof The `if' half of the proof is trivial.
To prove the `only if' part, assume that S is closed semantically. According to theo-

rem 7.12 one of the following must hold. If E is a set of equations, then tE will denote
the set of these equations signed with a t. That is, tE -{ts - t ~ s- t E E}.

~ There is a proof p E PrEt for some equation s- t E Ef. This proof is a finite
expression and hence there will be a finite subset E of Et such that p E PrE.

It follows that the finite subset {fs - t} U tE of S is semantically closed.

~ There is a proof p in A~ o H(PrEt) o Af. The left `term' of p is an atomic formula
a E A~, the right `term' is an atomic formula b E Af. Like above there is a finite
subset E of E~ such that p E H(PrE). Hence, {ta, fb} UtE is a semantically closed
finite subset of S.

Theorem 7.15 A tableau that cannot be rewritten to a semantically closed tableau by
the extension rules is satisfiable.

Proof The phrase `cannot be rewritten to ...' suggests that every possible order of apply-
ing the tableau rules must be tried. However, the search for a semantically closed tableau
needs only satisfy the more reasonable requirement that every possible application of a
rule is performed at least once. By that we mean that:

~ If a occurs in a tableau, then within a finite number of steps this tableau must be
extended to a tableau in which the or-rule has been applied to ~ on every branch
of which a is a part.

In other words, after a finite number of steps, the signed formulas in ~' must occur
on every branch on which a occurs.

~ Likewise, if Q occurs in a tableau, then within a finite number of steps a tableau
must be obtained in which the ~3-rule has been applied to every branch of which ,Q
is a part. Every branch that contains ~i will then also contain the signed formulas
in ~it or those in Az.
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. If y occurs in the tableau, then for every variable-free term t E T~ the ry-rule must
be applied with respect to t within a finite number of steps'. Hence, after a finite
number of steps, every branch that contains ry should also contain y(t).

. Finally, if b occurs, then within a finite number of steps a tableau must be obtained
such that every branch that contains b also contains b(a) for some a E~o.

A branch, or a set of signed formulas, that is not closed semantically will be called open.
Now suppose that the extension of a tableau satisfies these requirements, and yet no
semantically closed tableau is obtained. Every tableau obtained in this process contains
an open branch that either was already present in the original tableau or it was found
by extending a branch that occurred at an earlier stage.

Thus, we can construct a sequence of open branches, that we shall denote
Bo, Bl, Bzi B3, ..., (We shall assume this is an infinite sequence of branches, although it
might as well be finite.) such that B;tl originates from extending B;, and hence,

Bo ~ BI C BZ C B3 C... .

The set of all signed formulas occurring in these branches is S- U{B; I i E IN}.
S is open, otherwise some finite subset S' oï S would be closed semantically (theo-

rem 7.14); for some i, S' would then be a subset of B; and B; itself would be closed
semantically, which contradicts our assumption.

The requirements imposed on the search strategy above imply that

. if a E S, then ~' C S;

. if ~i E S, then pl C S or ,(3z C S;

. if 7 E S, then, for all t E T~, ry(t) E S;

. if b E S, then, for some a E 4'0, b(a) E S.

Define the complexity ~FI of a formula as the number of occurrences of connectives and
quantifiers in it.

. IA~ - 0 iff A is an atomic formula or an equation;

. IFHG~ -IF-~G~ -IFnG~-~FvG~-IF~~1f~GI;

. ~,FI - Ivx[F]I - ~~x[F]I -1 ~- IFI.
For signed formulas we define ItFI - IfFI - IFI.

Define Et, Ef, At, Ap as above. By induction we prove that the interpretation MEt,At
(definition 2.14) satisfies all signed formulas in S. Before we do so, we recall that all
signed formulas in a tableau are required to be closed, that is, they must not contain free
variables. Moreover, the terms introduced by the ry-rule are all supposed to be variable-
free. Hence, the sets Et, Ef, At, Af are variable-free and we define the interpretation
MEt,At having equivalence classes of variable-free terms as its universe.

1This requirement can be relaxed a little, but as we shall implement an adapted version of the method
in which this detail happens to be irrelevant we formulate it in this simple way.
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~ The only signed formulas of complexity 0 are signed atomic formulas and equations.
MEt,At satisfies these, as has been observed in theorem 7.10.

~ The signed formulas in a' have lower complexity than a. If a E S, then a' C S
and MEt,At satisfies a' according to the induction hypothesis. With theorem 7.7
it follows that MEt,At satisfies a.

~ The signed formulas in ~il and AZ have lower complexity than ,Q. If ~i E S, then
~i; E S for i- 1 or i- 2. According to the induction hypothesis MEt,At satisfies
(j;; according to theorem 7.7 MEt,At then also satisfies ~i.

~ For ry- t`dx[F] E S, tF{x~t} has lower complexity than y. We have assumed
that for all t E T~, ry(t) occurs in S. According to the induction hypothesis
MEt,At ~- F{x~t} for all t E T~, which is equivalent to MEt,At`{x ~ tMBt."t }~ F
for all t E T~. As every object in the universe U of MEt,At is named by a variable-
free term, this means that MEt,At `{x --~ u} ~ F for all u E U. This in turn is

equivalent to MEt,At ~- b'x[F], hence, MEt,At satisfies ry.

For ry-formulas of the form f~x[F] a similar proof applies.

~ If b - t~x[F] E S, then b(a) - tF{x~a} E S. b(a) has lower complexity than b.
According to the induction hypothesis MEt,At ~ F{x~a}. This implies MEt~At `
{x -~ aMgt'"t }~ F. Hence, MEt,At `{x -~ u} ~ F for some u E U, which is

equivalent to MEt,At ~~x[F], i.e., MEt,At satisfies b.

For b-formulas of the form fdx[F] a similar proof applies.

From this completeness proof we derive that the one-branch tableau {tFl, ..., tF,,, fG}

can be extended to a semantically closed tableau iff Fl,..., F„ ~ G.

7.4 Free-Variable Tableaux, Rigid E-Unification

A systematic search for tableau proofs that are described in the previous section is, in

general, unnecessarily long and if a proof is found, it will often be unnecessarily long
too. This is partly caused by the fact that it is difficult to predict what terms are the

most suitable ones to be introduced at the application of the ry-rule. Hence, in a system-

atic search all terms must be tried. This is not necessary if the ry-rule is not applied to

terms directly, but to variables that serve as placeholders for terms. At a later stage one

must then find a substitution mapping all placeholders to suitable terms, such that a

(semantically) closed tableau is obtained. The problem of finding such a substitution is

equivalent to the problem of simultaneous rigid E-unification (definition 7.18). A large

part of the following chapters will be devoted to this problem.

As an example we show a part of the deduction of ~y`dx[p(x) -~ q(y)] from

dx~y[p(x) ~ q(y)] in figure 7.1. Signed formulas are numbered. The numbers in paren-

theses refer to the origin of the formulas. For instance, the line 3(1) t 3y[p(al) ~ q(y)]
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1 t dx~y[P(x) ~ q(y)]
2 f ~ydx[p(x) --~ 4(y)]
3 (1) t 3y[P(ai) ~ 9(y)]
4 (2) f dx[p(x) -~ q(al)]
5 (3) t P(al) -~ 4(az)
6 (4) f p(a3) -' 9(al)
7 (s) t P(a3)
8 (6) f 4(a,)

9 (5) f p(al)
10 (1) t 3y[p(az) ~ q(y)]
11 (1) t 3y[p(aa) ~ q(y)]
12 (2) f dx[p(x) -~ 9(az)]
13 (2) f dx[p(x) -~ q(a3)]
14 (10) t p(az) ~ q(aq)
15 (11) t p(a3) --~ q(as)
16 (12) f p(a6) -~ q(az)
17 (13) f p(a7) -~ 4(aa)
18 (16) t p(a6)
19 (16) f q(az)
20 (17) t p(a~)
21 (17) f q(a3)
22 (14) f p(az)

9 (5) t q(az)

23 (15) f p(a3) 23 (15) t q(as)
7 and 23 cause closure 24 (1) t 3y[p(a4) ~ q(y)]

Figure 7.1: Part of a systematic tableau
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means that application of the approriate rule to formula 1 yielded formula 3. First,
the ry-rule is applied introducing the term al, and further it is systematically applied
with respect to every constant that is introduced by the b-rule. We find that the ry-rule
produces many instances of the formulas, of which only three are involved in closure

of the branches: f p(a3) -~ q(al), t p(a3) -a q(ae) and t p(a13) -~ q(ae). With this
knowledge a much smaller tableau can be found, for instance the one in figure 7.2. A
main cause for inefficiency of a systematic search procedure is that the ry-rules must be
applied with respect to every constant occurring in the tableau, in this case resulting in

many formulas of the form f p(a,,,) --~ q(a„) and of the form t p(a,,,) -i q(a„), of which
only three contribute to the closure of branches.

The technique of unification can help improve efficiency. When applying a ry-rule, it
is hard to predict what term is the most suitable choice to apply it to. It is therefore

better to fill in a placeholder for this term, and determine what term the placeholder
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1 t dx~y[P(x) ~ 4(y}]
2 f ~ydx[p(x) -' 9(y)]
3 (2) f 'dx[P(x} -~ q(ai)]
4 (3) f P(aa) -' 9(ai}
5 (4) t p(a3)
6 (4) f q(àl)
7 (1) t 3y[P(aa} ~ 9(y)]
8 (7) t P(aa) ~ 9(as}

9(8) f p(aa) 9 (8) t 4(as)
5 and 9 cause closure 10 (2) f b'x[p(x) -~ q(as)]

11 (10) f p(a13) ---~ q(as)
12 (11) t p(ala)
13 (11) f q(as)

9 and 13 cause closure

Figure 7.2: A smaller tableau

refers to at a later stage. We shall simply use variables as placeholders. We must keep
in mind however that the role they play as placeholders for terms is very different from
the role they ordinary play in logic. Variables in their role of placeholder will therefore
also be called meta-variables.

We adapt the ry rule such that a branch in which a ry-rule occurs may now be extended
with the ry-instance ry(x) in which x is a meta-variable that is new to the tableau, other-
wise its introduction might cause name clashes. Syntactically, meta-variables are simply
free variables and the resulting tableaux are also called free-variable tableaux. Meta-
variables are sometimes called rigid variables, as they are placeholders for just one term.
We must drop our formal requirement that all signed formulas in a tableau are closed,
but we must keep in mind that the meta-variables represent unknown variable-free terms

such that the signed formulas represent closed signed formulas.
Now suppose that signed atomic formulas ta and fb occur on a branch. Even if a and

b are unifiable, it may be impossible to close the branch. For instance, if a meta-variable
x is introduced by an application of the ry-rule before the introduction of a parameter
a by an application of the b-rule, then x may never be replaced by a term t in which

a occurs. Namely, x is only a placeholder and a valid tableau should result if we apply
the ry rule with respect to t in the first place. So, if a occurs in t, then the b-rule can no
longer be applied to a, because a is no longer new to the branch. These considerations

result in the following.

Condition 7.16 A meta-variable may never be instantiated with a term in which a
`newer' parameter occurs. `Newer' means: introduced later. 0

Condition 7.16 is easily maintained, so we shall not pay too much attention to the
subject.
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Definition 7.17 Let T be a tableau or a branch. A substitution o closes T semantácally
iff TQ is semantically closed and o does not violate condition 7.16. ~

A large part of this thesis is devoted to the problem of finding substitutions closing a
tableau. With theorem 7.11 we find that this problem is equivalent to the problem of
símultaneous rigid E-unification that is defined next.

Definition 7.18 Let E be a set of equations, let s and t be terms. A rigid E-unifier
for s and t is a substitution Q such that Ev ~- sv - to. We shall also call a a rigid
E-unifier for s - t.

Let E -(EI, ..., E„) be an n-tuple of sets of equations, let S-(sl - tl, ..., s„ - t„)

be an n-tuple of equations. A simultaneous rigid E-unifierfor S is a rigid E;-unifier for

s: - tt, i- 1, ..., n. ~

If no equations occur in the tableau, the simultaneaous rigid E-unification problem is
reduced to a unification problem that is solved using the well-known algorithm for finding
syntactic unifiers. As a generalization of definition 7.13, we then find that a substitution
o- closes a tableau iff on every branch there are a t-signed atomic formula and an f-signed
atomic formula of which v is a unifier.

Example 7.19 In tableaux without equations condition 7.16 can be maintained by
the unification algorithm if the b-rule is not applied to a constant a, but to a term
f(Xl, ..., X„), where f is a fresh n-ary function symbol and Xl, ..., X„ are the meta-
variables that occur on the branch. None of the X; will then ever be unified with a term
containing f(Xl, ..., X„) and formulating condition 7.16 becomes unnecessary. For the
course of this example, call this the b'-rule.

If no equations occur, tableaux in which the b'-rule is applied correspond immediately
to tableaux in which the b-rule is applied and condition 7.16 is maintained. The b'-rule
may be seen as a means of maintaining condition 7.16.

If equations occur, this is no longer true; the b'-rule may then result in tableau prooís
that do not correspond to proofs in which the traditional b-rule is applied. Consider the
following tableaux to prove 3xVy[x - a-~ x- y].

f3x`dy[x-a--~x-y] f3xtly[x-a-~x-y]
ftly[X-a~X-y] fdy(X-a-~X-y]
fX-a-~X-6 fX-a-~X-f(X)

t X- a t X- a
fX-b fX-f(X)

In the left tableau b is introduced by the b-rule, and X may not be substituted with a term
in which b occurs. One finds that no substitution closes the left tableau semantically.

In the right tableau the term f(X ) is introduced and no condition is formulated. The
substitution {X~ f(a)} is seen to close the right tableau semantically.

Problems like these are discussed in [31]. They can be avoided altogether by Skolem-
izing formulas (see any textbook on logic, such as [61], [32], [24]). ~
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?.5 Sequent Formulation of the Tableau Method

In this section we consider another well-known formulation of the tableau method,
namely as a sequent calculus.

Although tree notation is convenient for the human theorem prover, the important
properties of tableaux, satisfiability and semantic closure do not depend on the tree
structure of a tableau, but on the set of its branches. We might therefore as well represent
a tableau as a set of branches. If, for instance, the branch B contains tF ~ G and we
apply the Q-rule to tF -~ G, then we obtain two new branches that may be denoted as
B, fF and B, tG, respectively. We might as well delete tF -~ G from these sets however,
because every interpretation that satisfies fF or tG will also satisfy tF --~ G. In general
we might say that Ql and QZ express stronger assumptions than ,0. This holds for every
rule, except for the ry rule, as ry(t) expresses less than ry.

Hence, every formula to which a rule is applied can be deleted from the branch, except
for ry-formulas. (Note that this is impossible in the tree notation, as a node that is a
part of several branches cannot be deleted from just one branch.) This gives rise to
the íollowing sequent notation of the tableau rules, where a sequent represents a branch
from which the irrelevant signed formulas are deleted. A sequent is thus a finite set of
formulas. The tableau is interpreted as a set of sequents. The reading of the rules is
that the sequent above the line may be deleted from the tableau, if the sequent(s) below
the line are added to it.

S, a
S, a'

S, Q
S, pl S, p2

S, ry S, b
S,ry,y(t) S,b(a)

if t is an arbitrary term if a is a new constant

An implementation in Prolog of the tableau method in this formulation is given in
chapterl2.



Chapter 8

Equational Proofs in Tableaux

With this chapter we start our systematic survey of inethods for handling equations in

tableaux that are available in the literature. The first method to be discussed is the
most obvious one: replacing equals by equals. Secondly, we discuss a method by Reeves.

Both approaches can now be recognized as beíng proof-oriented, that is, application of
the rules can be understood as an attempt to construct equational proofs, although this
must be brought to light by some reformulations. The preliminary work on equational

proofs that has been done in chapter 5 is now rewarded by the elegant completeness

proofs that can immediately be given for both methods. These proofs are at the same
time simpler and more precise than those provided by the authors of these methods.

Both methods consist of new tableau-extension rules that deal with equations and a

simple generalization of the traditional definition of closure given in definition 7.13.

8.1 Replacing Equals by Equals

We consider an extension of the tableau method with rules for equality. For the moment

we shall require that signed formulas do not contain free variables.
One of the most straightforward approaches to deal with equations is to use directly

this defining quality of the equality relation: the fact that, if s- t happens to be true,
then s can be replaced by t in any expression, without changing the meaning of that
expression. This suggests the following tableau-extension rule.

Definition 8.1 The tableau-extension rule `replacing equals by equals' allows to extend

a branch in which a t-signed equation ts - t and a signed formula F occur with a signed

formula F' that is obtained from F by replacing an occurrence of s by t, or an occurrence
oftbys. ~

Definition 8.2 The syntactic rule for closure is then that a branch B is closed iff one

of the following is true.

~ For some term t the equation f t- t occurs in B.

~ Some atomic formula occurs both t-signed and f-signed in B.

63
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The reader can verify that these syntactic criteria are equivalent to
At(B~) 4- At(Bf), Eq(Bí). A tableau is closed iff all its branches are. []

Tableau methods equipped with these rules are discussed, for instance [35], [48] and [22].

Theorem 8.3 The tableau method extended with the rule `replacing equals by equals'
and the closure rules mentioned above is complete. That is, an unsatisfiable tableau can
be rewritten to a closed tableau.

Proof An unsatisfiable tableau can be rewritten to a semantically closed tableau (the-
orem 7.15). We show that every semantically closed branch can be rewritten to a syn-
tactically closed branch using the rule `replacing equals by equals' only.

Let S be a semantically closed branch. Let E- Eq(S~). According to theorem 7.12
S is closed iff

~ sGPrE~t for some equation fs - t, or

~ there are signed atomic formulas ta and f6 such that aCH(PrE)16.

First, assume that f s - t occurs in S such that scPrElt, which is equivalent to
sGSub(E)1't. Hence, for some natural number n there are terms so,...,s„ such that

s - soGSub(E)~s1GSub(E)~ . -. ~Sub(E)~s„-1GSub(E)~s„ - t.

The rule `replacing equals by equals' allows us to add f s;fl .- t to a branch in which
f s; - t already occurs. Now f s- t which equals f so - t occurs in S. So, we may
consecutively add the signed equations f sl - t, ..., f s„-1 - t and, finally, f s„ - t
which equals ft - t; thus a closed branch is obtained.

Similarly, if there are signed atomic formulas ta and fb in S such that aGH(PrE)~b,
there are atomic formulas a - ao, ..., a„ - 6 such that t a;tl is obtained from t a; by
applying the proof rule `replacing equals by equals' once. Hence, we can finally add tb
which causes closure as fb is already present. ~

Generalizing the rule `replacing equals by equals' for free-variable tableaux is not straight-
forward, as it is hard to anticipate all possible substitutions for variables. For instance,
given a branch in which the signed formula tp(x), in which x is a meta-variable, and the
t-signed equation ta - b occur, one cannot predict whether x will ever be substituted
by a term in which a or 6 occurs.

8.2 Decomposition Rules by Reeves

Although apparently very different from the replacement rule described in the section

above, we can understand the rules formulated by Reeves in [50J as an improvement on
this very replacement rule. In fact, the replacement rule is seen to embody the definition
of the set of equational proofs PrE by PrE :- Sub(E)', while Reeves' rules embody the

definition by PrE :- E(PrE) U PrE o E o PrE.
For a start, we shall discuss Reeves' approach for tableaux in which no variables occur

free. The generalization for free-variable tableau is discussed in the next section.
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Reeves' rules are also tableau-extension rules, that must be added to the already given
extension rules. These rules are the following. A branch containing the signed formula(s)
above the line may be extended with the signed formula below the line.

Rule 1

Rule 2

tP~si,...,s„) fP(ti,...,t„)
fs1-tt~...~s„-t„

ff(Sl~...isn~ -J~tlf...,tn)

fs,-ttn-..ns„-t„

Rule 3(a)
fs - t tu - v
fs-unv-t

Rule 3(b)
fs - t tv - u
fs-unv-t

(In fact, Reeves' formulation is slightly different. He does not distinguish rigorously
between equations and other atomic formulas, for instance. Nonetheless, the equivalence
of both formulations is so easy to see, that we shall not discuss the differences here.) We
remark that in Reeves' paper, rules 1 and 2 are apparently intended for use with n) 0.

The closure rules proposed by Reeves are the same ones as in the previous section.
Hence, a branch B is closed iff one of the following is the case.

~ For some term t, ft - t occurs in it.

~ Some atomic formula occurs both t-signed and f-signed in it.

Theorem 8.4 The tableau method, equipped with Reeves rules and the closure rules,
is complete. That is, every unsatisfiable tableau can be rewritten to a closed tableau.

Proof An unsatisfiable tableau can be rewritten to a semantically closed one. It remains
to be shown that a semantically closed tableau can be rewritten to a closed one.

Let S be a semantically closed branch, let E- Eq(S~). Hence, there is an f-signed
equation fs - t in S such that sGPrE~t or there are atomic formulas a and 6 such that
ta and fb occur in S and aCII(PrE)~b.

First consider the case that fs - t occurs in S such that sCPrE1t. Hence, there is a
proof p E PrE for s- t. We show by induction that by decomposing proofs in PrE for
f-signed equations on a branch we can find the appropriate rules to extend that branch
and obtain a closed tableau. The induction hypothesis states that this is true for proofs
smaller than p.

PrE can be defined by

PrE :- E(PrE) U PrE o É o PrE.

Hence, a proof p for s- t is either in E(PrE) or in PrE o E o PrE. Consider these cases
separately.
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~ If p E E(PrE), then we can write p- f(pl, ..., p„), s- f (sl, ..., s„) and

t - f(tli...,tn).

If n- 0, then s - t- p and the branch is syntactically closed.

Suppose n~ 0. Now we can apply rule 2 and add fsl - tln---ns„ - t,,. After n-1
applications of the p-rule we obtain n branches, each containing one of the f-signed
equations fs; - t;. Obviously, p; is a proof for s; - t; and a proper subexpression
of p. The induction hypothesis states that by decomposing the proofs p; we can
find rules to apply and obtain a closed tableau.

~ If p E PrEo E o PrE, then there are proofs pl , pZ E PrE and an equation u- v E E
such that p- pl o(u - v) o p2. Since we assume that the concatenation of these
proofs is p, we must have rt(p1) - u, !t(p2) - v and, hence, p equals pl - pa.

Now we can apply rule 3(a) or 3(b), since tu - v or tv - u occurs in S. So, add
fs - u n v- t and apply the ,0-rule to this formula, to obtain a branch containing
fs - u and one containing fv - t. pi is a proof for s - u and p2 is a proof for
v- t. Moreover, pl and p2 are proper subexpressions of p and according to the
induction hypothesis we can extend both branches to closed tableaux.

Next, consider the case that S is semantically closed because signed atomic formulas
tp(S1i . . . , s,i) and fp(tl, . . . , t„) occur in S such that p(sl, . . . , s„)GH(PrE)~p(tl, . . . , t„).
Hence, there is a proof p(q1i ..., q„) in H(PrE) such that the q; are proofs for s; - t;.

If n- 0, then the signed atoms are tp and fp and the branch is already syntactically
closed.

Suppose n 1 0. Now we can apply rule 1 and proceed as if we had applied rule 2. ~

In the proof of theorem 8.4 we apply rule 2 rather than the closure rule to ft - t if
the arity of the outermost function symbol of t is greater than zero. However, if t is a
constant, then rule 2 should be instantiated with n- 0 and we do apply the closure
rule in this case. This seems a bit irregular, though. Therefore, we shall consider this
application of the closure rule as an application of rule 2 with n- 0. This is further
motivated by the fact that an application of rule 2 with n- 0 requires extending the

branch with the empty conjunction, considered to be true, signed with an f, thus em-
bodying a contradiction. Similarly, we shall allow for applications of rule 1 with n- 0,
having the effect of closure. It then turns out that we do not need separate closure rules
at all.

In the proof of theorem 8.4 it is shown how decomposition of equational proofs helps
us to find a closed tableau. In the next example this is illustrated.

Example 8.5 If E - {a - 6, c - d, f(a) - g(c), 6 - f(b), e- g(d)}, then

E~ f(e) - g(c). (See also example 5.3.)
Consider the problem of finding a proof for f(e) - g(c) in PrE, where we explicitly

follow the definition of PrE by PrE :- E(PrE) U PrE o E o PrE.
We start with a framework of this proof, that we denote by

f(e) . . . g(c).
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We can obviously not have f(e}GE(PrE)~g(c) because f~ g. So, we have to find
an equation u- v in E and find proofs p and q for f( e) - u and v- g(c), respectively.
The unknown proofs are again represented by dots, so the framework becomes

f(e} . . . u - v . . . g(c},

To direct the search, we shall assume that p is a proof in E(PrE). This means that we
actually take the more restrictive definition of PrE by PrE :- E(PrE)UE(PTE)oEoPrE
as a guideline in finding the proof.

So, we require that f is the outermost functíon symbol of u. This leaves two possi-
bilities for the choice of u - v, namely f(b} - b and f(a) - g(c). The first possibility
does not lead to a proof; so, we develop the second one. It yields the framework

f(e}...f(a) - 9(c}...g(c),

If we proceed this way, then we can find a proof with the following steps. (Disjoint parts
of the proof are developed in parallel.)

f (e) . . . 9(c)
f(e)... f(a) - 9(c)...9(c)

Í(e...a) - 9(c...c)
f(e...e - 9(d}...a} - 9(c}

f (e - 9(d} . . . 9(c} - Í ( a} . . . a) - 9(c}
f(e - 9(d . . . c} - f(a) . . . f (6} - b . . . a) - 9(c)

f(e - g(d-.-d - c-..c) - f(a...b} - b..-b - a--.a) - g(c)
f(e-g(d-c)- f(a.-.a-b-..b)-6-a}-g(c)

f(e-9(d-c)-f(a-b)-b-a)-9(c)

This is easily translated to a closed tableau, in which Reeves' rules are performed ex-
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ta-b
tc-d

t f(a) - g(c}
t b - f (b)
te-g(d)

f f(e) - g(c)
rule 3(a) ~
f f(e) - f(a) n g(c) - g(c)

f f(e) - f(a) f g(c) - g(c)
rule 2 ~ ~ rule 2

fe-a fc-c
rule 3(a) ~ closure

f e-eng(d) -a

fe-e fg(d)-a
closure ~ rule 3(b)

f g(d) - g(c) n f(a) - a

It is not so hard to implement a proof search procedure (in Prolog, for instance), that
finds proofs along these lines. We shall address this topic again in chapter 12 ~

8.3 Variables

A particular advantage of proof-based ways of dealing with equality, as represented by
Reeves' rules, is the easy way they can be generalized to deal with (rigid) variables. For
instance, rule 2 can be applied to an f-signed equation of the form fx - f(tl, ..., t„) if x
is instantiated (i.e., replaced wherever it occurs) with a term having f as its outermost
function symbol. Hence, after instantiating x with f(xl, ..., x„) which is the most
general representation of such a term, the new formula fxl - tl n... n x„ - t„ is
obtained. We cannot apply rule 2 to an f-signed equation of the form fx - y in which
both x and y are variables, because we cannot guess what outermost function symbol the
eventual instantiations of x and y should have. However, we can postpone the application

of this rule until x or y is instantiated with a non-variable term. If the remainder of
the proof can be completed without instantiating x or y to non-variable terms, then we
complete the entire proof by unifying x and y syntactically.

We give the rules for constructing proofs in the presence of variables below, using

the notation suggested by example 8.5. That is, an open place in the proof that must
eventually be filled with a proof for s- t is denoted s--. t. As an example we translate
Reeves' rules quite literally. Hence, PrE is considered to be defined by PrE :- E(PrE) U
PrE o E o PrE. To find a substitution v and a proof in PrEo for so - tv, start with the
initial prooi s--- t. Then apply the following rules.
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Rule 2a: Replace a subproof f (sl, . . . , s„} . . . f (tl, . . . , t„) by f(sl - - - tl, . . . , s„ . - - t„).

Rule 2b: Replace a subproof x . - - f (tl, . . . , t„} by f(xl - - - tl, . . . , x„ . - . t„) while instan-
tiating x with f(xl, ..., xn} in which xl, ... , x„ are fresh variables.

Rule 2c: Replace a subproof f (s1, . . . , s„) - - - y by f ( sl - . - yl , . . . , s„ - - - y„} while instan-
tiating y with f( yl ,..., y„) in which yl, ..., y„ are fresh variables.

Rule 3: Replace a subproof of the form s-. - t by s.-. u- v--- t if u- v is an equation
in E.

If a proof can be obtained in which all open places are of the form x-.- y where x and
y are variables, then replace such open places x--- y with x while instantiating y to x.

A proof search along these lines is implemented in chapter 12. We return to similar
proof rules in section 10.1.
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Chapter 9

Congruence Closure in Tableaux

In [26] it is shown that for a finite set E of equations and terms s and t it is decidable
whether or not there is a rigid E-unifier for s and t. However, the proof is complex,
and concepts like unfailing completion and term orderings play a dominant role. In
this chapter a simpler method and proof are given. The method can be considered as a
generalization of the congruence closure method descríbed in section 5.2. Some technical
theorems proved there will be used.

The result implies that, given a branch of a tableau, it is decidable whether or not
some substitution closes that branch.

9.1 Rigid E-Unification in Function-Free Lan-
guages

As an introduction we consider the rigid E-unification problem for languages in which
no function symbols other than constants occur, function-free languages for short. Log-
ical languages for databases are often required to be function-free and the unification
procedures discussed in this section and section 10.2 will be useful in theorem proving
methods used for integrity maintenance in databases. R.igid E-unification in function-
free languages is decidable; the number of substitutions that must be considered is finite
due to the fact that in any problem only finitely many constants and variables occur.
In this section rigid E-unifiers in function-free languages will be analyzed further than
that. This gives a clear image of what they actually do, namely glueing equivalence
classes with respect to RE together. This is somewhat obscured in proof-based rigid
E-unification as ít was discussed ín the previous chapter, but in the following sections it
is precisely this effect that plays a central role.

Definition 9.1 A maxímal rigid E-unifier for s and t is a rigid E-unifier v for s and t
such that every rigid E-unifier for s and t more general than a is also less general than
a (see definition 6.2). 0

We shall characterize maximal rigid E unifiers.
Suppose that some substitution Q is a rigid E-unifier for so and to. It is seen that in

that case there must be a sequence Co, ..., C„ of equivalence classes such that

71
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~ soECo,tOECni

~ each C; is an equivalence class induced on T by E (as in section 5.2, T is the set
of terms occurring in the unification problem);

~ for i - 1, ..., n, there is a term ri-1 E C;-1 and a term 1; E C; such that r;-lQ - l;Q,
that is, o is a unifier of {TO - 1~,...,Tn-1 - In}.

0 C1 CZ Cg

In addition, we require that no class occurs in the sequence twice and 1; ~ T; for
i- 1, ..., n- 1. If a class occurs twice in the sequence, say C; - C~ and i~ j,
then Co, ..., C;-1, C„ . .. , Cn is a shorter sequence satisfying the requirements. If
1; - T; fOr some i E {1,...,7L - 1}, then apparently Ts-1Q - 1;Q - T;Q - 1;}1 and

Co, ..., C:-1, C;tl, ..., Cn is a shorter sequence satisfying the requirements.
Every unifier for {TO - 11, ..., Tn-1 -!n} is a rigid E-unifier for so and to. Considering

that the terms ro, l1, . .. , r„-1, ln are all different and that r;-1 or 1; must be a variable for

ri-1 - 1; to be unifiable, it is seen that a most general unifier for {TO - 11, ..., rn-1 -!n}

can be written as B-{xl ~ul, ..., xn~un}, where u; - x; equals ri-1 - 1; if 1; is a variable,

it equals 1; - r;-1 otherwise. Further, it is seen that B is a maacimal rigid E-unifier for

so and to.

Example 9.2 Find all maximal rigid E-unifiers for a and 6 if E -{a - x, c- y, d- e}.
The equivalence classes induced by E are {a, x}, {b}, {c, y} and {d, e}. There are five
sequences of these classes beginning with {a, x} and ending with {b} in which no class

occurs twice. These sequences are

{a,x}, {b}

{a,x},{c,y},{b}

{a,x},{d,e},{b}
{a, x}, {c, y}, {d, e}, {b}

{a,x},{d,e},{c,y},{b}

The first two sequences lead to the ma~cimal rigid E-unifiers {x~6} and {x~c,y~b}, re-

spectively. The other sequences do not lead to rigid E-unifiers, because there are too
little variables to make a unifiable set {Lo - rl,.. .,ln-1 - rn}. o
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9.2 Rigid E-Unification by Connecting Equations

We return to the problem of rigid E-unification in languages with function symbols of
arbitrary arities. Let E-{sl - tl, ..., s„ - t„} be a finite set of equations. We shall
consider the problem of finding a rigid E-unifier for terms so and to. We shall not do
so directly; in this chapter we shall exploit the possibility of simulating the effect of
an (idempotent) substitution by adding the equations of a triangular set that defines
it. Recall theorem 6.8: if S is a triangular set that represents the substitution v, then
Ea ~ sov - toa iff E, S ~- so - to. We prove that whenever so and to have a rigid
E-unifier a, then they also have a triangular set simulating its effect this way. From now
on we shall also call such a triangular set a rigid E-unifier for so and to.

Theorem 9.3 Let E be a finite set of equations, let s and t be terms. There is a rigid
E-unifier for s and t iff there is a triangular set S such that E, S ~- s- t and the right
hand of every equation in S is a variable that occurs in E, s, t.

Proof The `if'-half follows with theorem 6.8.
We prove the `only if'-half. Let xl, ..., x,,, be all variables in E, s, t. Let v be a

rigid E-unifier for s and t. All variables that occur in Ev, sv and tv are treated
as constants, so we might as well replace them by constants. Hence, there is a rigid
E-unifier {xl~ul,...,x,,,~u,,,} for s and t in which the u; are variable-free. This rigid
E-unifier is represented by the triangulaz set S- {ul - xl, ..., u,,, - x,,,}. It follows
with theorem 6.8 that E, S~ s- t. ~

Hence, we shall consider the problem of finding a triangulaz set that is a rigid E-unifier
for so and to. Let T be the set of all terms that occur in this problem which are
so, to, ..., s,,, t„ and all of their subterms. The set of equivalence classes induced by E
will be denoted as [T]E, so [T]E -{[t]E ~ t E T} (cf. section 5.2).

Obviously, if already [so]E -[to]E, then every triangulaz set will be a rigid E-unifier
for so and to. Otherwise, we must find a triangular set that, loosely speaking, `connects'
[so]E and [to]E. For instance, the triangulaz set {t - x} if the variable x is in (so]E and
the x-free term t is in [to]E. There will not always be such a simple rigid E-unifier for so
and to, but we shall prove that, if there is a rigid E-unifier at all, then there is one that
connects classes of [T]E explicitly this way.

Definition 9.4 An equation u - v is connecting (with respect to T and E) iff [u]E and
[v]E are classes of [T]E. The equation u- v has the effect of connecting these classes. If
[u]E - [v]E this is not a useful effect, of course, but for the sake of simplicity we shall not
require [u]E ~[v]E. A triangular set is connecting iff it contains a connecting equation.

The right hands of the equations in the triangular sets that are discussed in this
section are all supposed to be variables in T. Hence, such a triangular set is connecting
iff some equation in it has a left hand u that [u]E is in [T]E. ~

A non-connecting triangular set may nevertheless connect classes in an indirect fashion.
For instance, it may contain two equations v- x and v- y, where [v]E is not a class in
[T]E. As a whole, the set connects the classes of [x]E and [y]E. Similar triangular sets
will be called reducible and we shall, in section 9.3, indeed define a reduction for them.
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Definition 9.5 A triangulaz set is called reducible iff it contains two distinct equations
u- x and v- y such that a subterm of u is in [v]E. o

Now assume that S-{ul - xl, ..., u,,, - x,,,} is a rigid E-unifier of so and to. We
shall assume that the variables xl, . .., x,,, are all in T. We shall distinguish the following
three possibilities.

(1) S is connecting.

(2) S is not connecting, but it is reducible.

(3) S is not connecting and irreducible.

We shall prove that a non-connecting reducible rigid E-unifier can be reduced to a rigid
E-unifier that is smaller in some well-founded ordering. This implies that we can reduce
every rigid E-unifier to a connecting one or to a non-connecting irreducible one.

The cases (1), (2) and (3) will be discussed in separate subsections of section 9.3.

9.3 Three Types of Triangular Sets

Let E, so, to and T be as in section 9.2. Let the triangulaz set S be a rigid E-unifier
for so and to. S can be non-connecting and irreducible, non-connecting and reducible,
or connecting. These possibilities are discussed in separate subsections.

If necessary we shall reduce rigid E-unifiers to equivalent ones, in the sense of the
following definition.

Definition 9.6 If E, S and S' are sets of equations, then S is equivalent to S' with

respect to E, denoted by S tiE S', iff for all terms s and t, E, S ~ s- t is equivalent to
E,S'~-s-t. o

S is Non-Connecting and Irreducible

Loosely speaking, a non-connecting irreducible triangular set does not connect any classes

that are relevant to the rigid E-unification problem. Hence, if there is a non-connecting
irreducible rigid E-unifier for so and to, then it is redundant because E ~- so - to. This
is proved in theorem 9.7.

Theorem 9.? If there is a non-connecting irreducible rigid E-unifier for so and to, then

E[-so-to.

Proof Let S-{ul - xl, ..., u,,, - x,,,} be a non-connecting irreducible rigid E-unifier

of so and to. Let T' be the set of all terms occurring in E, S, so and ta, so T C T' and

T' contains ul, . .., u,,, and all of their subterms. Apply Shostak's congruence closure

algorithm (section 5.2) in the following order.

~ Determine the final partition of T' with respect to E. At this point ul,...,u,,, will

be in m distinct singleton partition classes, because, for i- 1, ..., m,

- there is no term v E T such that E ~- u; - v, otherwise S would be connecting;
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- no subterm of u~ is in [u;]E for j~ i, otherwise S would be reducible;

- no proper subterm of u; itself is in [u;]E (theorem 5.21).

~ For i- 1, ..., m, add u; to the partítion class of x;. This is the application of step
(1) of Shostak's algorithm with respect to the equations in S. As in particular
none of the u; is an argument of a term in T', step (2) cannot be applied. Hence,
we have obtained the final partition of T' with respect to E U S.

Clearly, if so and to are in the same class in the final partition with respect to E U S,
then they already were so in the final partition with respect to E. ~

S is Non-Connecting and Reducible

Definition 9.8 Define the complexity ~u~ of a term u as the number of occurrences of
function symbols and variables in it except for variables from T. Hence,

~ ~x~ - 0 if x E T is a variable;

~ ~ f (ul, . . . , u„) ~ - 1 ~- ~ul ~ f . . . -~ ~u„ ~ for every other term f ( ul , . . . , u„).

The complexity ~S~ of the triangular set S-{ul - xl,...,um - x,,,} is defined as
~S~ - ~ul~ -f- .-. ~ ~u,,,~. ( Recall that the variables xl, .. ., x,,, are supposed to be in T.) ~

In this section we show that a non-connecting reducible rigid E-unifier for so and to can
indeed be reduced to a rigid E-unifier for so and to with lower complexity. As every
triangular set has a finite complexity, a sequence of such reductions must eventually lead
to a connecting rigid E-unifier for so and to or to a non-connecting irreducible one.

Let S be a non-connecting reducible rigid E-unifier for sp and to. S is reducible, so
it contains two different equations c[u] - x and v- y such that [u]E -[v]E. If Sl is the
set of the other equations in S, then

S-{c[u] - x,v - y} U Sl,

and we define

S' -{c[y] - x,v - y} U Sl,

S" -{c[y] - x, u- y} U Sl.

With the following theorems on S, S' and S" we eventually prove that S' or S" is also
a rigid E-unifier for so and to with complexity lower than ~5~.

Theorem 9.9 Define S, S' and S" as above. S tiE S' tiE S" ( ~E is defined in defini-

tion 9.6.)

Proof Straightforward, recall that [u]E -(u]E. ~
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Theorem 9.10 Define S, S' and S" as above. If S is triangulaz, then S' or S" is also
triangular.

Proof Assume that the equations in S can be ordered to form the triangular list L. The
equation c[u] - x will appear in L either to the right or to the left of v- y. We shall
distinguish these cases below. To make a description of L fit on a single line, we assume
that L contains five equations, while c[u] - x and v- y, not necessarily in that order,
appear as the second and the fourth equation in L.

With definition 6.5 we immediately find that if

L- [ul - xl~ c[u] - x, ~a - xa, v- y, us - xs],
is a triangular list, then so is

L~ - [~1 - xli C[T.~] - xi u3 - x3~ v - T.~~ u5 - x5].

As L' contains the elements of S', the latter is a triangulaz set.
Likewise, we find that if

L - [ul - xl~ v- y, u3 - x3i c[~] - x~ us - xs]

is a triangular list, then so is

LI~ - [ul - xli ~3 - x3t Cly] - xi ~ - yi ~s - xs].

To see this, keep in mind that c[u] is required to be xl, y, x3i x-free and hence, in par-
ticular, u will be xl, y, x3i x-free. L" contains the elements of S", which therefore is a
triangular set.

Generalization to an arbitrary triangulaz list L is straightforward. 0

Theorem 9.11 Define S, S' and S" as above. If S is non-connecting, then ~S'~ C ~S~
and ~S"~ c ~S~.

Proof If S is non-connecting, then [v]E is not a class of [T]E and therefore v is not a
variable in T. Similarly, u is not a variable in T, because [u]E -[v]E. Hence ~u~ 1 0,
~v~ ) 0. Now, u and v occur in S, where y and v occur in S' and where y and u occur
in S", respectively. As y is a variable in T, and therefore ~y~ - 0, we find ~S'~ C ~S~ and
~S„I ~ ~SI a

From theorems 9.9, 9.10 and 9.11 the following theorem immediately follows.

Theorem 9.12 S' or S" is a rigid E-unifier for so and to with complexity lower than
~5~. o

Finally, we reformulate the actual conclusion of this subsection.

Theorem 9.13 If so and to have a non-connecting reducible rigid E-unifier then
E ~- so - to or they have a connecting one.

Proof A non-connecting reducible rigid E-unifier can be reduced to one of lower com-
plexity. As the complexity of a triangular set is finite, proceeding the reduction will
eventually lead to a connecting one or a non-connecting irreducible one. If so and to
have an non-connecting irreducible rigid E-unifier, then E [- so - to (theorem 9.7). 0
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S is Connecting

Let S be a rigid E-unifier for so and to. If S contains a connecting equation, then we
use this to eliminate one variable. Assume that the connecting equation is u- x, so S
can be written as {u - x} U Sl, where Sl is supposed not to contain u- x, and u is an
x-free term in [v]~ for some v E T.

We prove the following theorems concerning u, v, x, S and Sl.

Theorem 9.14 Sl{x~u} is a triangular set.

Proof Assume that S can be ordered to form the triangular list [ul - xl, .--,um - xm]
and that u - x is u; - x;. It follows that Sl can be ordered to form the triangular list

L~ -[ui - x~,...,u;-~ - x.-~,u,t~ - x;t~,...,u,,, - x,,,].

Ll{x~u} is also a triangulaz list, because u is xl, ..., x;-free and u~ is xl, ... , x~-free, so
u~{x~u} will be xl, ..., x~-free, for j - 1, ..., i - 1. The terms u;}I, . .., u,,, are x-free,
so u~{x~u} - u~ and u~ is xl, ... x~-free for j - i f 1, ..., m. O

Theorem 9.15 For every x-free term u' E [v]E, Sl{x~u} is a rigid E{x~u'}-unifier for
so{x~u'} and to{x~u'}.

Proof Let u' be an arbitrary x-free term in [v]E. Recall definition 9.6 of ~E and note
that [u]E - [v]E - [u']E. One easily shows

S-{7b - x} U Sl ~F, {7L - x} U Sl{x,71} ~E {TL' - x} U Sl{x,T1.}.

As S is a rigid E-unifier for so and to, we also have E,u' - x,Sl{x~u} ~- so - to which
is equivalent to E{x~u'},Sl{x~u} ~ so{x~u'} - to{x~u'} ( theorem 6.7, it is used that
u is x-free, and so Sl{x~u} is x-free). 0

The following theorem immediately follows. It will be used in the proof of the main
theorem.

Theorem 9.16 If there is a connecting rigid E-unifier for so and to, then there are a
variable x E T and an equivalence class C E [T]E such that for every x-free term u E C
there is a rigid E{x~u}-unifier for so{x~u} and to{x~u}. ~

9.4 Main Theorem: Rigid E-Unification is Decid-
able

Finally, we have gathered all the instruments we need to prove our main theorem.

Theorem 9.17 If E is a finite set of equations and so and to are terms, then it is
decidable whether or not there is a rigid E-unifier for so and to.

Proof Let E, so, to and T be as in section 9.2. If T contains m distinct variables, then
we shall call the problem of finding a rigid E-unifier for so and to a rigid unification
problem with m variables.
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By induction on the number of variables in the problem, we prove that every rigid
unification problem is decidable. If there are zero variables in the problem, then so and
to have a rigid E-unifier iff E[- so - to. It is decidable by Shostak's algorithm whether
or not this is the case.

As our induction hypothesis assume that all problems with m variables are decidable.
Assume that finding a rigid E-unifier for so and to is a problem with m~ 1 variables.

If so and to have a rigid E-unifier, then E~ so - to or there is a connecting one
(theorem 9.13). Both possibilities are discussed below.

~ It is decidable whether or not E ~- so - to by Shostak's algorithm.

~ It is decidable whether or not there is a connecting rigid E-unifier for so and to.

If so and to have a connecting rigid E-unifier, then there are a variable x E T and a
class C E [T]E such that for every x-free term u E C there is a rigid E{x~u}-unifier
for so{x~u} and to{x~u} (theorem 9.16). There are only finitely many candidates
for x and C. Given x and C, ít is decidable whether an x-free term u E C exists
(theorem 5.19).

The problem of finding a rigid E{x~u}-unifier S for sa{x~u} and ta{x~u} is one
with m variables, and therefore it is decidable (induction hypothesis). If a rigid
E{x~u} unifier S for so{x~u} and to{x~u} is found following this algorithm, it is
an x-free triangulaz set, and {u - x} U S is a rigid E-unifier for sa and ta.

Summarizing:

- There are only finitely many choices for x and C.

- For each choice, existence of an appropriate term u E C is decidable.

- Existence of a rigid E{x~u}-unifier S for so{x~u} and to{x~u} is decidable.

Example 9.18 In this example, we shall write f a for f( a), and f3a for f( f( f(a) )), etc.
Let E - {x - a, y - a}. The substitution Q- {x~fsa, y~fsa} is a rigid E-unifier for

fa and a represented by the triangulaz set S- { f sa - x, f3a - y}. In this example,

T-{x, y, a, fa} and the partition of T found with Shostak's method is {{x, y, a}, { fa}}.

S is not connecting but it is reducible, as it can be written in the form {c[u] - x, v- y},

where c[~] - f3~, u- v- fsa, so E [- u- v. The sets S' and S" defined as in

section 9.3 are equal due to the fact that u- v.

S~-S~~-{f3y-x,fsa-y}

Define Sl - S'. Sl is non-connecting and reducible. Sl can be written as

{v - x,c[u] - y} if c[~] - f20 and u - f3a and v- f3y such that E ~ u- v.

Si and Sï are defined by

S1 - {Ï3y - x,fzx - y},
S1 - {f3a - x,fZx - y}.
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Si is not a triangular set. So, we proceed the reduction with SZ - Sï . SZ can be written
as {c[u] - x,v - y} if c[O] - f~, u- fZa and v - f2x. SZ and SZ are defined by

SZ - {fy - x, fZx - y},

SZ - {fy - x,fZa - y}.

Of these sets, only Sz is triangular. The equation fy- x in it is connecting, because
E~ fy - fa and fa E T. Hence, S has been reduced to a connecting rigid E-unifier
for fa and a. o

Example 9.19 Sometimes connectíng equations are needed to make other connect-
ing equations possible. Consider the problem of finding a rigid E-unifier for f(x)

and x if E -{x - h(x, y}, a- h(x, b) }. There is no single-equation rigid E-
unifier that simply connects the classes [x]E and ( f(x)]E, because there is no x-
free term in [ f(x)]E -{ f(x), f(h(x, y)), f(h(h(x, y), y)), ...}. However, if b
is substituted for y, we obtain the problem of finding a rigid E{y~b}-unifier for
f(x) and x, where E{y~b} -{x - h(x,b),a - h(x,b)}. The equivalence class

[f(x)]E{y~6} -{f(x), f(a), f(h(x,b)), f(h(a,b)), f(h(h(x,b),6)), f(h(h(a,b),b)), ...}
does contain x-free terms and we can connect the classes of f(x) and x. A rigid E-unifier
for f(x) and x is, for instance, { f(a) - x, b- y}.

This example makes clear that an algorithm for rigid E-unification must connect
classes not only for the sake of the resulting equational theory. ~

9.5 Conclusion and Future Research

We have proved decidability of rigid E-unification. We have discussed an elementary
decision procedure. However, we have not intended to give an algorithm, but to make

as clear as possible why rigid E-unification is decidable. This is because a rigid E-
unifier connects equivalence classes that are relevant to the problem and there are only
finitely many of such equivalence classes. The algorithm we discussed simply generates

all possible connections between classes. Future research should aim at finding more

efficient algorithms.
The result that rigid E-unification is decidable is not new. A quite complex proof of

it is also given by Gallier et. al. in [26]. Term orderings and sophisticated rewriting and
completion techniques play a very dominant role in their approach. An approach closer
to ours can be found in [29]. In [7] a combination of regular and rigid E-unification is
described.

Finally, we remark that for rigid E-unification to be useful in automated theorem

provers based on tableaux or connection calculi the more general problem of simulta-
neous rigid E-unification must be solved (section 7.4, see also [26], [6]): Given n finite

sets of equations El, ..., E„ and terms sl, tl ,..., s,,, t,,, find a substitution a such that

E;o ~s;Q-t;Qfori- 1,.. .,n.
Recently, Jean Goubault has shown (in [30]) simultaneous rigid E-unifiability to be

decidable indeed (an earlier proof in [26] is wrong according to [6]). His paper [29]

is very difficult to read, sophisticated concepts from automata theory are used in the
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proof. The characterization of (non-simultaneous) rigid E-unifiers is equivalent to ours,
however. It is therefore to be expected that our approach can be generalized in order to
give a simplified account for Goubault's results.



Chapter 10

Constructors

Constructors are function symbols with an implicit equational theory imposed upon
them. This theory can be summarized by saying that every interpretation should map
constructors to themselves. If the universe of an interpretation I is a set of expressions,

then this can be taken literally by requiring that for n-ary constructor symbols c the
term c(tl, ..., t„) is mapped to c(ti, ..., t,t,). Of course, interpretations isomorphic to
one satisfying this requiremeitt are `good' interpretations too.

The need for constructors arises in the context of logic programming languages, where

they are needed to providefor useful data structures such as lists and records. Forin-
stance, if the list `constructor' . and the empty list [] were ordinary function symbols,
then the equation s.[] -[] might be true in some interpretation, while it is proba-

bly intended to be false. The need for constructors is also widely recognized (several

contributions in [17], [34, 42]).

Definition 10.1 The set Term of terms is now defined to be To„~( Var), where 0 is a
set of constructors, ~ is a set of other function symbols that we shall also call defined
function symbols and Var is a set of variables. With a constant we shall exclusively

mean a nullary defined function symbol. The set E containing all operation symbols

that are used for the construction of terms is by definition equal to Var U 0 U~; hence,
Term - TE (cf. the definition of terms in section 4.3). 0

Definition 10.2 We can distinguish two independent properties of constructors that

can be used to describe their characteristics.

(1) Constructors are bijections in every interpretation. Hence, in any interpretation I,

I ~- f(sl, ..., s„) - f(tl, ..., t„) should be equivalent to I ~- sl - tl and ... and

I ~ s„ - t„ for every f E L1,,.

(2) Different constructors denote different constructions. That is, if f E ~,,, and

g E 0„ are different constructors, then f ( 91, ..., 9,,,) - g(tl, ..., t„) must be false

in every interpretation.

As is suggested in the introduction, we shall make sure that ( 1) and ( 2) are satisfied by

requiring that terms c(tl, ..., t„) will be mapped to 0(IT~,,,,)(c(tl, ..., t„)) - c(ti, ..., t,l,)

by every interpretation I. This is obtained by requiring that Is - ~(IdU).

81
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Let I be an interpretation with universe U. The mapping IE : E(U) -~ U can be
written as the union of ly,, : Var -. U, I~ : 4'(U) -~ U and finally Io : 0(U) -~ U which
is required to equal the function ldo~Ul. This implies that we must require 0(U) C U.
For the function IT~,,,, we find

ITcrm -- IE o E(IT~,,,,)

IVar O l~aT(ITc,~n) U Ip o ~(ITe,.,n ) U I~ o ~(IT~,,,,)
Iva. ~ 0(IT~„~) U I~ 0 4'(Ir~„~,).

Here it is used that Var(IT~,.,,,) - Id y„), because Var is a set of nullary operation
symbols. Further, we have used that Io - 0(Id~). ~

Requirement (2) implies the possibility of a set of equations E having no model at all,
such that E~- s- t is true in a trivial way. Hence, rigid E-unification in the presence of
constructors can also be aimed at finding a substitution ~ such that EQ is inconsistent.

Constructors play a role in applications of logic in computer science. For instance,
in programming languages constructors enable us to build compound structures such as
lists.

Example 10.3 Consider the so-called list constructor ., which is an infix binary con-
structor. The list constructor is right-binding; so, s - t. u is read as s.(t . u). Further,
let the nullary constructor [] denote the empty list. A term of the form sl . s2 ..--- s„ .[]
is interpreted as the list that can also be rendered as [sl, ..., s„]. If [] and . would not
be constructors, then an equation of the form [] - s. t might have a model. This is
considered an unwanted effect. O

In section 10.1 reduction in programming languages will be described using the proof
algebra.

In databases nullary constructors can be interpreted as names of objects or per-
sons. The implicit equality theory imposed on constructors makes sure that different
names refer to different entities. Constants in 4ío serve as references to entities of which
we do not know the name. In section 10.2 equality reasoning, i.e., simultaneous rigid
E-unification, in this context is discussed. An explicit check for inconsistency of sets of
equations is part of the unification procedure, thus requirement (2) of definition 10.2 is
taken into account.

In section 10.3 the unification problem for languages without defined function symbols
is discussed. This can be regarded as an introduction to sectíon 10.4. In this section a
rigid E-unification procedure that is more general than reduction is discussed. In order
to obtain a decision procedure some requirements are made: Every interpretation must
have the set To of variable-free constructor terms as íts universe and terms substituted for
variables must not contain defined function symbols; hence, substitutions are required
to be functions from Var to To( Var). Although these requirements seem somewhat
arbitrary, they are not so unnatural in the context of programming languages in which
it is often assumed that all terms can be reduced to terms without defined function
symbols.
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10.1 Reduction in Programming Languages

General equality reasoning is considered too inefficient to serve in interpreters of pro-
gramming languages. Instead, equations are used in a restricted manner to reduce terms.

We shall discuss the same reduction principle as the one that is discussed more in-
formally in e.g. (34]. Here, as in most programming languages, reduction is a kind of
rewriting aimed at eliminating defined function symbols; rewriting of a term will go on
until a term is obtained that does not contain any defined function symbol. In this sec-
tion we shall not consider the role of variables. Reduction in programming languages will
be characterized in terms of a set of equational proofs similar to the set PrE defined in
chapter 5. Dealing with variables in reduction is similar to dealing with variables in equa-
tional proofs (section 8.3). It will be discussed in section 11.2.2, where the incorporation
of reduction in Prolog is described.

The aim of this section is to show that we can take maximal advantage of the ex-
pressive power of our algebra in the description of reduction. As was the case with the
rules for equations in tableaux in chapter 5, the algebraic description allows for an easy
implementation, but also for investigations on the (in)completeness of reduction as an
equational theorem proving method.

Definition 10.4 A defening equation for a function symbol f is an equation of the
form f(tl, ..., t„) - t, where tl, ... , t,,, t are arbitrary terms. Hence, the set of defining
equations is the set of equations over ~(TE) x TE. ~

For a start, let us consider a set of defining equations E that is a, possibly infinite, set
of variable-free defining equations. We shall characterize a set Pr'E of reduction proofs
based on E.

In general, reduction procedures allow for two definitions of provable equality. In the
more general one, the equation s- t is provable from the equations in E iff there is a
term u such that both s and t can be reduced to u. In the more restrictive definition it
is moreover required that u be a normal form. We shall use the latter definition here.
Hence, s- t is provable from E, denoted E~' s - t, iff s and t can both be reduced to
a constructor term u.

First, we define the reduction relation RedE on TE x To, where sRedEt is true iff s
can be reduced to the constructor term t using the equations in E and the reduction
procedure described below. Hence, E F-' s- t iff there is a term u E To such that
sRedEU and tRedEU, that is, iff s(RedE o RedE' )t.

Let f be a defined function symbol and consider a(variable-free) term of the form
f (sl, ..., s„). This term can only be reduced by a defining equation f (ul, ..., u„) - v
for f and this equation is applicable iff E~' s; - u; for i- 1,...,n, that is,
f (sl, . . . , 9„)~(RedE o RedE~ ) f (ul, . . . , u„). In that case, f (s~, . . . , s„) can be íurther

reduced to t E To if v can. It follows that sRedEt iff there is a defining equation u- v
such that s~(RedE o RedE' )u and vRedEt. Hence, the restriction of RedE to ~(TE ) x To
equals ~(RedE o RedE- ) o cE~ o RedE.

As there are no defining equations for constructors, only the arguments of a term of
the form c(tl,...,t„), with c E 0, can be reduced. Hence, the restriction of RedE to
0(TE) x To equals 0(RedE).
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This can be summarized in the following definition.

Definition 10.5 If E is a set of defining equations, then the reduction relation RedE is
defined by

RedE :- 0(RedE) U 4i(RedE o RedE' ) o CE~ o RedE

or, equivalently, by

RedE :- (~(RedE o RedE` ) o CE~)' 0 0(RedE).

Equivalence of these definition follows with theorem 3.44. ~

We have defined E~' s- t to be equivalent to s(RedE o RedE` ) t. The relation RedE o
RedE' denotes equational provability by reduction in the way it was described. This
relation can be defined elegantly without explicit reference to RedE, as is shown in
theorem 10.7.

Definition 10.6 Define the relation EqE by EqE - RedE o RedE`.

Theorem 10.7 The relation EqE can be defined by

EqE :- (~(E9E) o cE~)' 0 0(EqE) o(cE1` o ~(EqE))'.

Proof Define the mappings F, G, H by

F(X) -(4'(X o XV ) o CE~)' 0 0(X)
c(x) -(4'(x) o CE1)' o ~(x) o(CE~- o~(x))'
H(X) - X o X'.

According to definition 10.5, RedE - ~,F, according to definition 10.6, EqE - H(~F).
It remains to be proved that EqE - pG. This follows with theorem 3.25, since
H(1) - 1 C pG and H o F- G o H which is shown below.

H(F(X))

(4'(x o x-) o CE~)' 0 0(x) o((~(x o x-) o cE))' o ~(x))`
- {calculus on `, 4.11}

(4'(X oX`)oCE~)'op(XoX`")o(CE~` o4'(X oX`"))'

G(H(X))

The set of equational proofs that immediately corresponds to the definition oí EqE will
be denoted PrÉ.
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Definition 10.8 The set of equational prooís Pr'E is defined by

Pr'E :- (~(Pr'E) o E)' 0 0(Pr'E) o(E' o~(Pr'e))'.

0

The asymmetry caused by using equations merely as left-to-right reduction rules is
illustrated by the next example:

Example 10.9 Consider the sets of defining equations

El - {f(0) - 1, f(1} - 2, g(f(0)) - f(1} },

Ea -{f(0) - 1, Í(1) - 2, f(1) - 9(Ï(~))},

where f and g are defined function symbols and 0, 1, 2 are constructors. Although
classically El and EZ are equivalent in every respect, we have El ~-' g(1) - 2 while not
EZ 1-' g(1} - 2. A proof in Pr'E~ for g(1) - 2 is

g(1 - f(0)} - f(1} - 2.

It is easily seen that there is no proof in Pr'E~ having g(1) as its left term, as there is no
equation in Ez having g as the outermost function symbol in its left hand.

Intuitively, while the equation g( f(0)) - f(1) in El defines a value for g(1), the
equation f(1) - g(f ( 0)) in EZ is an alternative definition for f(1). 0

Equational theorem proving by reduction is sound, but not complete. Formally,
E~' s- t implies E~ s- t, but the converse is not necessarily true. We shall
briefly show that E ~ s- t implies E~' s- t iff RedE corresponds to a model of E.

Pr'E is not complete for every set of defining equations E. This has two reasons.

~ E f-' s- t iff s and t can be reduced to the same constructor term. If, for instance,
a constant a E~o cannot be reduced at all, then even the trivial equation a- a
does not have a proof in Pr'E.

~ The set E might be inconsistent. For instance, it might contain both a- 0 and
a- 1 for a constant a E~o and nullary constructors 0 and 1. In that case every
equation is a logical consequence of the program, but there is no proof for 0- 1

in Pr'E.

From this informal discussion, we find that if some term cannot be reduced to a con-
structor term or some term can be reduced to different constructor terms, that is, if
RedE' is not a function', then reduction is not complete.

rAs we adhere to the convention of writing reductions in a left-to-right manner, thus defining Reds

as a relation on TE x To, while functions from TE to To are identified with relations on To x TE, we

must write RedE' instead of RedE.
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Theorem 10.10 There is an interpretation 1 with universe To such that
RedE`" - IT~,,,, and I is a model of E iff RedE` ís a function.

Proof Clearly, if RedE` is not a function, then it cannot be equal to the function IT~,,,,.
From now on, assume that RedE` is a function. Briefly denote the image of a term t by
t j. It is seen that s(RedE o RedE` ) t iff s j - t j.

The discussion motivating definition 10.5 can now be paraphrased as follows. Consider
a term of the form f ( 91i ..., 3n) in which f is a defined function symbol. This term can
only be reduced by a defining equation f(ul, ..., u„) - v which is applicable iff s; j - u; j
for i - 1, ..., n. In that case, f (s1, ..., s„) is finally reduced to v j. If c is a constructor,
then a term of the form c(tl, ..., t„) is reduced to c(tl j, ..., t„ j).

It follows that an interpretation I can be defined such that IT~,.,,,(t) - t j by specifying
I~ completely by I~( f ( ul j, ..., u„j))- vj for every equation f (ul, ...,u„) - v in E. It
is obvious that I is a model of E. o

Theorem 10.11 E ~ s- t is equivalent to E~' s- t if RedE` is a function.

Proof As reduction is a sound proof inethod, E~' s - t implies E ~ s- t. Assume
that RedE` is a function, denote the image of t by t j. It is shown in theorem 10.10 that
there is a model of E mapping each term t to t j. If not E ~' s- t, then sj~ t j, which
means that in this model of E the equation s- t is false; consequently, E~ s- t. []

Finally, we mention that Pr'E C PrE, where PrE is defined as in chapter 5. The definition
of PrÉ is quite similar to the definition of PrE by any of the equations in theorem 5.8.
This means that algorithms constructing proofs in PrÉ can be deviced in analogy to, for
instance, the algorithms performing Reeves' rules discussed in section 8.3. Likewise, we
can incorporate variables in the way that is discussed there. We shall get back to these
topics when discussing their use in extensions of Prolog in section 11.2.2.

10.2 Function-Free Languages

In this section we continue the argument of section 9.1. A function-free language with
constructors is a quite natural one to make expressions about, for instance, relational
databases. Nullary constructors with their implicit equality theory (in this case we
should perhaps speak of an inequality theory) can serve very well as names for entities
in the database, as we usually do not like different names to refer to the same person
or object. Constants in ~o serve as references to persons or objects of which we do not
know the name.

In this section we shall not discuss the so-called domain closure assumption that
is usually made in database theory, which states that there are no more objects in the
universe of any interpretation than those that have explicitly been given a name. We shall
assume instead that there are enough nullary constructors to choose `fresh' constructors
at any time we want to.

If a language does not contain constructors, then every set of equations is consistent
and even has a least model. If constructors are introduced this is no longer the case: If
a and b are different constructors, then a- 6 does not have a model. Hence, E ~ s- t
is also true if E does not have a model at all.
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Theorem 10.12 A set of equations E over Eo is unsatisfiable iff some equivalence class
with respect to GE~' contains two or more different constructors.

Proof Straightforward. o

Definition 10.13 A set E of equations is called potentially unsatisfiable iff there is a
substitution a such that Eo is unsatisfiable. ~

Definition 10.14 A freezing substitution for a set of equations E is a substitution that
maps each variable x to a nullary constructor c~ that does not occur in E, such that
x~ y implies c~ ~ cy. ~

Theorem 10.15 Let E be a set of equations over Eo. E is potentially unsatisfiable iff
there is an equivalence class with respect to C E~' that contains two different construc-
tors, or a variable and a constructor, or two different variables.

Proof The `if' half of the proof is easy. Let Q be a freezing substitution for E. If an
equivalence class with respect to CE)' contains two different elements of Var U Do,
then the corresponding class with respect to CEv~' contains two different constructors.
Hence, EQ is unsatisfiable.

Next, assume that every equivalence class with respect to GE~' contains at most
one constructor or one variable, while Eo- is unsatisfiable for some substitution o; that
is, there are different constructors a and 6 in the same equivalence class with respect to
CEQ~'. In that case there is a sequence Co, ..., C„ of equivalence classes with respect
to GE~' ( cf. the discussion in section 9.1) such that

~ aECoo-,bEC„Q;

~ for i - 1,...,n, there is a term v;-1 E C;-1 and a term u; E C; such that v;-lo- -
u;o-.

We show that this is impossible. Assume that C and D are different equivalence classes
with respect to GE1' that are connected by o, that is, for some u E C and v E D we
have ua - vo-. As C ~ D also u~ v, and hence u or v is a variable, otherwise u and v
would not be unifiable. Hence, u and v are both mapped to the same variable or to the
same constant by v. In either case, one easily verífies that the set Ca U DQ contains at
most one variable or one constructor. If C - D, this is trivially also true. Repeating
this argument one proves that the set Coo- U --. U C„a contains at most one variable or
one constructor. Hence, a and 6 cannot be in the same class with respect to GÉa-~'. ~

If E is not potentially unsatisfiable, then Eo is satisfiable for every substitution o-.
Constructors do not play a role in that case anymore, hence, all maximal rigid E-unifiers
can be found in finite time using the algorithm described in section 9.1.

Theorem 10.18 Let E-(El, ..., E„) be a tuple of sets of equations over Eo and let

S-(sl - tl,...,s„ - t„) be a tuple of equations. It is decidable whether or not there
is a simultaneous rigid E-unifier for S.
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Proof We shall discuss how to find such a substitution if there is one. If there is none,
this is found out in finite time.

If all E; are potentially unsatisfiable, then one freezing substitution v for EI U... U E„
will make all E;a unsatisfiable for i - 1, ..., n. Then this substitution v is a simultaneous
rigid E-unifier for S.

Otherwise, choose a set Ek that is not potentially unsatisfiable. For simplicity, assume
that k - 1. With the algorithm of section 9.1 we can give all mauimal rigid El-unifiers
for sl and tl in finite time. If there is a simultaneous rigid E-unifier for S, then it will be
less general than some ma~cimal rigid El-unifier for s~ and tl. Let v be a ma~cimal rigid
El-unifier for sl and tl. A simultaneous rigid E-unifier for S that is less general than v
can be written as QB, where B is a rigid Ev unifier for S~. Every substitution is a rigid
Elv-unifier íor slQ and tla; so, B is a rigid E~-unifier for SQ iff it is a rigid E'-unifier
for S', where

E' - (EZQ, . . . , E„Q), and
~

S - (SZQ - tZ~,..., SnQ - tnU .

As the induction hypothesis assume that we can decide whether there are rigid E'-unifiers
for S' if E' and S' are tuples of less than n-elements. As there are only finitely many
choices for o, we can decide whether or not a simultaneous unifier e~cists. ~

With the discussion preceding definition 7.18 of rigid E-unification this immediately
yields the following theorem.

Theorem 10.17 It is decidable whether there is a substitution closing a tableau seman-
tically if E- Eo. O

10.3 The Case ~ - (~

If every function symbol is a constructor, then the problem of rigid E-unification becomes
quite simple. The restrictions (1) and (2) in definition 10.2 imply that for all variable-
íree terms s, t and for all interpretations the equation s- t is true iff s- t, otherwise it
is false.

Hence, iï E-{sl - tl, ..., s„ - t„} and so, to, ..., s,,, t„ are variable-free terms,
then E ~- so - to iff so - ta or s; ~ t; for some i E{ 1, ..., n}.

If variables are present, then the situation is not much more difficult. Let
E-{sl - tl, ..., s„ - t„} and so, to, ..., s,,, t„ E To( Var). The following theorem

gives a criterion with which it is easily decided whether E is potentially unsatisfiable
(definition 10.13).

Theorem 10.18 Assume that our language contains enough constructors to introduce
a fresh nullary constructor at any moment. Then a set E of equations over To( Var) is
potentially unsatisfiable iff it contains an equation s- t such that s~ t.

Proof Let Q be a íreezing substitution (definition 10.14) for E. Assume that E contains

an equation s - t such that s~ t. Then, Ev contains the equation sQ - tv such that
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sv ~ to-. As sQ, tQ E To this implies that Ev does not have a model. Hence, E is
potentially unsatisfiable.

On the other hand, if all equations s- t in E are such that s- t, then every
substitution is a unifier for E. Every interpretation is then a model for EQ for all
substitutions a, hence, in this case E is not potentially unsatisfiable. ~

In complete analogy with the proof of theorem 10.16 one shows that the simultaneous
rigid E-unification problem is decidable in languages without defined function symbols.
Hence, it is decidable whether or not a tableau is semantically closed in such languages.
However, note that the b-rule introduces constants from ~o. So, if the b-rule is applied
anywhere in the tableau, the theorem cannot be used.

10.4 Constructor Substitutions

Definition 10.19 A constructor suóstitution is a substitution mapping variables to
terms in To(X). ~

Definition 10.20 A constructor interpretatàon is an interpretation with universe To.
A model of a set S of formulas with universe To is called a constructor modeL O

If we restrict our attention to constructor interpretations and constructor substitutions,
then (simultaneous) rigid E-unification is again decidable, as we shall prove in theo-
rem 10.33. In the proof of this theorem we exploit the fact that constructor interpreta-
tions are similar to constructor substitutions, particularly if the only operation symbols
are variables, constants and constructors; a constructor interpretation maps constants
and variables to constructor terms, while all constructors are mapped to themselves.

This affects the notions of logical consequence and potential unsatisfiability. We shall
redefine these notions for use in this section only.

Definition 10.21 A set E of equations is To-satisfiable iff it has a constructor model,
otherwise it is To-unsatisfiable. A set E of equations is potentially To-unsatisfiable iff
there ís a constructor substitution Q such that Eo- is To-unsatisfiable. ~

Example 10.22 Let E be a set of equations. Even if Eo is To-satisfiable for every
constructor substitution o-, there might well be a substitution B such that EB is To-
unsatisfiable.

For instance, let a E~o, c E O1, and consider E-{a - c(x)}. For every constructor
substitution v, the set EQ -{a - c(xQ)} is To-satisfiable. If I is an arbitrary constructor
interpretation, then the interpretation of c(x~) will only depend on iva,., as c(x~) does
not contain defined function symbols. The constructor interpretation I`{a --~ c(xa)I}
is a constructor model of E.

However, if B-{x~a}, then E9 - {a - c(a}} does not have a constructor model,
since aI ~ c(af ) for every constructor term a~. ~

Definition 10.23 (this section only) An equation s- t logically follows from a set E
of equations, denoted E ~-' s- t, iff every constructor model of E is a model of s- t.
0
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First, we shall consider the unification problem under the assumption that all defined
function symbols are constants, i.e., 4' -~o. We take advantage of the fact that for
constructor interpretations I the function I~ is a function from ~o to To. Hence, I~ can
intuitively be seen as a ground constructor substitutíon operating on constants instead
of variables. The next theorem is formulated with variables and substitutions, while in
theorem 10.26 it will be used for constants and interpretations, respectively.

Theorem 10.24 Assume that ~-~, hence, all terms are in To( Var). Let E be a set
of equations, let s and t be terms. Then, E~' s- t iff one of the following is the case.

(1) E is not a unifiable set. In this case EQ is To-unsatisfiable for every substitution
Q.

(2) E is a unifiable set with mgu v and s~ - tv.

Note that variables are treated as constants in the equality theory. The substitution
Q merely represents the equational theory, it is not performed for its own sake!

Proof As all terms are in To( Var) and constructors have a fixed interpretation, the only
relevant part of a constructor interpretation I is the function Iy,,. : Var -~ To, which
we might as well consider as a ground constructor substitution.

It follows that I is a model of E iff Iy,,, as a substitution, unifies E. Further,
E ~-' s- t iff every unifier for E is a unifier for s and t.

E does not have a unifier iff E does not have a constructor model. In that case
E~'s-t.

If E does have a unifier, then it also has an mgu, say Q. Every constructor model of
E corresponds to a ground unifier of s and t which is less general than o. If sv - tQ,
then s- t will be true in all these models, so E ~' s- t. If s~ ~ to, then svB ~ taB
for any freezing substitution B. Hence, s - t is false in the model of E corresponding to
aB and so E~' s- t. 0

In theorem 10.24 the variables were treated as constants in the equality theory, while as
a means of equational reasoning we allowed the application of a substitution. We can
easily generalize this theorem if we allow substitutions to replace constants too. We shall
therefore introduce some new terminology, that will only be used in this section.

Definition 10.25 ( This section only) A genemi substitution will be any function
from 4'o U Var to TE, extended to map expressions and sets of expressions as usual.
By unifiable we shall mean unifiable by a general substitution.

A~o-substitution is a function from 4'o to TE( Var). Definition 10.19 of constructor
substitutions remains unchanged. ~

We can now immediately generalize theorem 10.24.

Theorem 10.26 Assume that 4' - 4'0, hence, all terms are in To~~a( Var). Let E be a

set of equations, let s and t be terms. Then, E~' s- t iff one of the following is the

case.

(1) E is not unifiable.
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(2) E has a mgu B and sB - tB.

Definition 10.27 Let v be a constructor substitution and B a~o-substitution. Define

the ~o-substitution Bo by aBo - aBo for all a E~o. Note that not necessarily Bo - BQ,
since Bo does not replace variables. ~

Theorem 10.28 Let B, v and Bv be as in definition 10.27. Then, Ba - QBo.

Proof For a E~o we have av - a, because o only replaces variables. Then it follows

with definition 10.27 that aQB, - aBo - aBv.
Q is a constructor substitution; so, xo does not contain elements of ~o and xQB, - xQ

for all variables x. Further, xB - x, because B does not replace variables. Hence,

xvBo - xv - xBa. 0

Theorem 10.29 Let B, v and Bo be as in definition 10.27. Let E be a set of equations.

If B is an idempotent mgu of E, then B, is an mgu of Ea.

Proof If B is a unifier of E, then Ba is a less general one. EBa - EoB„ so B, is a unifier

for Ev.
We prove that B, is more general than every ~o-unifier of Ea. Let the ~o-substitution

~ be a unifier for Ea. Then ~p. is a unifier for E and we can write op - B~C' for some

substitution (of variables and~or constants) p.', because B is an mgu for E.

oBop

- {theorem 10.28}
BQp

- {choose ~' as above}

BBp'
- {B is idempotent}

Bp,'

For every a E~o we have aQ - a because o only replaces variables. Hence,

a~ - aQ~ - aaBo~ - aB,p. As B, and p are ~o-substitutions we conclude ~ - 8,~. So,

Bo is more general than ~. ~

Theorem 10.30 Let ~-~o. E is potentially To-unsatisfiable iff E is not unifiable by

a ~o-substitution.

Proof Let v be a freezing substitution for E. Obviously, E is not ~o-unifiable iff EQ is

not ~o-unifiable. In that case EQ is To-unsatisfiable. This proves the `if' half.

We proceed with the `only if' half of the proof. If E is unifiable by a~o-substitution,

then it has an idempotent ~o-mgu, say B. According to theorem 10.29, for every con-

structor substitution Q, EQ is unifiable with ~o-unifier Bo and hence EQ has a constructor

model for every constructor substitution Q. ~
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Theorem 10.31 Let E be a set of equations, let s and t be terms. Assume that the
~o-substitution B is an idempotent mgu of E.

A constructor substitution is a rigid E-unifier for s and t iff it unifies sB and tB.
It immediately follows that there is a constructor substitution that is a rigid E-unifier

for s and t iff sB and tB are unifiahle with an mgu o that is a constructor substitution.
~ is a most general rigid E-unifier that is a constructor substitution.

Proof Suppose the ~o-substitution B is an idempotent mgu of E. Then Bo is an mgu
for Ea (theorem 10.29). With this we find the following equivalences.

Ev ~' sQ - tQ

q {theorem 10.26}
sQB, - taB,

q {theorem 10.28}
sBv - tBQ

which finally is the case iff Q unifies sB and tB. ~

Next, we formulate the main result for the case that all defined function symbols are

constants.

Theorem 10.32 Assume ~-~o. Let E be a set of equations, let s and t be terms.

~ If E is not unifiable by a~o-substition, then E is potentially To-unsatisfiable. A
freezing substitution is a rigid E-unifier for s and t.

~ If the ~o-substitution B is an idempotent mgu of E, then a most general uni-
fier for sB and tB that is a constructor substitution is a most general constructor
substitution that is a rigid E-unifier for s and t.

Hence, rigid E-unifiability by constructor substitutions is decidable, and so is simulta-
neous rigid E-unifiability, as is shown in the next theorem.

Theorem 10.33 Assume that the only defined function symbols are constants. Let
E-(El, ..., E„) be an n-tuple of finite sets of equations, let S-(sl - tl, ..., s„ - t„).
It is decidable whether there is a constructor substitution v such that E;~ ~' s;a - t;~
for i - 1, . . . , n.

Proof This can be shown in complete analogy with the proof of theorem 10.16. ~

It is possible to generalize this for unification problems in which defined function symbols
of all arities may occur.



Chapter 11

Logic Programming

Computer programs serve to solve problems. Programs are usually written to meet

certain specifications. A specification of the problem tells us, human beings, what the

problem is, and the program tells the computer how it is to be solved. It is, in general,
difficult to prove that a program meets its specification.

In logic programming one tries to narrow the gap between programs and specifications

by writing both as (lists of} logical formulas, such that a program can also be read as

a specification. Some descriptions of logic programming even make it seem as if logic

programming frees programmers from the need to transform specifications to programs,

or should do so, by allowing every specification to serve as a program.
Apparently, a logic program can be interpreted both as an executable command, which

is its operational semantics, and as a specification, which is its declarative semantics.

The mechanism that performs the actual calculations will be an automated theorem
prover.

In the next few sections we shall consider the suitability of the tableau method as

an `inference engine' for logic programming languages. Indeed, the tableau method has

certain characteristics that seem useful for the purpose.

~ The tableau rules have a clear meaning and hence they can in principle provide for

a clear operational semantics.

~ The tableau method has a good `performance'. In particular, it is perhaps the most

straightforward and efficient way of deciding provability of formulas of propositional

logic. This statement can be extended: It is an efficient procedure to decide whether

or not a tableau is refutable by means of a, ~i, b and simple closure rules alone,

even if inetavariables are present.

The ry-rule and rules for equality are more complex.

The fact that ry-formulas and equations complicate things is not a particular drawback

of the tableau method alone. Dealing with universal quantification and equations is

difficult in general.
We shall show how quantification and equations are treated in Prolog and a straight-

forward extension of Prolog with functional notation. We shall see that the inference

mechanism of these programming languages may well be regarded as a restricted version

93
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of the tableau method, even though they are usually presented as restricted resolution-
based procedures.

In these programming languages the formulas occurring in programs can be under-
stood as definitions for predicates and functions, respectively. The occurrence of an
atomic formula with predicate symbol p or a functional term with outermost function
symbol f in so-called goal formulas triggers the application of the y-rule as often as is
needed to create an appropriate instance of a definition for p or f, respectively. Usually
at the same time an equality rule, that we recognize as one of Reeves' rules as presented
in section 8.2, is performed.

We consider such programming languages as one extreme end of a scale upon which
general automated theorem proving is the other end. At the `programming' end of the
scale, completeness of the theorem prover is sacrificed for efficiency and the structure
of the formulas in a program closely reflects the structure of the proof search, which
makes it easy to specify algorithms; at the general theorem proving end of the scale,
completeness comes first and therefore the proof search is not dictated merely by the
structure of the formulas.

Completeness and efficiency are not the only concepts that can be traded for each
other. One can also choose to work with logics other than classical first-order logic as
we have discussed it. A classically incomplete theorem prover might be complete for a
logic with a different semantics. For instance, Fitting describes a programming language
in [23] supported by a complete tableau-based theorem prover, but he remarks that `the
cost is that negation is harder to understand than in classical logic'. Other researchers
describe programming languages based on intuitionistic or linear logic ([2], [33]~. In the
present thesis we stick to classical semantics.

First of all we shall discuss Prolog and extensions of Prolog with equations. Usually

the inference mechanism of Prolog ís described as a restricted version of resolution.
However, it might as well be viewed as a restricted version of the tableau method (as
has also been remarked in [53]~.

We shall see that each resolution proof of a goal immediately corresponds to a tableau
proof with the same structure (see [3], [18] for more general discussions on the relation
between tableaux and resolution~.

We shall assume some familiarity of the reader with Prolog. So, we go over the theory
rather quickly in order to point out how the interpreter selects formulas from the program
to enter the tableau and selects the atomic formulas to apply the closure rule. Then we

discuss extensions of Prolog with equality. Finally, the language Tablog is discussed in

order to sketch how evaluation in logic programming languages more general than Prolog

might look.

11.1 Prolog

Definition 11.1 A goal clause is an expression of the form bi n... n 6,,, where bl, ..., b„

are atomic formulas. If n - 0 the clause is denoted true.

A program clause is an expression of the form a ~ g, where a is an atomic formula
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(not an equation!~ and g is a goal clause. If g- true the program clause can be
abbreviated to a. Such clauses are also called facts. a is called the head and g is called
the body of a t-- g.

A program is a set of program clauses. O

Notational convention 11.2 If xl, . .., x,,, are the variables occurring free in a formula
F, then H[F] denotes the formula tlxl ... f1x,,,[F] and 3[F] denotes ~xl ... ~x,,,[F]. o

Variables are quantified implicitly. The goal clause g is read as the formula 3[g]. The
program clause c is read as d[c]. Given a program P and a goal g a Prolog interpreter
tries to deduce 3[g] from the program P, understood as a set of universally quantified
formulas. It turns out that, due to the specific structure of the clauses, if P ~- ~[g], then
there is a substitution v such that P ~- gv.

Although the inference mechanism of a Prolog interpreter is usually understood as a
restricted form of resolution, called SLD resolution, it might as well be seen as a restricted
form of the tableau method that we have discussed earlíer. One restriction is that b-rules
need never be applied, and hence we need not maintain a list of conditions on parameters
and meta-variables. Other restrictions involve limited application of the ry-rules and a
specific selection of signed atomic formulas that may cause closure of a branch. We shall
first describe the kind of tableau proofs that are implícitly created by Prolog interpreters
in the `traditional' version of the tableau method, that is, we shall introduce variable-
free terms in every application of the 7-rule. The obvious generalization of this tableau
method with metavariables then describes the actual procedure performed by actual
Prolog interpreters.

If a program P contains the clauses cl, ..., c„ and the goal clause is g, then the initial
tableau contains one sequent, namely {tcl, ..., tc,,, fg}.

If g is of the form 61 n... n 6,,, and contains free variables xl, ..., xk, then it is
considered an abbreviation for 3x1 .-.~xk [bi n... n b,,,]. First of all the 7-rule is applíed
to fg, once for every variable. Hence xl, ..., xk are replaced by the variable-free terms
tl, . . . , tk, respectively.

The ~i-rule is applied n - 1 times to f61 n--. n 6,,. If n- 0, the goal is ftrue. We
shall add the tableau rule that a branch containing ftrue is closed.

To every f-signed atomic formula fa in the tableau we may now apply the following
set of rules. Find a program clause in P such that appropriate applications of the ry-
rule yield the signed formula ta ~ g. Apply the p-rule to this formula, such that ta
and fg are obtained, in two different branches. The first of these branches is closed by
the occurrence of both fa and ta. fg is of the form f61 n.-. n b,,; so, by applying the
,Q-formula n- 1 times we obtain n branches in whích f61,. ...,f6„ occur, respectively. To
each of these f-signed atomic formulas we apply the same proof search.
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A tableau of the following structure is created.

fa
~

ta~-b,n...nb„

ta
closure

fb,n..~nb„

' `
f 61 . . . fbn

We define a proof format that captures the essentials of the tableau notation.

Definition 11.3 Given a program P, a proof for a variable-free atomic formula a is an
expression of the form a ~- p, if there is a variable-free instance a ~- g of a program
clause in P, and p is a proof for g.

A proof for a variable-free goal formula 61 n-.. n b„ is simply a sequence pl, ...,p„
where each p; is a proof for b;.

The goal true will serve as a goal for itself. The proof a f- true will be abbreviated
to a. ~

As we mentioned before, if the ry-rules are applied with meta-variables, then this
tableau-based procedure exactly mimicks a Prolog interpreter.

Completeness proofs for this procedure are well-known. We shall give a more general
completeness proof for an extension of Prolog with equality in the next section.

11.2 Extending Prolog with Equality

There are two straightforward extensions of Prolog with a kind of equality reasoning,
that we can characterize by the sets of equational proofs PrE ofgeneral equational proofs
and PrÉ of reduction proofs, respectively. The languages will therefore shortly be called
Prolog-with-equality and Prolog-with-reduction.

Definition 11.4 The syntax of Prolog-with-equality is the same as Prolog's, except
that both equations and atomíc formulas may appear wherever Prolog's syntax allows
for atomic formulas.

This is also true for Prolog-with-reduction, except that only defining equations are
allowed to appear as the head of a program clause. A clause with a defining equation
for a function symbol f in the head is called a defining clause for f.

In Prolog-with-equality we shall assume that 0-~ which assures that all programs
are consistent. In Prolog-with-reduction on the other hand constructors are essential. O

We shall first discuss the semantics of Prolog-with-equality. This is given by a variation
of the least fixpoint semantics of pure Prolog in the disguise of the (implicit) fixpoint
definition of the proof format given in definition 11.3.
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We must first deal with the following problem. Intuitively it is clear that an equation
s- t can be used in an equational proof if s- t~- g is an instance of a program
clause and g is provable. A proof of g is actually necessary to motivate the use oï the
equation s- t. We shall therefore label the equation s- t with the proof of g. With this
idea we generalize the proof format of definition 11.3 and the equational proofs given in
chapter 5.

Definition 11.5 For a program P of Prolog-with-equality we define the following sets
of proofs. Let P' be the set of all variable-free instances of the clauses in P.

The set EP of labeled equations contains an equation of the form s -p t for every
clause s - t ~- g in P' and every proof p for g.

A proof for a variable-free equation s- t is any proof in PrEP with left term s and
right term t.

A proof for a variable-free atomic formula q(sl, ..., s„) is an expression of the form

q(p1i ..., p„) r- p, if there is a clause q(tl, ..., t„) ~ g in P' such that p is a proof for g

and p; is a proof for s; - t; for i- 1, ..., n.
Proofs for goal formulas are defined in complete analogy with definition 11.3. The

label true in an equation will be omitted. 0

Theorem 11.6 For every goal formula g - g[xl, ..., x„], P ~- 3[g] iff for some variable-
free terms tl, ..., t„ g[tl, ..., t„] has a proof in the format given in definition 11.5.

Proof All provable goals logically follow from P. So, if g[tl, .. ., t„] has a proof, then
certainly P ~- ~[g].

The set EP of labeled equations induces equivalence classes of ground terms. The
class of t is denoted [t]Ep as usual. The set of these classes will form the universe of an
interpretation I mapping each term to its equivalence class. Let In(q([ti]Ep,.. -, [t„]Ep))
be true iff q(tl, ..., t„) has a proof.

As every element of the universe can be written as [t]EP for some variable-free term t,
a variable-free instance of a program clause corresponds to a valuation of the variables.
More specificly, if c[xl, ..., x„] denotes a program clause with variables xl, ..., x„ and
tl, ..., t„ are variable-free terms, then c[tl, ..., t„] denotes a variable-free instance of
c[xl, . . . , x„] and

1 ~ C[tl,...,t,i] lff 1'`{xl i--~ [tl]Ep,...,xn H[tn]EPI ~ CLxI,...,xn].

Hence, a(universally quantified) program clause is true in I iff all its variable-free in-
stances are true. The definition of I makes sure that this is the case for P and hence, I
is a model of P.

Assume that for all t1, ..., t„ E TE, g[tl, . .., t„] does not have a proof. Hence, all
ground instances of g are false in I, which like above implies that 3[g] is false in I and
hence, P ~ ~[g]. 0

We took quite some effort to characterize the fixpoint semantics of Prolog-with-equality.
However, a construction of the kind of proofs that we have defined will be in general
very inefficient or very incomplete.

We therefore choose to get back to the more efi'icient, though incomplete, way of
equational theorem proving by reduction, as it has been defined in section 10.1.
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Definition 11.7 The proofs for Prolog-with-reductions are defined in analogy with def-
inition 11.5, except that a proof for the equation s- t is now required to be in PrÉP.

O

In the sequel of this section some examples will be discussed. We trust that the role of
variables is sufficiently clear. We shall denote the list constructor by the binary infix
symbol -, where x-y-z should be read as x-(y.z). The empty list is denoted by []. We
also allow ourselves to write [x, y, z] instead of x.y-z-(]. Variables in programs begin with
capital letters.

Example 11.8 The well-known Prolog program append for appending two lists is usu-
ally given as follows:

append([], X, X)

append(H.X, Y, H-Z) ~- append(X, Y, Z)

Remark that the second argument of appendneed not necessarily be a list for the program
to function, as terms do not have types in Prolog. The list constructor can be applied
to any two terms. For instance; 1-2 is a Prolog term, though not a list. However, only if
t is a list, the expression s.t can be represented in list notation.

With this in mind, one verifies that in general append(sl- ...-s„-[], t, sl- ...-s„-t) will
succeed.

Obviously the third argument is a function of the first two arguments, and we would
like to use a notation that brings this to light. For instance, as in the following program.

append([], X) - X

append(H-X, Y) - H-append(X, Y)

We consider some queries.
What answer is desirable to the query append([1,2,3], [4,5]) - X? It seems natural

to expect that X be instantiated to [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], and an interpreter for Prolog-with-
reduction should find this answer. However, in Prolog-with-equality it is not beforehand
obvious that this is a canonical representation and other answers are possible, such as
1-append([2,3], [4,5]),orevenappend(append([1],[2,3]), append([4,5],[])).

What answer is desirable to the query append(1, 2) - X, in which the arguments
of append are not lists? Prolog-with-reduction will not find an answer, which may be
justified by stating that no value is defined for append(1, 2). On the other hand, it seems

reasonable to instantiate X simply with append(1,2).
What answer is desirable to the query append(1,2) - append(1,2)? Again, Prolog-

with-reduction will not recognize this as a true expression. ~

Example 11.9 Another well-known Prolog program delete serves to delete one item

from a list.

delete(X, X-T, T)
delete(X, H-T, H.R) ~- delete(X, T, R)
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The reader can verify that delete(s, sl-....s,,.s.t, sl.....s,,.t) is provable for all Prolog
terms sl, ..., s,,, s, t.

The third argument of delete will in many cases not be a function of the first two
arguments, because, if L is a list upon which some element X occurs more than once,
then as a result of the query delete(X, L, R), R might be bound to any list obtained by
removing one occurrence of X from L.

Nevertheless, Prolog-with-reduction allows us to use functional notation, as in the
following program.

delete(X, X.T) - T
delete(X, H.T) - H.delete(X, T)

What answer should we expect to a query like X- delete(1, [1, 2, 1]), since we can prove
both [2,1] - delete(1, [1, 2,1]) and [1, 2] - delete(1, [1, 2,1]).

If we recognize -, [], 1, 2 as constructor symbols, then [1, 2] -[2, 1] must be false in
every interpretation.

Hence, the program is inconsistent. However, it seems unfair to say that the program
does not have a meaning at all, and moreover, in a reasonably powerful programming
language inconsistency will be undecidable.

It seems that there are two solutions to this problem.

~ Do not allow for constructors. In this case the equation [1, 2] -[2,1] is simply
provable, and does not lead to inconsistency.

~ Adapt the semantics in order to make every program consistent. In this case we
can allow for multi-valued functions. A term can then refer to more than one
element in the universe. In the present example delete(1, [1, 2,1]) refers both to
[2,1] and to [1, 2]. However, the equation [2,1] -[1, 2] will always be false.

As a consequence, provable equality is no longer a transitive relation on terms.
Hence, not for all terms s, t and u do we have [- s- t n t - u~ s - u. However,
wedohavethat ~fJxb'yVz[x-yny-z~x-z].

Example 11.10 Consider the Prolog program describing that somebody's parent is
either their mother or their father.

parent(X,Y) ~- mother(X,Y)

parent(X,Y) ~- father(X,Y)

If unary functions father and mother are defined, with their obvious meaníngs, then this
can be rendered shortly as

parent(X, mother(X)),

parent(X, father(X)).

O
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11.2.1 Alternative Semantics

We have already seen that any inference mechanism that merely produces proofs in PrÉp
will be incomplete if REP y is not a function, where REp is the reduction relation as it is
defined in section 10.1. We have distinguished two causes, that we now render informally,
namely that a term cannot be reduced to a constructor term, or it can be reduced to
different constructor terms.

The former problem, of function values being undefined, seems to be inevitable in the
context of programming languages. For instance, if the binary function appendis defined
for appending two lists, then reasoning about append(1, 2) is pointless.

Solving the latter problem, of function values being defined ambiguously, thus causing
inconsistency, requires checking whether or not E is consistent or not. This is indeed
feasible for finite sets of ground equations, but for programs in general, with universally
quantified variables, it is undecidable. Moreover, inconsistent programs may very well
do useful computations and it is somewhat unsatisfactory to state that such programs
do not have a model, which suggests they have no meaning at all.

Many authors ([19], [34], [42]) who describe inference mechanisms for extensions of
Prolog that can somehow be understood as procedures to construct proofs in Pr'E do not
adapt their inference mechanism, nor add any consistency check, but simply define an
alternative semantics that deals with both missing and ambiguous definitions by allowing
that the `function' I~ determining the interpretation of function symbols is any relation
on U x 4'(U). In this alternative semantics it is simply accepted that a term refers to

more than one object in the universe. Hence, we allow the interpretations of function
symbols to be multi-valued functions.

Still, IT~,.,,, is defined as before.

ITcrm -- 01ITerm ) U I~ o~(IT~,,,~).

Also generalizing regular interpretations, a term t refers to any object u E U satisfying
uIT~,,,,t. If I~ is a function, then IT~,.,,, is a function and there is exactly one object u

such that uIT~,,,,t, which is denoted IT~,.,,,(t).

Example 11.11 This semantics with multi-valued functions allows for some construc-

tions that are familiar in ordinary language, where the equivalent of `functional notation'

is used for shortness, rather than to denote actual functions.
For instance, a description like `Jane's brother' might be ambiguous, namely if Jane

has got more than one brother. The sentence `Jane's brother is a priest' is true if one of

her brothers is a priest, even if one of the others is not.
The assumptions that Jane has two brothers, named Jack and Pete, and Pete is a

priest, can be represented by the program

brother(jane) - jack

órother(jane~ - pete

priest(pete)

from which we can prove órother(jane) - jack and brother(jane) - pete, but not

jack - pete, assuming that jane, jack and pete are constructors. Further we can prove

priest(brother(jane)~. ~
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In this semantics, every program of Prolog-with-reduction is consistent. If functions
are allowed to be multi-valued, then the functional notation does not truly add to the
expressivity of the language. For each n-ary defined function symbol f one may introduce
an n f 1-ary predicate symbol p~ such that f(tl, ..., t„) - to is true iff p f(to, tl, ..., t„)
is true. f can be interpreted as any multi-valued function; so, p~ may be interpreted as
any relatíon. It can be shown that formulas containing defined function symbols can be
translated to formulas in which these function symbols have been eliminated, thereby
introducing the corresponding predicate symbol and some additional variables ([ 17~ ). It
follows that Prolog-with-reduction is not truly more expressive than Prolog itself, the
gain is merely in the functional notation.

11.2.2 An Actual Algorithm

Like we did for Reeves' rules, we present rules for transforming proofs. First a definition
of PrÉ, more suitable to this end, is chosen. It is proved to be equivalent to definition 10.8
using the following lemma.

Lemma 11.12 p(X ~--~ A U B o X U X o C) - B' o A o C'.

Proof With theorem 3.44 (3) one finds p,(X ~--~ A U B o X U X o C) - p(X H(A U B o
X) o C'). It remains to be shown that p.(X ~--~ (A U B o X) o C') - B' o A o C'. Define
that mappings F, G and H by

F(X) - AUBoX,
G(X) - AoC'UBoXoC',
H(X) - X o C'.

With theorem 3.43 (2) it follows that pF - B' o A. Hence, it remains to be shown that
H(p.F) - ~.G.

Note that C' o C' - C'. It follows with Id C C' that C' - Id o C' C C' o C' and
with theorem 3.43 (1) it follows that C' o C' C C'. Using this, one finds H o F- G o H.
Further, H is U-junctive. It follows with theorem 3.33 that H(pF) - p,G. ~

Theorem 11.13 If E is a set of defining equations, then Pr'E is also defined by

P-r'E :- 0(P-r'E) U E(PrE) o E o Pr'E U P~r'E o E' o E(PrE).

Below, the three terms in this expression will be translated to three corresponding proof-
transformation rules 2, 3a and 3b, respectively.

Proof Define the mappings A, B, C by

A(X) - 0(X)
B(X) - E(X) o E
C(X) - E~ o E(X)

We must prove that

~.(x H A(x) u B(x) o x u x o c(x)) -,~(x H B(x)' o A(x) o c(x)').
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This follows as the generalization of lemma 11.12 (cf. theorem 3.44 as the generalization
of theorem 3.43 (1)-(4)). o

The proof inechanism for Prolog-with-reduction effectively tries to reduce every term
in goal formulas to (a term representing) a constructor term. If this reduction fails,
then evaluation of the entire goal formula will fail. Hence, it seems wise to instantiate
variables with constructor terms, and not with other terms that have to be reduced (in
example 11.14 this statement is weakened a little). As we shall instantiate clauses with
metavariables rather than with variable-free terms, we let these metavariables range over
constructor terms only.

There is a situation in which this is not advantageous, namely if a function is am-
biguously defined in a program that is therefore inconsistent. Continuing the discussion
in example 11.9 we find that we can prove the goal formula X - [1,2] n X- [2, 1] by
instantiating X to delete(1, [1, 2,1]).

Like we did in the description of Reeves' rules by proof transformation, we indicate by
the open space s-.. t in a proof that we search a substitution v and a proof for sv - t~.
The expression s..- t, that we consider as a proof skeleton, is transformed to such a
proof. Likewise, for an atomic formula a we attempt to transform the expression ?a to a
proof for aQ. If g - bi n.-. n b„ is a goal formula, then we write ?g for the proof skeleton
b~,...,bn,whereb;-(s..-t)ifb;-(s-t)andb~-?aifb;-a.

With this in mind, a first version of the unification rules with variables is easily found.

rule 1: Replace a subproof of the form ?p(tl, ..., t„) by p(tl ... ul, ..., t„ ... u„) ~-?g if
p(ul, ..., u„) ~- g is a clause in P.

rule 2a: Replace a subproof of the form c(sl, ..., s„) ..- c(tl, ..., t„) by
c(sl --. tl, ..., s„ ... t„), if c is a constructor.

rule 2b: Replace a subproof of the form c(sl, ..., S„) ... y by c(sl -- - yl, .. ., s„ -- - y„),
if c E 0,,, while instantiating y to c(yl, ..., y„), where yl, ..., y„ are new variables.

rule 2c: Replace a subproof of the form x.-. c(tl, ..., t„) by c(xl .-. tl, ..., x„ ... tn), if
c E 0,,, while instantiating x to c(xl, ..., x„), where xl, ..., x„ are new variables..

rule 2d: Replace a subproof of the form x... y by x, while instantiating y to x.

rule 3a: Replace a subproof of the form f(S1, ..., s„) ... t by

f (sl . . . tll, . . . , s,~ - ' ' 1Ln) -~g v - . - t if f (ul, . . . , u„) - v ~- g is a defining clause for

f in P.

rule 3b: Replace a subproof of the form s... f(tl, ..., t„) by

s - . . v -,g f ( ul . - ~ tl , . . . , u„ . - . t„) if f (ul, . . . , u„) - v ~- g is a defining clause

for f in P.

An occurs check (definition 6.10) can also be performed. If, for instance, c is a binary
constructor, then c(X, f(a)) ..- X can never be transformed to a proof, because any

instantiation X v of X will always occur as a proper subterm of the reducts of c(Xv, f(a)).
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If this is recognized at an early stage, it saves us infinitely many applications of the rules
2b and 2c.

We formulate this more generally. If a proof contains a subproof of the form c[X ]-.. X
or X-.. c[X], where c[] is a non-empty context and an occurrence of X is inside con-
structor symbols only, then stop the proof transformation with failure.

Example 11.14 Lazy evaluation ([42]~ can be understood as shortcutting the reduction
process by syntactic unification. This is simulated by an additional proof rule, referred to
as rule 4, that allows replacement of a subproof s.-- t by so- if v is a most general unifier
of s and t. Of course, v must be applied to the entire proof. Rule 4 may be applied even
if as a consequence a variable is instantiated with a term t containing defined function
symbols. The idea behind this is that we might never need to reduce t to complete the
proof and even if it turns out to be necessary at a later stage, it can be done after all.

Lazy evaluation is a well-known means of dealing with infinite data structures, of
which we shall consider a simple example.

Consider a program that defines an infinite `list' 0.1.2.3 ... of natural numbers, and
a function front that produces a list of the first n elements of a list. As we have not
considered arithmetic in the programming language, we shall encode the natural number
n by the syntactic construct s"(0), where s and 0 are constructors. In our informal
exposition we allow the abbreviation of s"(0} to n.

1 int(N) - N-int(s(N))

2 front(O, X) - []

3 front(s(N),H.X} - H-front(N,X)

Note that int(0) is the mentioned infinite list. We shall see that with lazy evaluation
it is possible to construct a list of its first two elements and not reduce more terms
than is needed. Therefore, we transform front(s(s(0)), int(0}) -.. X. We shall not
instantiate X with a term containing defined function symbols, as its instantiation is
output. (Otherwise we could immediately instantiate X with front(s(s(0)), int(0))
using rule 4.~

front(s(s(0)), int(0))--- X

Applying rule 3a with clause 2 will lead to failure, so we use clause 3 to obtain

front(s(9(O)) ~.. 9(Nl}, int(0) ... Hl-Xl) - Hl.front(N~,XI} .-- X.

With the rules 2a and 2b we can instantiate Nl with s(0), which yields

front(s(s(0)), int(0} .. - H1.X1) - Hl.front(s(0),Xl) .-. X.

Consider the following transformation of the subproof int(0) .-- Hl-Xi
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int(0) - - . Hl-Xl
j rule 3a, clause 1

int(0... Nz) - Ni.int(s(Nz)) -. - Hi.Xi
1 instantiate NZ with 0, rule 2b

int(0) - O.int(s(0))..- H1.X1
1 rule 2a

int(0) - (0. - - Hl)-(int(s(0)) . . - Xl~

Now we can instatiate Hl with 0(rule 2b) and, as a first application of rule 4, instantiate
Xl with int(s(0)). We obtain

front(s(s(o)), int(0) - O.int( s(o))) - o.frant(9(o), int(slo))) ... x.
With two applications of rule 2b, we instantiate X to O.X'. The result is

front(sls(o)), int(o) - o.int(s(o))) - o.(f,~ont(s(o), int(s(o))) ... x'~.
The subproof front(s(0), int(s(0))) ... X' will in the same way be transformed to

front(s(0), int(s(0)) - s(0).int(s( 9(O)))) - s (0)-front(O,int(s(s(0))))--. X'.

X' is instantiated with s(0).X" and we have

front(s(0), int(s(0)) - s(0)-int(s(s(0)))) - s(0).(front(O,int(s(s(0)))).-. X"~.

Finally, the subproof front(0, int(s(s(0)))) ... X" will be transformed to the proof
front(0, int(s(s(0)))) -[], thereby instantiating X" with [].

As a net result, X has been instantiated to O.s(0).[] which is [0,1]. The term int(0)
has effectively been reduced no further than to O.s(0).int(s(s(0))). 0

11.3 Tablog and Beyond

As a conclusion to this chapter, we shall discuss some possibilities of making logic pro-
gramming languages with more automated theorem proving capabilities. We shall do so
following a description of the programming language Tablog ([44]). Tablog was origi-
nally developed as an applícation of a deductive-tableau theorem prover by Manna and
Waldinger. The deductive-tableau method exploits non-clausal resolution and is not
similar to the semantic-tableau method at all, but it can well be understood in terms of

semantic tableaux as well. It must be remarked that Tablog suffers a lot of drawbacks,
including lack of a clear semantics. Nevertheless, it provides for a clear illustration of
problems and possibilities of making logic programming languages more general than

Prolog.

11.3.1 Tablog

Definition 11.15 A Tablog program is a list of defining formulas. These are quantifier-
free formulas of which certain subformulas are underlined to make clear what function
or predicate symbols they actually define. Underlinings are not used in [44], but they

simplify the description of the operational semantics.
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~ An underlined defining equation ( see definition 10.4) for a function symbol f is a
defining formula for f .

~ In analogy with defining equations, a defining equivalence for a predicate symbol
p is a formula of the form p(t1i ..., t„) H F, where F is a quantifier-free formula.
An underlined defining equivalence for p is also a defining formula for p.

~ If Dl and DZ are defining formulas and F is an arbitrary formula, then Dl n DZ,
Dl V DZ and Dl ~-- F are also defining formulas.

Let s be a function symbol or a predicate symbol. If Dl is a defining formula for
s, then so are Dl n DZ, Dl V DZ and Dl t- F. If DZ is a defining formula for s,
then so are Dl n DZ and Dl V DZ. ~

Remark We have simplified Tablog's syntax to facilitate the present discussion. In
the left column of the table below defining formulas of Tablog that are not covered
by definition 11.15 are listed, in the right column logically equivalent defining formulas
according to definition 11.15 are given. In the table, P is atomic, F is quantifier-free,
Dl and DZ are defining formulas, s, t', t" are terms, the outermost function symbol of s
is in ~.

not covered ~ alternative
P
~p

~P H F
if F then Dl else DZ
s- if F then t' else t"

P ~--~ true
P ~--~ false
P ~--~ ,F

(D, ~ F) n (DZ ~- ,F)
(s-t'~F)n(s-t"~,F)

Finally, we do not consider built-in arithmetic facilities of Tablog.

Tablog uses a non-clausal resolution rule that is also exploited in the Manna-Waldinger
deductive-tableau proof system as its inference mechanism. For use as a programming
language the proof system is restricted for reasons of efficiency, and in order to make
Prolog- and Lisp-like programs run as expected. We shall briefly discuss the main rules
of the proof system exploited by Tablog.

A deductive tableau consists of two columns, labeled `assertions' and `goals' respec-
tively. In the column `assertions' the program rules are listed, which must be defin-
ing formulas. The assertions are comparable to the t-signed formulas in Gentzen-Beth
tableaux, while goals are comparable to the f-signed ones.

Due to our simplified presentation of Tablog's syntax, the only inference rules that
we need are the equality rule and the equivalence rule.

Equality rule:

assertions
A[s - t]

goals

~AoB[false] n GB[t~B]
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where u is a term, the substitution v replaces all variables in A[s - t] by fresh ones (all
variables in A are implicitly universally quantified, so in terms of semantic tableaux o
creates a ry-instance) and B is a most general unifier of sv and u. Underlinings in the
newly constructed goal will not play a role, and therefore they are omitted.

Equivalence rule:

assertions

A[P H FJ
goals

G[Q]
~AQB[false] n GB[FaB]

where Q is an atomic formula, v replaces all variables in A[P H F] by fresh ones, and B
is a most general unifier of Po and Q.

In both cases the goal below the double horizontal line may be added to the tableau
if the goal and the assertion above it are already present. In the context of programming
languages it is perhaps more appropriate to say that the goal above the line is reduced
to the goal below the line.

Note the occurrence of the formula ~AaB[ f alse] in the newly constructed goal. Tablog
automatically reduces formulas in which true or f alse occurs.

F ~ true is replaced by F;
F n false is replaced by false;
F~ true is replaced by true;
F~ false is replaced by ~F ;

etcetera

In the equivalence rule, A[P H F] is used to replace an instance of P by the correspond-
ing instance of F. The formula ~AQB[ false] must be understood as the condition to be
fulfilled to allow this.

Example 11.18 Apply the equivalence rule to the assertion A[P ~--~ F] of the form

(P t-~ F) ~ C and the goal G(Q] of the form QV H. Then the resulting goal is ~( f alse ~-
CoB) n(FvB V HB), which is reduced to CvB ~(FvB V HB). Hence, QB, which equals
PvB, is replaced by FoB, and CaB is added as a new conjunct to the goal. This captures
the intuitive meaning of the assertion (P f~ F) t- C that P can be replaced by F if the

condition C holds. ~

Basically, Tablog applies these rules, until the goal true is generated. The constructed

substitution B is then such that GB logically follows from the program, if G is the original
goal formula.

Remark The actual implementation of Tablog, as described in [44], uses a polarity
strategy to avoid certain useless resolution steps. We illustrate this with an example.
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Suppose that the following use of the equivalence tule is made:

assertions
(P F-. false) r- F

goals

PvG
~( false ~ F)

~(false V G)

For simplicity, we discard the use of substitutions in this example. The last goal will be
reduced to F n G, expressing that both F and G must be reduced to true to prove the
original goal P V G. However, in this case it is obvious that reducing G to true alone is
already enough to prove P V G.

As we mentioned before, (P H false) F- F can be expressed in the original version
of Tablog by the rule ~P ~-- F. In this formulation, the interpreter will recognize that
P occurs within an odd number (one) of negations in the program rule, while it occurs
within an even number (zero) of negations in the goal. In such cases the resolution step
is superfluous. In terms of semantic tableaux, this can be understood as follows.

t~P~-F
fPV G

fP
fG

t~P
fP

fF

It turns out that the occurrences of P in the goal and the program rule both lead to the
signed formula fP. Two atomic formulas with the same sign (polarity) will not cause
closure of a branch. The polarity strategy simply investigates in advance what sign(s)
an occurrence of an atomic formula will eventually have.

We shall not try to develop a tableau-based theorem prover that exactly mimicks the
behaviour of Tablog's inference mechanism. However, it is not so dif6cult to produce
a tableau-based Tablog-like program interpreter. The important thing to note is that
a goal formula and a ry-instance of a program formula are used to generate a new goal
formula.

The analytic nature of tableaux seems an advantagein a logic programming con-
text. For instance, Tablog's equality and equivalence rules can be explained in terms of
defining equations and defining equivalences only, because goal formulas and assertions
can be decomposed into their atomic subformulas, where ry-instances of assertions are
decomposed until the appropriate underlined subformula occurs t-signed. (It will never
occur f-signed, due to definition 11.15, considering that all assertions themselves are
t-signed. )

Hence,in a variable-free version of a tableau-based theorem prover the equivalence
rule can simply be rendered as follows.

tP H F, tP tP ~-. F, fP
tF fF
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If the signed formulas above the line occur on a branch, then the formula below the line
may be added to it. The generalization to free-variable tableaux is straightforward.

We can choose what kind of equality rules should be used in a tableau-based version
of Tablog. It seems that reduction as described in section 10.1 is a straightforward choice.

It is interesting to broaden our view and describe tableaux for programming languages
at a little more abstract level. In all languages we have seen so far, the program is a
list of universally quantified formulas and calculation is aimed at proving a goal. The
program clauses as such do not play a role in proving the goal, only their 7-instances
do. We shall therefore consider a tableau as the union of a`program tableau' which
unchangeably contains the t-signed program formulas, and a`goal tableau' containing
`everything else', among which the f-signed initial goal. This corresponds to Tablog's
separate assertion and goal columns.

Depending on the structure of formulas in the goal tableau, ry-instances of program
formulas are created to enter the goal tableau. Many control facilities can further be
conceived of. Usually certain equality rules are performed when new ry-instances enter
the goal tableau and usually certain formulas in the goal tableau are selected as the
`current goal', thus discarding certain possibilities of closing the tableau.

This description is very superficial, of course. In a sense it describes general theorem
proving too. The selection of ry-instances and additional control facilities determíne
whether the procedure has a theorem-proving or programming flavour to it. Languages
like Prolog and Tablog are unmistakeably at the programming end of the scale, because
occurrences of function and predicate symbols cause instantiations of their definitions
used to reduce expressions. Their interpreters reduce rather than reason.

From a technical point of view, one particular strength of the free-variable tableau
method is its capability of handling quantifier-free formulas. This offers possibilities to
create programming languages with true theorem proving abilities, that truly generalize
lazy evaluation as it was discussed in example 11.14. Obviously, only finitely many
tableau-extension steps can be applied to a tableau with quantifier-free formulas and
if no equations are present it is easily decided whether or not the resulting tableau is
closed (section 7.4~. Let F be a goal formula in Tablog in which no equations occur.

The remark above implies that it is decidable whether there is a substitution Q such that
~- Fv. That is, whether Fo can be proved without applying further reductions. This is
a true generalization of lazy evaluation as it was described in example 11.14, in which

syntactic unification shortcuts the reduction proof. That is, finding a proof for s- t is
shortcut by finding a substitution a for which ~ sv - tv.

If simultaneous rigid E-unification turns out to be decidable, then this statement is

true for all quantifier-free free-variable tableaux, even if they contain equations. However,

even if general decision procedures can be found, it might be interesting to investigate

the use of more restricted unification procedures for reasons of efficiency. In particular,

one might think of the procedure discussed in section 10.4, finding simultaneous rigid

E-unifiers that are constructor substitutions.



Chapter 12

Implementations in Prolog

An implementation of an automated theorem prover in Prolog is presented. [t is based
on free-variable tableaux. In section 12.6 it is shown how Reeves' rules, translated as
rules for the construction of equational proofs, can be implemented closely following a
fixpoint definition of the set PrE. The output of the program consists of readable tableau
proofs, including equational proofs.

12.1 Formulas as Prolog Terms

In order to have a Prolog program manipulating formulas, we must represent these
formulas as Prolog terms. Building blocks for Prolog terms are Prolog atoms and Prolog
varàables. Further parentheses, commas, etc., are used.

~ Prolog atoms are strings of letters, numbers and underscores -, starting with a
lowercase letter. For instance, abc, q-13 are Prolog atoms.

~ Prolog variables are strings of letters, numbers and underscores, starting with an
uppercase letter. For instance X-13 and Formula are Prolog variables.

A Prolog interpreter will probably accept certain other classes of strings of characters
as Prolog atoms, Prolog variables, respectively, but we shall only need the ones we just
defined.

Definition 12.1 A Prolog term is either a Prolog variable, a Prolog atom or an expres-
sion of the form f(t~, ..., t„), where f is a Prolog atom and tl, ..., t„ are Prolog terms.
The outermost operation symbol f is also called the functor of f(tl, ..., t„), in this case
having arity n; tl, ..., t„ are the arguments of f(tl, ..., t„). Examples of Prolog terms
are Formula, a-13, a-13(lC,7C), abc(a-13,7C,Y). ~

To represent the terms of our language by Prolog terms, we represent all variables,
constants, function symbols and predicate symbols of our language by Prolog atoms. It
is the responsibility of the user to make sure that in particular the set of variables and
the set of constants are disjoint.

To represent the connectives we use the possibility of defining prefix and infix oper-
ators in Prolog. We represent ~ by the unary prefix operator not, which is defined by
executing the following goal:

109
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.- op(710, fy, not).
After its execution, for every Prolog term t, the expression not t is internally identified
with not(t).

To represent 8c, V, -~ and ~-a, we define the binary infix operators and, or, imp and
iff, respectively, by executing the following goals.

.- op(720, zfy, and).

.- op(730, xfy, or).

.- op(740, xfy, imp).

.- op(750, xfy, iff).

The lower the number in the goal, the stronger the binding of the operator. The xfy
option makes the operator right-binding. These properties are illustrated by the following
examples.

s and t is equivalent to and(s,t)
s and t and u is equivalent to s and ( t and u)

not not t is equivalent to not ( not (t) )

s or t and u is equivalent to s or ( t and u)
not s and t is equivalent to (not s) aad t

Let e' denote the representation in Prolog of the expression e. As has been remarked,
variables and function symbols are represented by Prolog atoms. So, a term like f(x, a)
can be represented by itself. The representation of signed formulas is defined by the
following table.

expression
,F
FnG
FVG
F -~ G
F ~--~ G

representation
not F'

F' and G'
F' or G'
F' imp G'
F' iff G'

expression
s-t
dx[F]
~x[F]
tF
fF

representation
s' - t'

all(x, F')
exist(x, F')

t (F')
f (F')

For instance, the signed formula t t1x~y[p(x) -~ q(y~] can be represented by the Prolog
term t(all(x,ezist(y,p(z) imp q(y)))).

A sequent is represented as a Prolog list of signed formulas.
Finally, we represent constants introduced by the b-rule by the Prolog atoms sk0, ski,

sk2, ..., which therefore must not be used as constants or variables. Meta-variables will
be represented by Prolog variables.

Remark Quantified formulas tend to have a lot of right parentheses at the end. This
can be avoided by choosing a different representation for quantified formulas. Defining
a right-binding binary operator : one might, for instance, choose to represent tfx[F]
by all(x') : F'. A formula like tlxtlydz[p(x,y) -~ q(z)] can then, for instance,
be represented by all(x) : all(y) : all(z) :(p(x,y) imp q(z)) instead of
all(x,all(y,all(z,p(x,y) imp q(z)))).

One might also save parentheses by declaring t and f, used to represent signs, as
unary operators.

For the current presentation we chose to declare as little operators as possible.
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12.2 Preliminary Parts of the Program

Lists are very important in many Prolog programs, and so they are in ours. The well-
known predicates member, append, delete are defined to be used at any time.

member(H, [HIT]).
member(x, [HIT]) :- member(x, T).

delete(R, [xIT], T).
delete(R, [HIT], [HIS]) :- delete(R, T, S).

append([], x, x).
append([HIJC], Y, [HIZ]) :- append(x, Y, Z).

In general this defines the following to be true.

member(s;, [sl,...,s;lt]),
delete(s;, [sl,...,s;lt], [sl,.. ,s;-iltl),

append([sl,.. ,s;l,t,[si,.. ,s„It])-

Meta-variables will be represented by Prolog variables, because we can easily instantiate
them with the terms we need when closing a branch. Prolog offers a few built-in pred-
icates concerning the instantiation state of terms. We shall use var, nonvar, fuactor,
arg, -- and `--.

var(t) will succeed if and only if t is a Prolog variable. More precisely, we should
say: if the instantiation of t by the time of evaluation is a Prolog variable. However, for
simplicity we shall speak of t and mean its instantiation. Example:

. - x - a, var(7C) .

will fail, because, although x is a Prolog variable, it is instantiated to a constant at the
time of evaluation. On the other hand

.- var(x), x - a.
will succeed, instantiating x to a, although logically equivalent to the first example,
because R is not yet instantiated to a at the time of evaluatíon of var(x).

nonvar(t) succeeds iff var(t) fails.
The ternary predicate functor can be used in two ways:

~ If t is not a Prolog variable, hence it is a Prolog atom g or a Prolog term of the
form g(tl, . .. , t„~, then upon calling functor(t, f,m), Prolog tries to match f and
g, and m and n, respectively. The Prolog atom g is considered as a Prolog term
with a nullary functor; hence, if t - g, then n- 0.

~ If X is a Prolog variable, f is a Prolog atom, and n is a number, then upon calling
functor(X , f,n), X is instantiated to a Prolog term of the form f(Xl,...,X„),
where the Xl, ..., X„ are fresh Prolog variables.
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If t is not a Prolog variable, hence t is of the form f(tl, ..., t„), and m is a number
such that 1 C m G n, then on evaluation of arg(m, t, s), Prolog attempts to match s
and the m-th argument of t, i.e., t,,,.

Evaluation of s-- t will succeed if and only if s and t are identical. For instance,

:- x - f(Y)~ x -- f(Y).

will succeed. However,

:- R -- f(Y). X - f(Y).

will fail, because R is not yet instantiated to f(Y) when X-- f(Y) is evaluated. Evalu-
ation of s`-- t succeeds iff s-- t fails.

In order to create ry and b ínstances, we need to be able to replace occurrences of a
variable in a formula by a new term. To this end we write the program replace. If

ts is a term, then let tv denote the result of replacing all occurrences of x by y in
t~. If TY is a Prolog variable not occurring in the terms x, t or t~, on evaluation of
replace(x, y, tz, TY), TY will be instantiated to tv.

replace(X, Y, Tx, Y) :-
X -- Tx.

replace(X, Y, V, V) :-
vaz(V) ,
x `-- v.

replace(X, Y, TX, TY) :-
nonvaz(TX) ,
x `-- TX,
functor(TR, F, N),
functor(TY, F, N),
replace-args(N, x, Y, Tx, TY).

replace-azgs(0, x, Y, TR, TY).
replace-azgs(N, R, Y, TX, TY) :-
N~ 0, N-1 is N-1, azg(N, Tx, Ax), azg(N, TY, AY),
replace(x, Y, Ax, AY),
replace-args(N-1, x, Y, TX, TY).

Note the goals functor(Tx, F, N) , functor(TY, F, N) in the third clause, illustrat-

ing the different ways to use functor. With the first call to functor the outermost

operation symbol of TX and its arity are determined, with the second call to functor a

term with the same outermost operation symbol is created.
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12.3 Programming Tableau Rules

By now the implementation of the rules is quite straightforward, and we shall write a
program that delivers tableau proofs, much like the one in figure 7.1.

We must discuss a problem concerning the application of ry- and b-rules first. We
wish to use the predicate replace in the application of these rules. Application of the
ry-rule to t(all (x, F) ) involves replacing all free occurrences of x in F by a new Prolog
variable X. However, evaluation of replace(x,X,F,FI) will construct Fl from F by
replacing al! occurrences of x by X. Although it is possible to write a program that
replaces only the free occurrences of x, we demand that every occurrence of x in F is
a free occurrence. This imposes the following restrictions on the formulas admitted as
input.

~ Prolog atoms that appear as bound variables may in no other role occur as nullary
functors, i.e., they may appear neither as constants nor as proposition symbols.

~ No nested quantifications of the same variable are allowed. Hence, in all (x , F),
F inay not contain subformulas of the form all(x,G) or exist(x,G).

These requirements are fair, as every formula has an equivalent formula satisfying them,
obtained by renaming bound variables if necessary.

The main predicate of our program is called tabexp which stands for tableau expansion.
It takes seven arguments, so every call takes the form

tabexp(Sequent, Atoms, Q, N, Rstr, Proof, Tasks) .

~ A sequent is divided into two parts, Sequent and Atoms. Sequent is a list of signed
formulas. Atoms is a list of signed atomic formulas and equations. If a signed
atomic formula or equation is encountered in Sequent, then it is removed from the
sequent and added to the Atoms in the next call to tabexp.

~ Q stands for quantifier depth. Q is a natural number that indicates how often we
may apply the ry rules to a branch. If the ry-rule is applied, then the quantifier
depth for the next call to tabexp is decreased by one. If Q- 0 and a ry-formula is
encountered, it is removed from the sequent in the next call to tabexp.

This guarantees that the tableau expansion will end.

~ N is the number of constants introduced by the b-rule. If N ~ 0, then the constant
introduced last is skN.

~ Rstr is a list representing the order in which meta-variables and parameters are
introduced to the branch, and thus embodies the restrictions on the instantiations
of ineta-variables. If skn is introduced by the b-rule, then the next call to tabeap
is made with the new list of restrictions [par(skn) I Rstr]. If a meta-variable X
is introduced, the next restriction list is (var(X) I Rstr]. Hence, items on the list
are older if they appear further to the right, and the unary operation symbols par
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and var indicate whether they were introduced as Skolem constants or as meta-
variables. Note that, as meta-variables may get instantiated, it is well possible
that var(t) appears on the list, while t is not a Prolog variable.

~ Proof is a Prolog term from which we can easily construct a proof that can be
understood by human readers. Each proof will be of one of the following three
forms:

-[P], if P is an equational proof motivating closure of the branch of which it
is the leaf.

-[F, L, P] , which means that by applying a rule to the signed formula F,
the signed formulas in the list L were added to the branch, and P is the
remainder of the proof. This proof is used if application of the rule does not
cause splitting of the branch.

-[F, Ll , Pl , LZ , PZ] . This format is used if application of the appropriate rule
to the signed formula F does cause splitting of the branch. In that case L1
(LZ) is the list of signed formulas added to the first (second) branch, and Pl
and PZ are the respective remainders of the tableau in each branch.

~ Tasks specifies what remains to be done to close branches. Its elements have the

form close(A, P, Rstr) indicating that the branch of which the signed atomic
formulas and equations form the list A must be semantically closed motivated by

the equational proof P, taking into account the restrictions embodied by Rstr.

We shall adopt a very simple search strategy, namely, to apply the appropriate rule to
the first signed formula in the sequent. If a ry-rule is applied to ry, then ry is added to
the end of the sequent, to give the other formulas a chance of becoming the leftmost

formula.
We define separate predicates alpha, beta, ga~a and delta for a-, p-, ry- and b-

formulas, respectively.

~ alpha(a, L) is true iff L is the list of signed formulas in a'.

alpha(t(not F), [f(F)]).
alpha(f(aot F), [t(F)]).
alpha(t(F and G), [t(F),t(G)]).
alpha(f(F or G), [f(F),f(G)]).
alpha(f(F imp G), [t(F),f(G)]).

~ beta(p, L~ , LZ) is true iff L; is the list of formulas in ~(3;, i- 1, 2.

beta(f(F and G), [f(F)], [f(G)]).
beta(t(F or G), [t(F)], [t(G)]).
beta(t(F imp G), [f(F)], [t(G)]).
beta(t(F iff G), [t(F),t(G)], [f(F),f(G)]).
beta(f(F iff G), [t(F),f(G)], [f(F),t(G)]).
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~ ga~a(ry, x, F) is true iff x is the variable bound by the outermost quantifier
in ry and F- ry(x). At a later stage ry(t) can be obtained using replace. The
predicate delta is analogous.

ganaoa(t(all(x,Fx)), x, t(FR)).
ga~a(f(exist(x,Fx)), x. t(Fx)).

delta(f(all(x,Fx)), x, t(Fx)).
delta(t(exist(x,Fx)), x, t(Fx)).

The procedure tabexp simply applies the appropriate rule to the leftmost signed formula
in the sequent, and constructs the appropriate new sequent(s) to pass to the next call
to tabexp.

tabexp([F~S], A, Q, N, Rstr, [F,L,P], T) :-
alpha(F, L),
append(L, S, S1),
i
tabexp(S1, A, Q, N, Rstr, P, T).

tabeap([F~S], A, q, N, Rstr, [F,L1,P1,L2,P2], T) :-
beta(F, L1, L2),
append(Li, S, SS),
appead(L2, S, S2),

i
tabexp(S1, A, Q, N, Rstr, P1, T1),
tabexp(S2, A, Q, N, Rstr, P2, T2),
appead(T1, T2, T).

tabexp([FIS], A, 0, N, Astr, P, T) :-
gaanaa(F, x, Fx) .

~
tabexp(S, A, 0, N, Rstr, P, T).

tabexp([F~S], A, Q, N, Rstr, [F,[FY],P], T) :-
gaaoDa(F, x, Fx) ,
Q~O, Q-1 is Q-1,
replace(x, Y, Fx, FY),
append(S, [F], SF),

tabexp([FY~SF], A, Q-1, N, [var(Y)IRstr], P, T).

tabexp([FIS], A, Q, N, Rstr, [F,[FY],P], T) :-
delta(F, x, Fx), N1 is Nti,
name(N1, Name), name(Y, [115,107~Name]),
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replace(X, Y, F7C, FY),

tabexp([FY~S], A, Q, N1, [par(Y)~Rstr], P, T).

In the last clause we use the built-in Prolog predicate name for the creation of new
parameters. If a is a Prolog atom or a number, then the effect of evaluation of name (a ,1)
is that 1 is matched with the list of ASCII codes of the characters in a. For instance,

.- name(12, N-as-List).

leads to the matching N-as-List -[49,50], since the ASCII code for 1 is 49, for 2
it is 50. If X is a Prolog variable, and 1 is a list of ASCII codes, then, upon callíng
name(X,l), X will be matched to the corresponding Prolog atom. Hence

:- name(Y, [115,107,49,50]).

leads to the matching Y- sk12.
In the third clause we use that the Prolog interpreter will instantiate Y with a new

Prolog variable, and thus effectively will introduce a new meta-variable.
If F is the leftmost signed formula of the sequent, and the goals alpha(F, .. .),

beta(F, ... ), gaffia(F, ... ) and delta(F, ... ) all fail, then we may assume that
F is a signed atomic formula or an equation. It is then added to the list of signed atomic
formulas and equations.

tabexp([FIS], A, Q, N, Astr, P, T) :-
tabexp(S, [FIA], Q, N, Rstr, P, T).

If the sequent is empty, then we have reached the leaf of the branch of which we have
collected the atomic formulas and equations in the second argument A of tabexp. Here
the tableau expansion ends, and the goal to find a proof P motivating semantical closure
of the branch is written in the task list.

tabexp([], A, Q, N, Rstr, [P], [close(A,P,Rstr)]).

Finding such proofs is the subject of the section on equatíonal proofs.

12.4 Writing Output

When presenting a tableau proof as output, the initial sequent is written out immediately.
To do so we use the built-in predicates write and nl. Evaluation of vrite(X) always
succeeds, and indeed writes X to the screen. Evaluation of nl also always succeeds,
making that the next text output to the screen will start on a new line.

The way of writing a sequent to the screen is then straightforward:
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write-sequeat([]).
write-sequent([FIS]) :-

write(' '), write(F), nl,
write-sequent(S).

Two spaces are written in front of every signed formula to enhance readability of the

proof.
In putting out proofs, we shall also number the branches. This is necessary since, after

each splitting of a branch, two new successors are created. As it is hard to present those

branches next to each other, we shall have to write them above each other. Branches

are numbered with lists of 1's and 2's. If, for instance, the branch [1, 2,1] is split, then

the first branch ís numbered [1, 2,1,1] and the second [1, 2,1, 2] . This list of 1's and

2's is called B-Ind in the program.

write-proof(B-Ind, [P]) :-
write('closure by '), write(P), al.

write-proof(B-Ind, [F,L,P]) :-
write('apply rule to '), write(F), al,
write-sequent(L),
write-proof(B-Ind, P).

write-proof(B-Iad, [F,L1,P1,L2,P2]) :-
write('apply rule to '), write(F), al,
append(B-Ind, (1], B-Ind1),
write('branch '), write(B-Indl), al,
write-sequent(LS),
write-proof(B-Indi, P1),

append(B-Iad, [2], B-Iad2),
write('braach '), write(B-Ind2), nl,
write-sequent(L2),
write-proof(B-Ind2, P2).

The predicate write-output writes the initial sequent and its tableau proof.

write-output(Sequeat, Proof) :-
write('Iaitial sequent:'),nl,
write-sequeat(Sequeat),
write-proof([], Proof).
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12.5 Syntactic Unification

If no equations are present in the tableau, then we must simply find signed atomic
formulas tA and fB and a unifier o for A and B. If such a unifier euists, then A~
itself is a proof in II(PrO~ for Av and Bo being equal. The predicate close branches
selects atomic formulas, attempts to unify them and if this succeeds checks whether any
instantíations made conflict with the restrictions, and does this for every element on the
task list which is its argument.

close-branches([]).
close-branches([close(Atoms, A, Rstr)~Tasks]) :-
member(t(A), Atoms),
member(i(B), Atoms),
unify(A, B) ,
check-restrictions(Rstr),
close-branches(Tasks).

If Prolog interpreters would perform the occurs check when matching terms, then we
could símply write A- B instead of unify(A,B). Now that they don't, we must write a
program that does.

unify (7C, Y) : -
var(X), var(Y), 7C - Y.

uaify(x, Y) :-
var(7C), nonvar(Y), does-aot-occur-in(x, Y), R- Y.

unify(7C, Y) :-
aonvar(R), var(Y), does-aot-occur-ia(Y, 7C), 7C - Y.

unify(R, Y) :-
nonvar(7C) , nonvar(Y) , functor(7C, F, N) , fuactor(Y, F, N) ,
uniiy-args(N, R, Y).

unify-args(0, X, Y).
unify-args(N, R, Y) :-

N~ 0, N-1 is N-1,
arg(N, 7C, A) . arg(N, Y
unify-args (N-1, 7C, Y) .

B), uaify(A, B),

does-not-occur-in(s,t) will succeed iff s does not occur as a subterm of t. s need not

be a variable.

does-not-occur-ia(S, T) :-
var(T), S `-- T.
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does-not-occur-ia(S, T) :-
nonvar(T), S`-- T, functor(T, F, N),
does-aot-occur-in-args(N, S, T).

does-not-occur-in-args(0, S, T).
does-not-occur-in-args(N, S, T) :-
N~ 0, N-1 is N-1, arg(N, T, TN),
does-not-occur-in(S, TN),
does-not-occur-in-args(N-1, S, T).
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The predicate check-restrictions is presented. It succeeds if no constant skn occurs
in the instantiation of any older variable.

check-restrictions([]).
check-restrictions([par(SkN)IAstr]) :-
not-ia-instantiations(SkN, Rstr),
check-restrictioas(Rstr).

check-restrictions([var(T)IRstr]) :-
check-restrictions(Rstr).

aot-ia-instaatiations(SkN, []).
aot-in-instaatiations(SkN, [par(Skli)IAstr]) :-
not-in-instantiatioas(SkN, Rstr).

aot-in-instantiatioas(SkN, [var(T)IRstr]) :-
does not-occur-in(SkN, T),
not-in-instantiations(SkN, Rstr).

Finally, the predicate noeqtab (for tableaus with no equations) can be called with just
the initial sequent and the quantifier depth. It will present a tableau if it finds one.

aoeqtab(Sequeat, Q) :-
tabexp(Sequeat, [], Q, 0, [], Tableau, Tasks),
close-braaches(Tasks),
write-output(Sequent, Tableau).

Example 12.2 As an example, reconsider the tableau deduction of ~ytlx(p(x) --~ q(y)]
from t~x~y~p(x) -~ q(y)]. Evaluation of

:- noeqtab([í(exist(y,all(z,p(x) imp q(y)))),
t(all(z,ezist(y,p(x) imp q(y))))],3)

yields the following output.
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Initial sequent:
f(exist(y,all(x,p(x) imp q(y))))
t(all(x,exist(y,p(x) imp q(y))))

apply rule to f(exist(y,all(z,p(z) imp q(y))))
f(all(x,p(z) imp q(-85EB)))

apply rule to f(all(x,p(z) imp q(-85EB)))
f(p(skl) imp q(-85EB))

apply rule to f(p(ski) imp q(-85EB))
t(p(ski))
f(q(-85EB))

apply rule to t(all(x,exist(y,p(x) imp q(y))))
t(exist(y,p(ski) imp q(y)))

apply rule to t(ezist(y,p(ski) imp q(y)))
t(p(sk1) imp q(sk2))

apply rule to t(p(skl) imp q(sk2))
branch [1]

f(p(sk1))
apply rule to f(exist(y,all(z,p(x) imp q(y))))
f(all(x,p(x) imp q(-so77)))

apply rule to f(all(x,p(x) imp q(-9077)))
f(p(sk3) imp q(-9077))

apply rule to f(p(sk3) imp q(-9077))
t(p(sk3))
f(q(-9077))

closure by p(sk1)
braach [2]

t(q(sk2))
apply rule to f(exist(y,all(z,p(x) imp q(y))))
f(all(x,p(z) imp q(sk2)))

apply rule to f(all(x,p(z) imp q(sk2)))
f(p(sk3) imp q(sk2))

apply rule to i(p(sk3) imp q(sk2))
t(p(sk3))
f(q(sk2))

closure by q(sk2)

(Expressíons like -9077 represent uninstantiated Prolog variables.) If the formulas in
the initial sequent are reversed, then 4 is the least quantifier depth for which a proof is
found. ~

12.6 Equational Proofs

The tabexp predicate expands a tableau and constructs a list of tasks that must be done
to close all branches. In this section a simple program is presented with which equational
proofs in PrE are constructed, transforming such proofs following the definition of PrE
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by PrE :- E(PrE)UE(PrE)oEoPrE. We do so in the way that is sketched in section 8.3.
The rules that are performed can be read as translations of Reeves' rules.

We have seen in theorem 5.7 that PrE can be defined by
PrE :- (E(PrE) o E)' o E(PrE), which means that any proof in PrE can be written as

po 0(ul - v1 ) ~ p2 0... p pn-1 ~(un - vn) o P~

where the p; are proofs in E(PrE) and the u; - v; are equations in E. By definition, these
equations appear at the top level of the proof. Obviously, if for some i~ j the equation
u; - v; equals u~ - v~ or v~ - u„ a shorter proof can be obtained. To prevent equations
from being used twice at the top level, a list of equations is maintained. Whenever an
equation is used, it is removed from this list. However, the original list of equations E
must also be kept, because the same equation may be useful on deeper levels.

We shall tie the depth of proofs to a maximum. This will make our proof search
terminating, though not complete.

Definition 12.3 We define the depth of proofs following the fixpoint construction ac-
cording to theorem 3.24. Here we find PrE - pF - U{Fn(Term) ~ n E IN}. The depth
of a proof p is k iff p E Fk(Term) while p~ Fk-'(Term). Terms are the only proofs of
depth 0. We shall write PrÉ instead of F`( Term). o

The main predicate apply-rules of our program maintains a list of subgoals representing
equational subproofs to be completed, and for every list element it is indicated if the proof
should be in II(PrE) or E(PrE), both represented by func,pr, or in Pr(E), represented
by pr. The elements can be of either of the following forms.

~ A list element of the form pr (k , s , t, E, E',p, Rstr) represents the goal to find a
proof p in PrE for s- t. E' is obtained from E by deleting some equations, as was
discussed in the remark above. All equations to appear at the top level must be in
E'. Further, p must have a depth lower than or equal to k. As Reeves' rules are no
decision mechanism for provable equality, this upper bound is set. By definition,
terms are the only proofs of depth 0, so if k- 0 we will immediately unify s, t and

P.

~ func-pr(k,s,t,E,p,Rstr) represents the goal to find a proof p E E(PrE) for
s- t, or, if s and t are atomic formulas, a proof p E H(PrE) with left `term' s and
right `term' t. This means that s, t and p must have, or by instantiations become,
the same outermost operation symbol, say s - f (sl, ..., s„), t - f( tl, ..., t„),
p- f(pl, ..., p„). The list element will then be replaced by the n list elements
pr(k,s;,t;,E,E,p;,Rstr), i - 1,...,n.

If k- 0, then s and t must have the same outermost function symbol and their
arguments must be unified pairwise. Hence, s and t must be unified themselves.

If s and t are variables and k~ 0, then the application of this rule is delayed.
In this case, we call the subgoal trivial. By instantiations due to rules applied
to other elements it may become nontrivial. If at some point only such trivial
subgoals remain in the list, then s and t can be unífied syntactically.
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The main predicate of our program is apply-rules, which takes two arguments. The
first one is the list of subgoals that has already been discussed. Rules are applied
to the elements of the list, until a list of trivial subgoals remains which becomes the
second argument. First the predicate nontrivial is given, which determines whether
its argument is a nontrivial subgoal.

nontrivial(func-pr(R,X,Y,E,P,Rstr)) :-
R~O, vaz(X) , vaz(Y) , ! , fail.

nontrivial(Goal).

The apply-rules predicate deletes a nontrivial subgoal from the subgoal list and adds
any new goals at the front of the remaining list. If this is no longer possible, then its
two arguments are unified, thus effectively creating a list of trivial subgoals as output.

apply-rules(List, Trivial) :-
delete(Goal, List, Remainder),
nontrivial(Goal),

apply-rule(Goal, NewGoals),
append(NewGoals, Remaiader, NewList),
apply-rules(NevList, Trivial).

apply-rules(Trivial, Trivial).

The first argument of apply-rule is a subgoal, the second argument is a list of new
goals created by applying an appropriate rule. In case a proof for s - t is required to
be in PrÉ or E(PrÉ), then the terms s and t are unified and the proof is instantiated to
either of them, say s. The list of new goals, the second argument of apply-rule is then
empty.

apply-rule,(pr(O,S,T,E,EI,S,Rstr), []) :-
unify(S,T), check-restrictions(Rstr).

apply-rule(func-pr(O,S,T,E,S,Rstr), []) :-
uaify(S,T), check-restrictions(Rstr).

A proof in PrE is either in E(PrE) or in E(PrE) o E o PrE. This is reflected by the
following clauses. The additional variables SigmaPrE and PrE serve only for readibílity.

apply-rule(pr(K,S,T,E,EI,P,Rstr), [SigmaPrE]) :-
R~O, R-1 is R-1,
SigmaPrE - func-pr(R-S,S,T,E,P,Rstr).
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apply-rule(pr(R,S,T,E,EI,P-Q,Rstr), [Si~naPrE,PrE]) :-
R~O, R-1 is R-1,
delete(Eqn, E1, E2),
variant(U-V, Eqn),
SigmaPrE - func-pr(R-1,S,U,E,P,Rstr),
PrE - pr(R,V,T,E,E2,Q,Rstr).

In the last clause the proof that is constructed is of the form P-q where P will be a proof
in E(PrE) for S-U and Q is a proof in PrE for V-T. U-V is an equation in E. That is, it
is either of the variants of an equation deleted from El. These variants are given by the
predicate variant.

variant(U-V, U-V).
variaat(U-V, V-U).

Finally, we need a rule to apply a rule to a func-pr subgoal.

apply-rule(func-pr(R,S,T,E,P,Rstr), NevGoals) :-
R~O,
equal-functors(S,T,P,Arity),
check-restrictions(Rstr),
goals-for-args(Arity, R,S,T,E,P,Rstr, [], NevGoals).

The terms S and T and the proof P must have the same outermost operation symbol, of
which we further only need the arity. If either of the terms is a variable, then we must
first determine the outermost operation symbol of the other one. This is done by the
equal-functors predicate. equal-functors possibly instantiates a variable, therefore

we check validity of the restrictions after its application.

equal-functors(S,T,P,Arity) :-
nonvar(S),
functor(S,F,Arity), fuactor(T,F,Arity), fuactor(P,F,Arity).

equal-functors(S,T,P,Arity) :-
var(S), nonvar(T),
functor(T,F,Arity), functor(S,F,Arity), fuactor(P,F,Arity).

Finally, the goals-for-args predicate transforms the goal

fuac-pr(~ ,f~glf... f9n~,f(91i...,Bn~,Fi,Í(P1,...,Pn~.R9tT)

to the list of new goals
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[pr(k,si,ti~E~E~Pi~Rstr),..., Pr(k,s.,,t,,,E,E,Pn~Rstr)7

goals-for-args(0, R,S,T,E,P,Rstr, List, List).
goals-for-args(N, R,S,T,E,P,Rstr, Accu, List) :-

N~O, N-1 is N-1,
arg(N,S,SN), arg(N,T,TN), arg(N,P,PN),
Goal - pr(R,SN,TN,E,E,PN,Rstr),
goals-ior-azgs(N-1, R,S,T,E,P,Rstr, [GoallAccu], List).

This completes the description of the apply-rules predicate and the subprograms it is
built upon.

Recall that the elements of the task list have the form close(A, P, Rstr) where a
proof P motivating closure of the list A oí signed atomic formulas and equations must
be found. First consider the predicate sorter that sorts A into four lists. sorter(A,
Et , Ef, At , Ar) is true iff

~ Et and Ef are the lists of equations appearing t-signed and f-signed, respectively,
in A;

~ At and Af are the lists of atomic formulas appearing t-signed and f-signed, respec-
tively, in A.

sorter( [] , [] , [] , [] , [] ) .
sorter([t(S-T)~A], [S-T~Et], Eí, At, Af) :-

!, sorter(A, Et, Ef, At, Aí).
sorter([f(S-T)~A], Et, [S-T~Ef], At, Af) :-

!, sorter(A, Et, Ef, At, Af).
sorter([t(Atm)IA], Et, Ef, [Atm~At], Af) :-

!, sorter(A, Et, Ef, At, Af).
sorter([f(Atm)~A], Et, Ei, At, [Atm~Af]) :-

!, sorter(A, Et, Ef, At, Ai).

Following theorem 7.12 we must do either of the following to close a branch.

~ We must find a proof in PrEt for an equation in Ef. This will be attempted by
introducing a goal of the form

pr(k,s,t,Et,Et,P,Rstr)

where s- t is an equation from Ef, and P is a variable that must eventually be

bound to a proof for s- t.

~ We must find a proof in At o II(PrEi) o Af. This which will be attempted by
introducing a goal of the form
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func-pr(k ,p(si, . . . , s„) , p(ti, . . . , t„) , Et , P , Rstr)

where p(sl, ..., s„) E At, p(tl, ..., t„) E Af and the variable P must eventually be
bound to a proof of the form p(ql, ..., q„) such that q; is a proof for s; - t; for
i - 1,...,n.

The program create-goal constructs such a list element when given the maximum proof
depth k, the lists Et, Er, At, Ap, the variable P that should be bound to the resulting
proof and the list of restrictions Rstr.

create-goal(R,Et,Ef,At,Af,P,Rstr, pr(R,S,T,Et,Et,P,Rstr)) :-
member(S-T, Ef).

create-goal(R,Et,Ef,At,Af,P,Rstr, iunc-pr(R,A,B,Et,P,Rstr)) :-
member(A, At), member(B, Af).

Using sorter and create-goal we can select an equational problem that can then be
processed by the apply-rules predicate. The predicate co-ordinating this job is called
close-eq-branches. It selects a task from the task list and creates an equational goal
to be solved by apply-rules, yielding a list of trivial goals. Then the next task from
the task list is considered, an equational goal is added to the list of trivial goals and
apply-rules is called. This goes on until the task list is empty.

close-eq-branches(R, [], Trivial, Trivial).
close-eq-branches(R, [close(A,P,Rstr)ITasks], TrivO, Triv2) :-

sorter(A, Et,Ef,At,Af),

create-goal(R,Et,Ei,At,Af,P,Rstr,Goal),
apply-rules([Goal~TrivO], Trivl),
close-eq-braaches(R, Tasks, Trivi, Triv2).

The final step is the `user interface'. Specifying the initial sequent, a quantifier depth
Q and a maximum depth k for equational proofs should be enough for the program to
create a closed tableau if there is one within these limitations, and to write it as output.
Before writing this output, the remaining proofs for the equations between variables are
found by unifying both hands of every such equation.

eqtab(Sequeat, Q, R) :-
tabeap(Sequeat, [], Q, 0, [], Tableau, Tasks),
close-eq-braaches(R, Tasks, [], Trivial),
make-trivial-proofs(Trivial),
write-output(Sequeat, Tableau).
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make-trivial-proofs([]).
make-trivial-proofs([func-pr(R,R,R,E,7C,Rstr)~Trivial]) :-

make-trivial-proofs(Trivial).

For the presentation of equational proofs it is important to note that, although we wish
- to be an associative proof constructor, Prolog's - is not. The construction of proofs in
our program is such that, for instance, a proof of the form a- b- c- d is constructed
as a- (b -(c - d) )). Hence, after declaring - to be a right-binding operator this
will be rendered as a- b- c- d. Therefore, add the following line to the program.

.- op(700, xfy, -) .

700 corresponds to the usual precedence of - in Prolog.

Example 12.4 As a simple example, consider the deduction of g(a,g(b,g(c,d))) -

g(g(g(a, b), c), d) from dxb~yflz[g(x,g(y, z)) - g(g(x, y), z)]. The goal to be evaluated

is

eqtab([f(g(a,g(b,g(c,d))) - g(g(g(a,b),c),d)),
t(all(x,all(y,all(z,g(x,g(y,z)) - g(g(x,y),z)))))],6,1).

and it results in the following tableau proof.

Initial sequent:
f(g(a.g(b,g(c,d))) - g(g(g(a,b),c),d))
t(all(x,all(y,all(z,g(x,g(y,z)) - g(g(x,y),z)))))

apply rule to t(all(x,all(y,all(z,g(x,g(y,z)) - g(g(x,y),z)))))
t(all(y,all(z,g(g(a,b),g(Y,z)) - g(g(g(a,b).Y),z))))

apply rule to t(all(y,all(z,g(g(a,b),g(y,z)) -
g(g(g(a,b),Y).z))))

t(all(z,g(6(a.b),8(c,z)) - g(g(g(a,b),c),z)))
apply rule to t(all(z,g(g(a,b),g(c,z)) - g(g(g(a,b),c),z)))

t(g(g(a.b),g(c,d)) - g(g(g(a,b).c),d))
apply rule to t(all(x,all(y,all(z,g(x,g(y,z)) - g(g(x,y),z)))))

t(all(y,all(z,g(a,g(y,z)) - g(g(a,y),z))))
apply rule to t(all(y,all(z,g(a,g(y,z)) - g(g(a,y),z))))

t(all(z,g(a,g(b,z)) - g(g(a,b),z)))
apply rule to t(all(z,g(a,g(b,z)) - g(g(a,b),z)))

t(g(a,8(b,g(c,d))) - g(g(a,b),8(c,d)))
closure by g(a,g(b,g(c,d))) - g(g(a,b).8(c,d)) - g(g(g(a,b).c).d)

O



Chapter 13

Conclusions and Future Work

We have discussed equality reasoning in tableaux and in logic programming languages.
Key results of this work are the algebraic framework of chapters 4 and 5 and the decid-
ability theorems of chapters 9 and 10. We shall briefly go over these results again, and
point out some topics deserving further research.

We have spent quite some effort in defining syntax and semantics of terms, atomic formu-
las and equations in terms of two corresponding algebras (chapters 4 and 5). An obvious
advantage of this approach is mathematical rigour, while in particular the description
of equational proofs is concise and natural. Thus, a thorough theoretical foundation for
equality reasoning is obtained.

The benefits are not merely theoretical, however. It is shown in chapter 8 and sec-
tion 10.1 that procedures for equality reasoning in tableaux and for reduction in pro-
gramming languages, respectively, can be described as fixpoint constructions of sets of
proofs. This is shown to be useful in investigating the completeness of such procedures,
and in implementing them (in sections 12.6 and 11.2, respectively).

Some aspects of the theory have not yet been integrated in the algebraic framework;
in particular, substitutions are treated more informally. (It is observed in [12] that this
is a general shortcoming of texts on logic.) Although the effect of substitutions is eas-
ily described algebraicaIly, describing syntactic unification requires a more sophisticated
apparatus. Incorporating such aspects adequately should be subject of future research.

The other main issue of this thesis is decidability of (simultaneous) rigid E-unification.
For the following problems decision procedures are given.

(a) Simultaneous rigid E-unification in function-free languages without and with con-
structors (in sections 9.1 and 10.2, respectively).

(b) Rigid E-unification in languages with function symbols of arbitrary arities, but
without constructors (chapter 9 except for section 9.1).

(c) Simultaneous rigid E-unification in languages in which all function symbols are
constructors (section 10.3).
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(d) A restricted simultaneous rigid E-unification problem in languages with construc-
tors and other function symbols (section 10.4).

The results on function free-languages serve mainly as an introduction to the more
difficult theorems on the decidability of (b) and (d). Yet, the results may be of practical
value in, for instance, validating integrity constraints in deductive databases, as these
are often required to be formulated in function-free languages ([54]).

Certainly, the decision procedure for problem (b) and its completeness proof are
our most important results in this area. We have simplified comparable results in the
literature, particularly by not using techniques from rewriting theory. Generalization
to the simultaneous problem and optimization of decision algorithms (perhaps by re-
introducing some rewriting techniques!) are obvious goals for further research. (See also
section 9.5.)

Problem (c) is less general than (d), and its discussion serves as an introduction to
(d) only. Remarks on the complexity of rigid E-unification in [26] and (30] make clear
that we must not expect general decision procedures of reasonable efficiency. For prac-
tical purposes, such as theorem provers underlying programming languages, restricted
procedures like the one for (d) must be devised. The merits of such procedures must be
determined by testing their ability to solve `real-life' problems.
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Samenvatting

Gelijkheidsbewijzen
in tableaux en logisch programmeren

De tableau-methode is een bewijscalculus voor de eerste-orde predicatenlogica. De ry-
regel van deze calculus laat toe dat aan een lijst met gegeven formules waarin een formule
van de vorm b'xF(x] voorkomt de formule F(t] toegevoegd wordt. Hier mag t een wille-
keurige term zijn, maar bij het toepassen van deze regel weet men vaak niet welke term
t in het verdere bewijs nuttig zal blijken te zijn.

In moderne, geautomatiseerde, varianten van de methode wordt de keuze van zo'n
term daarom uitgesteld, er wordt zolang een variabele als plaatsvervanger ingevuld. Zo
ontstaat een tableau met vrije variabelen. In een later stadium moet dan een substitutie
gezocht worden die elke tak uit zo'n tableau afbeeldt op een tak die in de klassieke zin
gesloten is. We zeggen dat zo'n substitutie elke tak, en daarmee het hele tableau, sluit.

Het vinden van een substitutie die een tak sluit is equivalent met het probleem dat
sinds enkele jaren rigid E-unification heet: Vind bij een gegeven verzameling E van
vergelijkingenen termen s en t een substitutie v zodat EQ ~ so - tv. Om een substitutie
te vinden die een tableau sluit moet een aantal soortgelijke problemen simultaan met
dezelfde substitutie worden opgelost.

In dit proefschrift worden enkele resultaten besproken op het gebied van simultane
rigid E-unification. Waar mogelijk gebeurt dit in termen van relationele algebra.

In de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 wordt veel werk besteed aan het definiëren van syntaxis en
semantiek van termen, atomaire formules en vergelijkingen in termen van twee algebra's:
een relationele algebra en een algebra van verzamelingen van bewijzen. Dit verschaft het
proefschrift een solide theoretisch fundament, maar het heeft ook praktische voordelen.

In hoofdstuk 8 en sectie 10.1 wordt aangetoond dat bepaalde tableau-regels voor
vergelijkingen en reductie in programmeertalen kunnen worden uitgedrukt als fixpoint
constructies van verzamelingen van bewijzen. Dit blijkt nuttig te zijn in het onderzceken
van de volledigheid van zulke methoden en bij het implementeren ervan ( secties 12.6
en 11.2).

Ten slotte worden voor een aantal unificatieproblemen beslisprocedures gepresenteerd.
Hiervan volgt hieronder een overzicht. (Met unificatie wordt steeds rigid E-unification
bedoeld.)

(a) Simultane unificatie in functie-vrije talen zonder en met constructoren (secties 9.1
en 10.2).
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(b) Unificatie in talen met functiesymbolen, maar zonder constructoren (hoofdstuk 9
met uitzondering van sectie 9.1).

(c) Simultane unificatie in talen waarin alle functiesymbolen constructoren zijn (sec-
tie 10.3).

(d) Simultane unificatie in talen met constructoren en andere functiesymbolen. Hier
zijn beperkingen opgelegd aan substituties en interpretaties, hetgeen de logisch-
gevolg-relatie beïnvloedt. (sectie 10.4).

De resultaten over (a) en (c) zijn relatief gemakkelijk af te leiden. Ze dienen hoofdzakelijk
als introductie tot (b) en (d).

Het volledigheidsbewijs van de beslisprocedure voor (b) is zonder twijfel ons belang-
rijkste resultaat op dit gebied. Vergelijkbare resultaten uit de literatuur worden hiermee
aanzienlijk vereenvoudigd, in het bijzonder doordat we geen theorie over herschrijfsyste-
men gebruiken.
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